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Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Routledge Handbook of Creative and Cultural
Industries in Asia

Business Leaders and Leadership in Asia
Ying Zhu, University of South Australia, Shuang Ren,
University of Melbourne, Australia, Ngan Collins and
Malcolm Warner, University of Cambridge, UK
Series: Routledge Studies in the Growth Economies of Asia
The quality of its business leadership is a key issue for the future
development of Asia’s economies. Although Asia’s economies
have grown spectacularly in recent decades, they are currently
facing increasing challenges. This book explores the current
state of business leadership in Asia. It demonstrates that there
is no single model of Asian business leadership, and that Western
models often do not fit easily alongside Asian cultural values. It
discusses how different Asian economies have different types
of business leadership challenges. The book concludes by

assessing how business leadership in Asia is likely to develop in future.

Edited by Lorraine Lim, Birkbeck College, University of London, UK and Hye-Kyung
Lee, King’s College London, UK
The Routledge Handbook of the Cultural and Creative Industries in Asia provides readers
with a broad understanding of the growth and transformation of the CCIs in Asia and serves
as a key reference point for further scholarship in this area. The handbook is divided into
five parts covering governance, production, consumption, technology and distribution.
Each part includes a short introduction that defines its key terms and highlights the theme
as well as an overview chapter that provides a comparative overview of the countries and
CCIs examined and a concluding reflective chapter written by a practitioner.

Routledge
November 2018: 246x174: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-138-95992-7: £165.00
eBook: 978-1-315-66050-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138959927Routledge

Market: Asian Studies / Business Studies
October 2017: 234x156: 134pp
Hb: 978-1-138-83136-0: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-73660-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138831360

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Institutions and Economic Growth in Asia
The Case of Mainland China, Hong Kong, Singapore and Malaysia

Flora Huang and Horace Yeung
Series: Routledge Economic Growth and Development Series
This book explores the role of institutions in economic growth,
looking in particular at specific Asian countries and at particular
cities within those countries. It considers a wide range of factors
besides institutions, including the law, cultural factors and overall
government arrangements. The differences between the
different countries studied are highlighted, and the impact of
these differences assessed. The book’s conclusions as to which
factors have the greatest impact will be of considerable interest
to economists of Asia and those interested in economic growth
more widely.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies / Economic Development
April 2018: 234x156: 336pp
Hb: 978-1-138-69973-1: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-51613-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138699731

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Routledge Handbook of Banking and Finance in
Asia
Edited by Ulrich Volz, SOAS, UK and Naoyuki Yoshino, Asian Development Bank
Institute, Japan
The Routledge Handbook of Banking and Finance in Asia brings together an international
team of contributors to provide a comprehensive and cutting edge guide to Asia’s financial
institutions, markets and systems.

Part I provides a country by country by county overview of banking and finance in East,
Southeast and South Asia. Part II contains thematic chapters covering topics such as
commercial banking, investment banking, development banking, bond markets, stock
markets, insurance, macroprudential regulation and capital flow management measures,
financial integration, exchange rates, financial inclusion/access to finance, SME finance,
green finance, and Islamic finance.

Routledge
Market: Business, Economics, Asia
July 2018: 246x174: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-138-68540-6: £165.00
eBook: 978-1-315-54322-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138685406
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Danger, Development and Legitimacy in East Asian
Maritime Politics

A New Era in Democratic Taiwan
Trajectories and turning points in politics and cross-Strait relations
Edited by Chun-Yi Lee and Jonathan Sullivan Securing the Seas, Securing the State
Series: Routledge Research on Taiwan Series Christian Wirth, Griffith University, Australia

Series: Asia's Transformations
Danger, Development and Legitimacy in East Asian Maritime Politics
is a timely contribution that furthers our understanding of several
controversial debates in the politics of the Asia-Pacific. Its use of
advanced social theory allows for the coherent treatment of a
wide range of cases such as ocean development, island disputes
and geopolitical maritime security concerns that were hitherto
explored in isolation from one another. By showing how
hegemonic ideas of development continue to inform security
politics and distract from the salient problems of legitimacy, this
book challenges conventional wisdom that economic growth
will eventually pacify Asia-Pacific international relations.

The KMT and its allies have dominated elections through Taiwan’s two decade experience
of democracy. With a “safe” China policy and effective resource channelling, they maintained
a winning coalition among big business, the public sector, green collar workers and local
factions, structuring Taiwan’s political landscape. Until now. This book identifies past, current
and future trajectories in areas such as political competition, state-society relations and
national identity. Moving beyond headline rhetoric, it provides a timely investigation of
ongoing trends based on empirical analysis. As such it will be of huge interest to students
and scholars of Asian politics and cross-Strait relations.

Routledge
Market: Politics, Asian Politics, Taiwan
June 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06242-9: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-16164-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138062429 Routledge

Market: Politics, Asian Politics, International Relations
November 2017: 234x156: 238pp
Hb: 978-1-138-09292-1: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-10719-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138092921

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Dynamics of Change in East AsiaConstitutional Democracy in India
Historical Trajectories and Contemporary DevelopmentBidyut Chakrabarty, University of Delhi, India

Series: Routledge Studies in South Asian Politics
This book examines the processes leading to constitutionalizing
India and challenges the conventional idea that the Constitution
of India is a borrowed doctrine. A careful study of the processes
reveals that the 1950 Constitution was the culmination of an
ideational battle that had begun with the consolidation of the
British Enlightenment philosophy in the early days of British
paramountcy in India. The book therefore argues that
constitutionalizing endeavour in India had a clear imprint of
ideas which had its root in this philosophy.

Routledge

P.W. Preston
This book illuminates the historical development trajectory and
contemporary circumstances of the countries of East Asia.
Embracing a cross-disciplinary perspective, it summarises the
history of the region and goes on to focus upon the rise of East
Asia since the ruins of the Pacific War. Analysing the region’s
basic strengths and elite development strategies across the
various countries, it also examines areas of domestic,
intra-regional and international conflict. It covers the basic
ground of political economy, society, culture and politics, whilst
also taking care to locate the contemporary region in its own
history and asking, what further change can be expected in the
future?Market: Asian Politics, South Asian Politics

January 2018: 234x156: 272pp
RoutledgeHb: 978-1-138-55188-6: £115.00
Market: East Asia, Politics, HistoryeBook: 978-1-315-14783-3
March 2018: 234x156: 304pp* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138551886
Hb: 978-0-415-42437-0: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-415-42488-2: £31.99
eBook: 978-1-315-22799-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415424370

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Governance and Democracy in the Asia PacificCritical International Relations Theories in East Asia
Political and Civil SocietyRelationality, Subjectivity, and Pragmatism
Edited by Stephen McCarthy, Griffith University, Australia and Mark R Thompson,
City University of Hong Kong

Edited by Kosuke Shimizu, Ryukoku University, Japan
Series: IR Theory and Practice in Asia

Series: Politics in AsiaThis book interrogates the meanings of the established ontology and subjectivity embedded
in the discourse of ‘Western’ and ‘non-Western’ IR. We are predisposed to see a nation-state This book examines the nature of civil and political society in the Asia-Pacific region as well

as the presence, or absence, of good governance and democracy. Divded into three themesas a unified entity, everlasting and moving towards a particular end. This leads us to say,
for example, ‘Japan is threatened by the possible Chinese attack’ without questioning what - governance and democracy, political society, and civil society - each theme is intended
‘Japan’ and ‘China’ mean in this context. This book tries to locate and unearth the consistent to focus our attention on the kinds of issues it identifies and, in turn, encourage both an
structure and system of the world, with a particular focus on subjectivity and temporality
in IR, that captures the way in which we conceive and misconceive the world.

analytical and a comparative study between a number of similar countries or cases in the
Asia Pacific region.

Routledge Routledge
Market: Intenational Relations/Asia Market: Asian Politics, Comparative Politics, Governance
October 2018: 234x156: 208pp July 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36321-7: £115.00 Hb: 978-0-415-72063-2: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-351-11023-5 eBook: 978-1-315-86676-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815363217 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415720632

Companion WebsiteNew in Paperbacke-InspectionComplimentary Exam Copy
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TEXTBOOK • READER2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Japan's Foreign Relations in AsiaGovernment and Politics in Taiwan

Edited by James D.J. Brown, Temple University, Japan and
Jeff Kingston, Temple University, Japan
This new textbook focuses on Japan's foreign relations in Asia
over the last 20 years, a period in which there have been
dramatic developments including the reinterpretation of the
Constitution and expanded US-Japan defense cooperation.
Covering the key regional players of China and the Koreas, this
textbook also encompasses chapters on Japan’s relations with
India, Myanmar, Indonesia, Vietnam, the Philippines and Thailand,
along with its multilateral initiatives. Combined with
transnational thematic chapters, this textbook, with is accessible
style and jargon-free analysis, provides an accessible resource
giving students a deep understanding of Japan’s contemporary

relations in Asia.

Dafydd Fell, School of Oriental and African Studies,
University of London, UK
Series: Routledge Research on Taiwan Series
Taking a critical approach, Dafydd Fell provides students with
the essential background to the history and development of the
political system as well as an explanation of the key structures,
processes and institutions that have shaped Taiwan over the
last few decades. The text has been fully updated to take to take
stock of the 2012 and 2016 General Elections, the Sunflower
Movement and new developments in cross-strait relations.
Topics covered include: the transition to democracy, party
politics, cross-strait relations, foreign policy, electoral politics and

voting, political economy, national identity and social welfare.

Routledge
RoutledgeMarket: Asian Studies/ Politics
Market: Politics, Japanese Politics, International RelationsJanuary 2018: 246x174: 352pp
December 2017: 234x156: 374ppHb: 978-1-138-18738-2: £110.00
Hb: 978-1-138-05544-5: £110.00Pb: 978-1-138-18739-9: £29.99
Pb: 978-1-138-05545-2: £29.99eBook: 978-1-315-64312-0
eBook: 978-1-315-16593-6Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-57538-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138055452* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138187382

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Political Participation in AsiaHegemony and the US-Japan Alliance
Defining and Deploying Political SpaceMisato Matsuoka, Tokai University, Japan

Series: Sheffield Centre for Japanese Studies/Routledge Series Edited by Eva Hansson and Meredith L. Weiss, SUNY Albany,
USA
Series: Routledge Contemporary Asia Series
This book explores political participation in Asia and how
democracy and authoritarianism function under neoliberal
economic relations. It examines changes that coincide seemingly
perversely with a participation explosion: with mass street
protests and "occupations," energetic online contention,
movements of students and workers, mobilization for and against
democracy, and more. Organised thematically in three parts,
this book analyses economic, regime and media shifts and how
they function in tandem and across not just states, but
sub-regions.

As a pioneering study, through the lens of neo-Gramscianism, this book unravels the
intricate political dynamism between the US-Japan alliance and Japanese foreign
policymaking, and underscores its relationship to US hegemony in the Asia-Pacific. It is an
innovative attempt to link the concept of alliances to hegemony and to explain the
complicated power dynamism in alliance contexts. As such, this book will present an
alternative theoretical tool in the international relations field to analyse the political nature
of alliances in the post-Cold War period, contributing to the fields of Japanese foreign
policymaking and Asia-Pacific security, security studies and international relations.

Routledge
Market: Politics, Japanese Politics, International Relations
May 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30347-8: £105.00
eBook: 978-0-203-73106-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138303478 Routledge

Market: Asian Politics, Political Behaviour and Participation
October 2017: 234x156: 216pp
Hb: 978-1-138-08229-8: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-11258-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138082298

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Political Violence in South AsiaJapan’s Island Troubles with China and Korea
Edited by Ali Riaz, Illinois State University, USA, Zobaida Nasreen and Fahmida
Zaman

Prospects and Challenges for Resolution
Edited by Victor Teo and Haruko Satoh

This book explores various dimensions of political violence in South Asia, namely in
Bangladesh, India, Nepal, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. Each chapter either speaks to an important

Series: Politics in Asia
This book scrutinizes the Senkaku / Diaoyu Dispute between Japan and China and the
Tokdo/Takeshima Dispute between Japan and Korea and offer new perspectives and
insights into the possible approaches towards amelioration and resolution of these conflicts.

aspect of the political violence or provides an overall picture of the nature and scope of
political violence in the respective country. Political violence is understood in the larger
sense of political, that is above and beyond institutions such as elections, although
institutions are not excluded as they play a crucial role in producing and reproducingRoutledge

Market: Asian Politics, Security Studies, International Relations violence, but also as an integral part of social relationships where social norms and the role
of individual agency play seminal roles.July 2018: 234x156: 224pp

Hb: 978-1-138-08523-7: £100.00
RoutledgeeBook: 978-1-315-11143-8
Market: Asian Politics, South Asia* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138085237
November 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36044-5: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-815-36046-9: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-351-11822-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815360445

Browse and order online:
www.routledge.com/asianstudies
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Routledge Handbook of Asian MigrationsPower and Water in Central Asia

Edited by Gracia Liu-Farrer, Waseda University, Japan and
Brenda S.A. Yeoh
Housing more than half of the global population, Asia is a region
characterised by increasingly diverse forms of migration and
mobility. Offering a wide-ranging overview of the field of Asian
migrations, this new handbook therefore seeks to examine and
evaluate the flows of movement within Asia, as well as into and
out of the continent. Through in-depth analysis of both empirical
and theoretical developments in the field, it includes key
examples and trends such as British colonialism, Chinese
diaspora, labour migration, the movement of women and recent
student migration.

Filippo Menga, The University of Reading, UK
Series: Routledge Advances in Central Asian Studies
This book analyses the role of state power in transboundary
water relations. It provides an in–depth study of the evolution
of interstate relations in Central Asia in the field of water from
1991-2015. Taking as a case study the planned construction of
the Rogun and Kambarata dams in Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan,
the author examines various forms of overt and covert power
shaping interstate relations and the way hegemonic and
counter-hegemonic measures are put in place in an international
river basin. He argues that the intimate correlation between the
concepts of power and hegemony can offer key insights to the
analysis and understanding of transboundary water relations. Routledge

Market: Asian StudiesRoutledge
December 2017: 246x174: 306ppMarket: Asian Studies
Hb: 978-1-138-95985-9: £175.00November 2017: 234x156: 194pp
eBook: 978-1-315-66049-3Hb: 978-1-138-67803-3: £115.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138959859eBook: 978-1-315-55917-9

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138678033

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Routledge Handbook of Central Asian PoliticsRegional Environmental Politics in Northeast Asia

Edited by Reuel R. Hanks, Oklahoma State University, USA
and Dilshod Achilov, East Tennessee State University, USA
Written by experts on the region’s complex politics, this 
Handbook provides an in depth understanding of political issues
in the five states of Central Asia. It is structured along the themes
of security and stability, development of political institutions
and national integration, issues in political economy
and international relations. This academic Handbook, produced
by experts on the region’s complex politics, fill a void in the
existing literature. It is much needed to provide an in depth
understanding of political issues in Central Asia.

Routledge

Conflict and Cooperation
Jeongwon Park, Lingnan University, Hong Kong
Series: Politics in Asia
Against the backdrop of debate on how to understand Northeast Asia as a ‘region’, Park
focusses on the major regional economies of China, Japan and the ROK, along with Russia,
North Korea and the Republic of Mongolia, due to both their geopolitical proximity and
their significance to the region. She attempts to answer the questions ‘How far has regional
environmental cooperation progressed in Northeast Asia?’; and ‘Why are Northeast Asian
countries reluctant to cooperate further on urgent transboundary and regional
environmental issues?’.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies/Non-traditional Security

Market: Politics, Central Asia, Post-Soviet StudiesOctober 2018: 234x156: 192pp
September 2018: 246x174: 368ppHb: 978-1-138-30237-2: £115.00
Hb: 978-0-415-77676-9: £130.00eBook: 978-0-203-73179-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415776769* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138302372

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Routledge Handbook of Politics in AsiaRoutledge Handbook of Asia in World Politics
Edited by Shiping HuaEdited by Teh-Kuang Chang, Ball State UIniversity, USA and

Angelin Chang
This handbook provides a comprehensive overview of Asia’s
role in World politics, focusing on how developments in Asia
have influenced global politics and how the region has
responded in the modern era.

Part I gives an overview of early encounters between Asia and
the West and the political, economic and military development
of Modern Asia.

Part II looks at Asia’s place in the global system, looking at
regional powers, alliances and the involvement of Asian states
in global organisations.

The Routledge Handbook of Asian Politics is designed to serve as a comprehensive reference
guide to scholarship about politics in Asia from a comparative perspective. Covering East,
Southeast South and Central Asia, this Handbook brings together the work of leading
international academics to cover the political histories, political institutions and systems,
political economy and political culture of the region.

This is an invaluable and comprehensive resource for students, scholars, researchers and
practitioners of the Asian politics and comparative politics.

Routledge
Market: Politics, Asia
March 2018: 246x174: 584pp
Hb: 978-1-138-63904-1: £175.00
eBook: 978-1-315-62767-0

Part IV moves on to look at Asia’s relations with key global players. * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138639041
Finally, Part VI focuses on modern conflicts between Asia and other world powers and
international interventions in Asian conflicts.

Routledge
Market: Politics, Asia
October 2017: 246x174: 286pp
Hb: 978-1-138-92713-1: £175.00
eBook: 978-1-315-68280-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138927131
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The Army and the Indonesian Genocide
Mechanics of Mass Murder

Jess Melvin
Series: Rethinking Southeast Asia
Using documents from the former Indonesian Intelligence
Agency’s archives in Banda Aceh this book shatters the
Indonesian government’s official propaganda account of the
mass killings and proves the military’s agency behind those
events. This book tells the story of the 3,000 pages of top-secret
documents that comprise the Indonesian genocide files. Drawing
upon these orders and records, along with the previously
unheard stories of 70 survivors, perpetrators, and other
eyewitness of the genocide in Aceh province it reconstructs, for
the first time, a detailed narrative of the killings using the
military’s own accounts of these events.

Routledge
Market: Asian Politics, Southeast Asia
January 2018: 234x156: 384pp
Hb: 978-1-138-57469-4: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-27332-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138574694

4th Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
The International Politics of the Asia Pacific
Fourth and Revised Edition
Michael Yahuda, London School of Economics and Political Science, University of
London, UK
Series: Politics in Asia
This fully revised fourth edition of Michael Yahuda's extremely successful textbook brings
the region fully up-to-date, introducing students to the international politics of the
Asia-Pacific region since 1945. As well as assessing the post-cold War uncertainties that
challenged balance and power with the region, Yahuda also examines the first two decades
of the new millennium which includes no let up on the 'war on terror', new political
administrations in all the key player-states and increased cooperative security between
some nations, polarised by volatile relationships between others.
Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, International Relations and Politics
July 2018: 234x156: 368pp
Hb: 978-1-138-64706-0: £95.00
Pb: 978-1-138-64707-7: £30.99
eBook: 978-1-315-54329-1
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-47479-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138647060

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Politics of Decentralisation in Cambodia
Netra Eng, Cambodia Development Resource Institute (CDRI), Cambodia
Series: Rethinking Southeast Asia
This book argues that decentralisation reform in Cambodia has failed to transform the
existing power relations necessary to produce democracy, accountability and improved
service delivery. It is the first substantive publication on this topic with a focus on the new
district system of Cambodia’s sub-national governance. It will be of interest to researchers
in the fields of decentralisation, public sector reform, the politics of development, local
governance, Political Economy and Southeast Asian studies.

Routledge
Market: Asian Politics, Southeast Asian Politics, Asian Development
June 2018: 234x156: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-95578-3: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-315-66609-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138955783
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Popular Culture and the Formation of Hong Kong
Identity

Identity and Experience at the India-Bangladesh
Border

Karin Ling-fung Chau, The University of Hong Kong, Heung Wah Wong, The
University of Hong Kong and Hoi-yan Yau, Tsukuba University, Japan

The Crisis of Belonging
Debdatta Chowdhury, University of Westminster, London, UK

Series: Routledge Culture, Society, Business in East Asia SeriesSeries: Routledge Studies in Asian Diasporas, Migrations and Mobilities
This book charts the development of Hong Kong identity from the Second World War to
the present. It argues that understanding popular culture is key to understanding how

The Partition of Bengal in 1947 resulted in the creation of new states and the
India-Bangladesh border. This book examines the lived experiences and perceptions of

Hong Kong identity has evolved, and it discusses the various phases that popular culturethe people living across the India-Bangladesh border in the years following 1947. The
has gone through in the post-war period. The book examines how the consumption ofauthor traces how the people living along this border have experienced and perceived

this geographical unique area and complex citizenship status. popular culture has been related to the changing geopolitical situation, to the politics of
economic transformation, and to community building. It shows how behind all these

Routledge aspects of popular culture lies the essential "in-between-ness" of Hong Kong, neither
Eastern/traditional/conservative nor Western/modern/liberal.

Market: Asian Studies, South Asia
June 2018: 234x156: 240pp

RoutledgeHb: 978-1-138-21080-6: £105.00
Market: Asian Studies / Popular Culture / Hong KongeBook: 978-1-315-29681-4
August 2018: 234x156: 256pp* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138210806
Hb: 978-0-415-70884-5: £95.00
eBook: 978-1-315-88590-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415708845
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Routledge Handbook of Gender in East AsiaJapanese Animation
Edited by Jieyu Liu and Junko Yamashita, University of Bristol, UKTransnational Industry and Culture in Asia
This Handbook contains interdisciplinary contributions from leading academics to provide
a cutting edge overview of scholarship on gender in Greater China, Japan and South Korea.

Edited by Wong Heung Wah and Marco Pellitteri
Series: Routledge Culture, Society, Business in East Asia Series

Contributions cover a wide range of gender related issues in East Asia; including the
“Anime”, involving hand drawn or computer animation, often characterized by colourful
graphics, vibrant characters and fantastical themes, is a quintessentially Japanese art form.

formation of gender norms, women’s suffrage and feminist movements, the impact of
gender on work, health and sexuality and depictions of masculinity and femininity in culture
and media.Distributed through cinema, television and over the internet it has an enormous following,

both in Japan and more widely. This book provides a comprehensive survey of the historical
Routledgedevelopment, industrial structure and technical features of Japanese animation, and of the
Market: Gender , Sociology, Asian Studies

overall dynamics of its globalization. Specific chapters cover production techniques, “anime” December 2018: 246x174: 400pp
as an “emotion industry” and the involvement of a range of East Asia countries both in the
production of and consumption of Japanese animation.

Hb: 978-1-138-95989-7: £165.00
eBook: 978-1-315-66052-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138959897Routledge

Market: Asian Studies / Cultural Studies / Media Studies
September 2018: 234x156: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-138-56646-0: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-12370-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138566460

Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
Social Movements in Taiwan’s Democratic
Transition

Lives of Muslims in India
Politics, Exclusion and Violence

Edited by Abdul Shaban, Tata Institute of Social Sciences,
India
The wide-ranging essays in this volume focus on the intensified
exclusionary practices against Indian Muslims, highlighting how,
amidst a politics of violence, confusing policy frameworks on
caste and class lines, and institutionalised riot systems, the
community has also suffered from the lack of leadership from
within. It discusses the politics of ‘vote bank’ and
‘appeasement’, marginalisation of Muslim women, Muslim
Personal Law, and the right to development. Contributed by
academics, activists and journalists, the articles discuss issues of
integration, exclusion and violence, and attempt to understand
categories such as ‘identity’, ‘minority’, ‘multiculturalism’, and

‘nationalism’.

Linking Activists to the Changing Political Environment
Yun Fan, National Taiwan University
Series: Routledge Research on Taiwan Series
Focusing on activists’ relationship to the changing political environment, this book analyses
the trajectories of three major social movements in Taiwan during the country’s democratic
transition between 1980 and 2000. Specifically, it explores why the labor and environmental
movements became less partisan, while the women’s movement became more partisan.
Providing a comparative discussion of these key social movements, this book both explores
key theoretical questions and presents a rich and comprehesive analysis of social activism
during Taiwan’s democratic transition.
Routledge
Market: Taiwan Studies, Social Movements, Democratization
July 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-415-72072-4: £105.00

Routledge India eBook: 978-1-315-86675-8
Market: SOCIOLOGY / POLITICS / HISTORY / CULTURAL STUDIES / MINORITY STUDIES / SOUTH ASIAN
STUDIES

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415720724

January 2018: 216x138: 284pp
Hb: 978-0-815-39297-2: £115.00
Pb: 978-0-815-36983-7: £36.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815369837
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Transnational Retailing in East Asia
A Japanese Supermarket Chain in Hong Kong and China
Heung-wah Wong
Series: Routledge Culture, Society, Business in East Asia Series
This book explores cross-cultural interaction in East Asia, arguing that globalisation of
products and consumer tastes is much more complex than simply homogenisation along
Western lines, or local adaption as a reaction against Western products and tastes. It
considers specifically how a Japanese supermarket chain, Yaohan, expanded into Hong
Kong in the 1980s and mainland China in the 1990s, and how this expansion evolved from
initial success to ultimate failure and the company’s bankruptcy, relating all this to the
changing nature of society, consumerism and shopping in East Asia.
Routledge
Market: Asian Studies / Retailing
July 2018: 234x156: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-138-69663-1: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-52381-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138696631
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Early Modern East AsiaChina and Southeast Asia
War, Commerce, and Cultural ExchangeHistorical Interactions

Edited by Kenneth M. Swope and Tonio Andrade, Emory
University, USA
Series: Asian States and Empires
This book presents exciting new research on early modern East
Asia, exploring maritime connections, technological
dissemination, military conflict, and the often-unforeseen
consequences of missionary efforts. It demonstrates the benefits
of a global history approach, outlining the complex interactions
between Western traders and Asian states and entrepreneurs.
Its authors also reflect on some big global history questions
including the enduring vitality and dynamism of East Asian
societies as they grappled with the challenge of the West, the
differing diplomatic structures that affected relations between

Asians and Europeans, and the rapid increase in the scale and scope of maritime trade.

Edited by Geoff Wade and James K. Chin, University of Hong Kong
Series: Routledge Studies in the Modern History of Asia
Spanning the fifteenth to the twentieth centuries and examining maritime trading relations,
political interactions, overland Chinese expansion and Chinese commerce in Southeast
Asia, this book will appeal to historians of China and Southeast Asia.
Routledge
Market: Asian History, Chinese History, Southeast Asian Studies
June 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-415-58997-0: £70.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415589970

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies / History
November 2017: 234x156: 244pp
Hb: 978-1-138-23522-9: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-28281-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138235229
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Education in Southeast Asia in Modern HistoryCitizenship, Community and Democracy in India
Schools, Manipulation, and ContestFrom Bombay to Maharashtra, c. 1930 - 1960
Edited by Pia Maria Jolliffe, University of Oxford, UK and Thomas Richard Bruce,
School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London, UK

Oliver Godsmark, University of Sheffield, UK
Series: Routledge Studies in South Asian History
This book delivers ground-breaking perspectives upon nascent
conceptions and workings of citizenship and democracy during
the colonial/postcolonial transition. It examines how processes
of democratisation and provincialisation during the interwar
years contributed to demands and concerns and offers a
broadened and imaginative outlook on India’s partition. Drawing
upon a novel body of archival research, the book ultimately
suggests Pakistan might also be considered as just one
paradigmatic example of a range of coterminous calls for
regional autonomy and statehood, informed by a majoritarian
democratic logic that had an extensive contemporary circulation.

Series: Routledge Studies in the Modern History of Asia
Because the West, from the nineteenth century, was the fount of 'modern' methods of
public, financial and business administration, 'modern' technology, and certain hegemonic
concepts, which constituted ‘modern’ thought (such as the nation-state and the
international system), the extra-European world had to attain these new ways of doing
things and did so in a variety of ways. Although this process took place at all levels of society,
it was the local elites that took on the responsibility systematically. The establishment of
new schooling institutions and curricula was the most tangible manifestation of the
post-19th century phenomenon.

Routledge
Market: Asian History, Southeast Asia
July 2018: 234x156: 240ppRoutledge
Hb: 978-1-138-06318-1: £105.00Market: Asian History, South Asian History
eBook: 978-1-315-16121-1February 2018: 234x156: 240pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138063181Hb: 978-0-815-39362-7: £115.00

eBook: 978-1-351-18823-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815393627
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Foreign Policy of Colonial IndiaClassical Roman and Chinese Empires Compared
1900-1947Parallel Worlds
Sneh Mahajan, Indraprastha College for Women, IndiaRobert Gardella and Jonathan Perry
Series: Routledge Studies in South Asian HistoryThis book presents a systematic, comprehensive study of two imperial systems that were

arguably the most complex, broadly influential entities to have arisen in antiquity. This text This book analyses the foreign policy of the British colonial government in India which
came to be known as ‘the Raj’. Focusing on the relations of the Government of India withis designed to offer a comparative introduction to the empires of Rome and Qin-Han China,

examining the formation, consolidation, further evolution and disintegration of these two states along the territorial rim of the Indian Empire and along the routes that connected
complex states. The work represents a timely study in terms of the rapidly growing academic Britain with India, the author examines the foreign policy of the Raj during the last fifty
interest in macro-historical, comparative assessments of imperial systems, and translates years of British rule in India. At the time, India was a resource-rich and huge colony of an
those understandings into an accessible study that will prove valuable to students, scholars
and the general public.

island state, Great Britain. Examining the official history of the Raj and based on extensive
archival research, the book argues that the foreign policy was designed to serve the interests
of the colonial power.Routledge

Market: Asian Studies, Classical Studies Routledge
September 2018: 234x156: 256pp Market: Asian History, Colonial History, South Asian Studies
Hb: 978-0-765-63311-8: £60.00 June 2018: 234x156: 256pp
eBook: 978-1-315-71929-0 Hb: 978-0-815-39396-2: £115.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780765633118 eBook: 978-1-351-18695-7

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815393962
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The Pacific War between America and JapanLandscape Changes and Resource Utilization in East

Asia Its Impact and Legacy
Edited by Yasuko Claremont, University of Sydney, AustraliaPerspectives From Environmental History
Series: Routledge Studies in the Modern History of AsiaEdited by Tsui-Jung Liu, Academia Sinica, Taiwan, Andrea Janku, SOAS, UK and David

Pietz, University of Tuscon, USA This book examines three major interlocking components of the Pacific war that took place
between Japan and the allied forces led by America from 1941 to 1945, namely the originsSeries: Academia Sinica on East Asia
of the war, its impact on combatants, civilians and the huge changes that took place in
the postwar governance of Japan and other nations involved and finally its legacy.This volume examines how a variety of landscapes - such as riverine landscapes, urban

landscapes, borderland landscapes, artificial agricultural landscapes, and aestheti, landscapes
Routledge- have chaged in East Asian settings, stretching from the early history period to the 21st

century.
Market: Asian History, World History, Peace Studies
August 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-22234-2: £105.00Routledge
eBook: 978-1-315-40802-6Market: History, Asian History, Environmental History
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138222342June 2018: 234x156: 272pp

Hb: 978-0-815-39604-8: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-18292-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815396048

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
The United States and Southeast Asian RegionalismPropaganda and Political Warfare in South Asia
Collaborative Defence and Economic Security, 1945-75India and Anglo-American Relations during WWII
Sue Thompson, National Security College, The Australian National University, AustraliaArnold P. Kaminsky, California State University, Long Beach, USA
This book analyses the development of United States regional cooperation policy on
Southeast Asia and its importance to long-term planning for the region that had been the

Series: Routledge Studies in South Asian History
Propaganda and Political Warfare in South Asia investigates some of the institutions and
strategies that evolved during World War II with regard to British India. It identifies the general aim of successive American post-war administrations. Challenges the current

discourse concerning the origins of Southeast Asian regionalism, this book will be of interestbureaucratic mechanisms in place during the war to handle questions related to propaganda
to academics in the field of Southeast Asian studies, US political history, International
Relations and Regionalism.

and the Raj in England, India and Southeast Asia, and the United States, highlighting both
intra- and intergovernmental differences regarding the content, context and implementation
of political warfare and propaganda in South Asia. Routledge

Market: Asian History, Asian Politics, US HistoryRoutledge
June 2018: 234x156: 256ppMarket: Asian History, Empire Studies
Hb: 978-1-138-11953-6: £105.00December 2018: 234x156: 240pp
eBook: 978-1-315-65226-9Hb: 978-0-415-82094-3: £105.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138119536* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415820943

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
World War Two Legacies in East AsiaRoutledge Handbook of the Silk Road
China Remembers the WarEdited by Johan Elverskog, Southern Methodist University, USA

Rejecting the notion that the Silk Road ended with the rise of maritime trade, The Routledge
Handbook of the Silk Road offers an innovative and interdisciplinary overview of the field.

Chan Yang
Series: Routledge Studies in the Modern History of Asia
How to commemorate World War Two in East Asia is a huge
source of friction between China and Japan, continuing to cause
major difficulties. As this book shows, however, there is also
disagreement within these countries as to how to remember
the war. Based on extensive original research, the book explores
how China’s commemoration of the war has evolved over time,
moving from “benevolent amnesia” in the early decades
following the war, to a more strongly anti-Japanese position in
more recent years. It considers particular aspects of
commemoration in China, explores the corresponding situation
in Japan and discusses the continuing impact on the relationship

between the two countries.

In addition to addressing the standard themes such as art and trade the international team
of contributors cover unconventional areas such as astrology, technology and modernity
to open up the discipline.

Routledge
Market: History, Asia, The Middle East
October 2018: 246x174: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-138-22255-7: £165.00
eBook: 978-1-315-28305-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138222557

Routledge
Market: Asian History / Asian Politics
October 2017: 234x156: 226pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30370-6: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-14249-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138303706
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Buddhism and Free Will
Rick Repetti, Kingsborough Community College, US
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Buddhism
This book deals primarily with Buddhism and free will. It brings Buddhist philosophy more
explicitly into the Western analytic philosophical discussion of free will, in order both to
render more perspicuous Buddhist ideas that might shed light on the Western philosophical
debate, on the one hand, and to render more perspicuous the many possible positions on
the free will debate that are available to Buddhist philosophy, on the other hand. The author
critically reviews the extant literature on the subject from an analytic philosophical
perspective and in light of broader Buddhist doctrine as well as by reference to primary
sources in canonical and authoritative Buddhist texts.
Routledge
Market: Asian Religion, Buddhism
September 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30886-2: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-14318-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138308862
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Buddhism and Gandhara
An Archaeology of Museum Collections

Edited by Himanshu Prabha Ray, Project Mausam, Indira
Gandhi National Centre for the Arts, India; Honorary
Professor, Munich Graduate School of Ancient Studies,
Germany; Research Fellow, Oxford Centre for Hindu Studies,
UK
Series: Archaeology and Religion in South Asia
This book re-examines the archaeological material excavated in
the region in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and
traces the link between archaeological work, histories of museum
collections and related interpretations by art historians. The
essays in the volume underscore the diverse cultural traditions
of Gandhara as well as interrogate the grand narrative of

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Hinduism in Colonial Bengal
Beyond the Renaissance
Edited by Ferdinando Sardella, Stockholm University, Sweden and Lucian Wong, 
Oxford University, UK
Series: Routledge Hindu Studies Series
This book offers an overview of the Bengali Vaishnava tradition within the pivotal context 
of colonial Bengal. Contrary to other studies, which have paid attention to a now familiar 
host of figures and currents of religious reform associated with the so-called Bengal or 
Hindu ‘Renaissance’, this book sheds light on the significant role of pre-existing Hindu 
religious communities (sampradāya) in this context.

Routledge
Market: Asian Religion, Hinduism, South Asian History
September 2018: 234x156: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-138-56179-3: £115.00
eBook: 978-0-203-71032-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138561793
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Modern Hindu Traditionalism in Contemporary
India
The Sri Math and the Jagadguru Ramanandacarya in the Evolution of
the Ramanandi Sampradaya

Daniela Bevilacqua, School of Oriental and African Studies, 
University of London, UK
Series: Routledge Hindu Studies Series
This books provides an in-depth understanding of Modern Hindu 
Traditionalism through the case study of the Rāmānandī order 
(sampradāya) and the portrait of the Jagadgurū Rāmānandācārya 
Rāmnareśācārya. This guru belongs to the ancient tradition of 
the Rāmānandī order, which is active at the present time and 
the biggest religious order in Northern India. Analysing the 
historical evolution of the Rāmānandī order, the author shows 
how different centres have undergone changes over the  
centuries, and focuses on the independence struggle of a group 
of Rāmānandīs from the Rāmānūjīs, which led to the creation

Hellenism of which Gandhara has been a part. The book explores the making of collections
of what came to be described as Gandhara art and reviews the Buddhist artistic tradition
through notions of mobility and dynamic networks of transmission.

Routledge India
Market: Archaeology / Religion / History / South Asian Studies
December 2017: 216x138: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-138-89681-9: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-25276-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138896819
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Divinizing in South Asian Traditions
Edited by Diana Dimitrova, University of Montreal, Canada and Tatiana Oranskaia,
University of Hamburg, Germany
Series: Routledge Studies in Asian Religion and Philosophy
The book explores the question of divinizing from the 2nd century CE up to present-day
in both North and South India. Written by experts in the field of South Asian religion the
chapters discuss the issue both from the perspective of textual study and ideological
analysis as well as from the perspective of anthropological analysis. Both insider- and
outsider perspectives are represented. Applying theoretical models of religious and cultural
studies to discuss texts written in South Asian languages and engage in critical dialogue
with current scholarship in Asia and beyond, this book is an indispensable study of literary,
religious and cultural production in South Asia.

Routledge
Market: Asian Religion, South Asia
April 2018: 234x156: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-815-35781-0: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-12362-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815357810

of the role of Jagadguru Rāmānandācārya and the construction of the Śrī Math.

Routledge
Market: Asian Religion, Hinduism
January 2018: 234x156: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-138-63096-3: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-20912-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138630963
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Religion and Technology in India
Spaces, Practices and Authorities
Edited by Knut A. Jacobsen, University of Bergen, Norway and Kristina Myrvold,
Linnaeus University, Sweden
Series: Routledge South Asian Religion Series
This book explores intersections between religion and technology in India, at the present 
and in the recent colonial past, and how various forms of techno-religious intersections 
transform and open up for new religious practices, discourses, communities, and institutions. 
Contributions by experts in their area of study deal with Hindu, Sikh and Jain religious 
traditions in India from the late colonial era to the contemporary times. The book will be 
of interest to academics studying modern and contemporary India and South Asia, and 
especially the role of religion and technology.

Routledge
Market: Asian Religion, South Asia
May 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-815-38416-8: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-20479-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815384168
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The Transformation of Tamil ReligionReligion, Space and Conflict in Sri Lanka
Ramalinga Swamigal and Modern Dravidian SainthoodColonial and Postcolonial Contexts
Srilata Raman, University of Michigan, USAElizabeth J. Harris
Series: Routledge South Asian Religion SeriesSeries: Routledge South Asian Religion Series
This book analyses the articulations of Tamil identity in the period of colonial modernity
and beyond. It examines the development of Tamil religion by focusing on the important

This book uses the lens of space to examine inter-religious and inter-communal conflict
in colonial and post-colonial Sri Lanka, demonstrating that the colonial can shed light on

19
th

 century Tamil Hindu reformer and saint, Ramalinga Swamigal. The book presents himthe post-colonial, particularly on post-war developments, post-May 2009, when Buddhist
as inhabiting a "border" zone between early modernity and modernity, tradition andsymbolism was controversially developed in the former, largely non-Buddhist, war zones.
charisma, Hinduism and Christianity, indigenous identity (Dravidian nationalism) andUsing the concepts of exclusivism and inclusivist subordination, the book analyses the
colonialism. The book argues that these transformations are one meaningful way for adifferent imaginaries or world views that were present in colonial and post-1948 Sri Lanka,
religious tradition to cope with and come to terms with the implications of historicization
and the demands of colonial modernity.

with particular reference to the ethnic or religious Other, and how these were expressed
in space, influenced one another and engendered conflict.

RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: Asian Religion, South Asian ReligionMarket: Asian Religion, South Asian History
March 2018: 234x156: 240ppApril 2018: 234x156: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-138-01523-4: £105.00Hb: 978-1-138-30201-3: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-79451-8eBook: 978-0-203-73204-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138015234* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138302013
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Theravada Buddhism in Colonial ContextsRitual and Liturgy in Esoteric Chinese Buddhism

Edited by Thomas Borchert
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Buddhism
The chapters in this book examine the many different colonial
contexts and regimes that Theravada Buddhists experienced,
not just those of European powers such as the British, French,
but also the internal colonialism of China and Thailand. They
show that while many Buddhists resisted colonialism, other
Buddhists shared agendas with colonial powers, such as for the
reform of the monastic community. They also show that in some
places, such as Singapore and Malaysia, colonialism enabled the
creation of Theravada Buddhist communities. The book
demonstrates the importance of thinking about colonialism
both locally and regionally.

Tantric Subjects
Charles Orzech, University of Glasgow, UK
Series: Routledge Critical Studies in Buddhism
This book reconceptualizes the historiography of East Asian Buddhism by shifting the focus
of analysis from philosophical texts and doctrine to ritual and practice. The author analyses
7

th
 century manuals for performing ritual consecrations which were designed to install a

deity in a disciple and to make that disciple a vehicle for divine action. These rituals have
often been designated "tantric". Here, they are examined from the perspective of subject
formation in the practice of ritual, not from the perspective of sectarian identification in
doctrine. The author argues that the new "tantric" rites are developments of earlier practices
surrounding ordination and the use of visions.

Routledge
Market: Asian Religion, Buddhism
June 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-01600-2: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-79402-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138016002
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Ritual Journeys in South Asia

Routledge
Market: Asian Religion, Buddhism, Asian History
April 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-08427-8: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-11188-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138084278
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Yoga in Modern Hinduism
Hariharananda Aranya and SamkhyayogaConstellations and Contestations of Mobility and Space

Knut A. Jacobsen, University of Bergen, Norway
Series: Routledge South Asian Religion Series
The book analyses the yoga teaching of Hariharānanda 
Āranya (1869-1947) and the Kāpil tradition, its origin, history 
and contemporary manifestations, and this tradition’s 
connection to the expansion of yoga and the Yogasūtra in 
modern Hinduism.

Routledge

Edited by Jürgen Schaflechner, University of Heidelberg, Germany and Christoph
Bergmann, University of Heidelberg, Germany
This book analyses and compares a wider and loosely connected range of phenomena, of
which pilgrimage is only one special instance, namely ritual journeys. Establishing a new
analytical framework for the study of ritual journeys, contributions focus on South Asian
regions that have been largely understudied. The book engages with recent theoretical
advances and broadens the scope of ‘classical’ Pilgrimage Studies in South Asia by
presenting individual case studies on , thus giving itempirical depth.
Routledge
Market: Asian Religion, South Asia
December 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-05500-1: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-16627-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138055001

Market: Asian Religion, Hinduism
December 2017: 234x156: 234pp
Hb: 978-1-138-08059-1: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-11334-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138080591
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Routledge Handbook of Asian BorderlandsDevelopment and Large-scale mining in the

Asia-Pacific Edited by Alexander Horstmann, Martin Saxer, Ludwig
Maximilian University of Munich, Germany and Alessandro
Rippa, Ludwig Maximilian University of Munich, Germany
In Asia, where authoritarian-developmental states have
proliferated, statehood and social control are heavily contested
in borderland spaces. The contributors to the handbook highlight
some of the processes taking place at the edge or fringe of the
state and showcase how centering the margins may contribute
to our understanding of central categories in our scholarly
thinking, such as territory, sovereignty, state and economy. The
topics of the reconfigurations of the economy and the state in
the borderlands are dealt with from a point of view of agency,

Unearthing Development
Glenn Banks, Massey University, New Zealand
Series: Routledge Pacific Rim Geographies
Large-scale mining is one of the most controversial contemporary development enterprises
in the Asia-Pacific. Despite a number of high-profile social, environmental and human rights
controversies connected with the mining industry, it continues to be an integral part of
the economies and development planning of most countries in the Asia-Pacific region.
Focusing on Melanesia, this book looks at a range of issues connected with the mining
industry that resonate across the region, relating to environment, corporations, labour,
economy, and community.

practices, milieu, enclaves, identity and belonging. They articulate many other topics of
experience, such as violence, memory and mobility.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies
April 2018: 234x156: 240pp Routledge
Hb: 978-0-415-71374-0: £70.00 Market: Asian Studies/Globalisation
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415713740 February 2018: 246x174: 496pp

Hb: 978-1-138-91750-7: £175.00
eBook: 978-1-315-68897-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138917507
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Routledge Handbook of Asian DemographyJakarta

Edited by Zhongwei Zhao and Adrian C. Hayes, Australia
National University
Asia is the largest and most populous continent in the world. It
is an extremely diverse continent with people living in hugely
varied natural environments, representing a striking array of
demographic characteristics and stages of demographic
transition. This Handbook provides a comprehensive study of
population changes in Asia and related theoretical issues
through systematically examining demographic transitions in
the region and their relationships with a wide range of social,
economic, political and cultural factors. The book will provide a
key reference about Asian demography for academics, students,

policy makers and anyone who is interested in population changes in Asia.

Claiming spaces and rights in the city
Edited by Jorgen Hellman, Marie Thynell and Roanne van
Voorst, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands
Series: Routledge Research on Urban Asia
Including chapters written by contributors who have lived and
worked in Jakarta for years, this book shows how urban space
in Jakarta is increasingly created by the entanglement of different
layers that co-exist in political and socio-economic life, with
actors criss-crossing between formal and informal spheres. In
each case the authors explore who are the drivers of urban
change, and what are the processes in shaping the current and
future city of Jakarta. Not denying that former elites are still a
critical force in shaping Jakarta, the book analyses to what extent
former stakeholders are undermined, and what types of new

authorities or social institutions are emerging.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, Demography
December 2017: 246x174: 550pp
Hb: 978-0-415-65990-1: £175.00Routledge
eBook: 978-1-315-14845-8Market: Asian Studies, Urban Development
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415659901March 2018: 234x156: 272pp

Hb: 978-1-138-08420-9: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-11191-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138084209
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Routledge Handbook of Transport in AsiaRegional Inequality in Globalizing China

Edited by Junyi Zhang, Hiroshima University, Japan and
Cheng-Min Feng, National Chiao Tung University, Taiwan
Asian transportation systems and services, as well as their usage,
are fraught with challenges. This handbook therefore seeks to
examine the possible solutions to the problems faced by the
region. It illustrates the history of transportation development
in Asia and provides a comprehensive overview of research on
urban and intercity transport. Presenting an extensive literature
review and detailed summaries of the major findings, it also
offers suggestions for future research from top-level researchers.
Written from an interdisciplinary perspective, the topics covered
include: Transportation systems; Traffic accidents; Air pollution;

Land use and logistics; Transport governance.

A Case Study of Guangdong Province
Haifeng Liao and Yehua Dennis Wei
Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series
This book investigates uneven regional development in China with a particular focus on
the case of Guangdong province, which has been at the forefront of globalization and
reform in China. The book represents a timely effort to provide a comprehensive picture
of regional inequality in provincial China. It will also offer rich empirics with respect to
spatial inequality in the frontier of globalization and economic transition in developing
countries.

Routledge
Market: Development Studies, Economic Development, Asian Development
November 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06067-8: £105.00

RoutledgeeBook: 978-1-315-16296-6
Market: Asian Studies/ Transport* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138060678
June 2018: 246x174: 512pp
Hb: 978-1-138-82601-4: £175.00
eBook: 978-1-315-73961-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138826014
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The Rule of Law in Developing CountriesGender Justice and Proportionality in India
The Case of BangladeshComparative Perspectives
Edited by Chowdhury Ishrak Ahmed Siddiky, University of Asia Pacific, BangladeshJuliette Gregory Duara, Duke University, US

Series: Routledge Advances in South Asian Studies
This book deals with Gender Justice and Proportionality Analysis
in India. The author argues that the Supreme Court of India
should consider adopting Proportionality Analysis for the
adjudication of the fundamental right to sex equality in Indian
courts. The book includes an analysis of Canadian and South
African Proportionality Analysis and makes some suggestions
on how Indian Proportionality Analysis could be modified.

Routledge

Series: Routledge Contemporary South Asia Series
This book discusses and analyses the legal system of Bangladesh. It studies the various
weaknesses and whether the judiciary of the country is really independent. International
experts, scholars and lawyers with significant experience of working in Bangladesh and at
international agencies and universities examine the role of the judiciary in maintaining the
rule of law in the country and the critical role it can play in strengthening democracy. The
chapters show the various roles played by the judiciary in promoting its independence
and thereby strengthening democracy in the country.

Routledge
Market: Asian Law, South Asian Studies
February 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-57457-1: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-27356-5Market: Asian Politics, South Asia
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138574571October 2017: 234x156: 220pp

Hb: 978-1-138-70669-9: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-20164-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138706699
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Writing Chinese LawsLaw and Society in Malaysia
The Form and Function of Legal Statutes Found in the Qin Shuihudi
Corpus

Pluralism, Religion and Ethnicity
Edited by Andrew Harding, Andrew Harding, National
University of Singapore and Dian A. H. Shah
Series: Routledge Law in Asia
This book provides a systematic and interdisciplinary examination
of law and legal institutions in Malaysia. It examines Malaysian
legal issues from historical, social and political perspectives, and
discusses the role of law in relation to Malaysian multiculturalism,
religion, politics and society. It shows how the Malaysian legal
system is at the heart of debates about how to deal with
Malaysia’s problems which include ethnic and religious divisions,
uneven and unsustainable development, and political
authoritarianism; and the book argues that the Malaysian legal
system has much to teach other plural polities, nations within

the common law tradition, and federal states.

Ernest Caldwell, SOAS, UK
Series: Routledge Studies in Asian Law
This book utilizes a function and form approach, informed by law and society and legal
linguistics theories, to examine two specific features of written law in Qin legal culture as
evidenced by the Shuihudi legal corpus. First, it questions how the Qin conceptualized the
function of law, specifically written legal statutes. Second, it examines the physical and
linguistic form of Qin legal statutes. Drawing on the work of legal linguists, it argues that
the intended function and intended audience of a text directly influence a text’s physical
and linguistic composition. This book will attempt to elucidate the role of writing in the
conceptualization and composition of written law in Qin.

Routledge
Market: Law, Chinese Studies, History
June 2018: 234x156: 240pp

Routledge Hb: 978-0-815-39692-5: £115.00
Market: Southeast Asian Studies / Law eBook: 978-1-351-18068-9
December 2017: 234x156: 242pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815396925
Hb: 978-1-138-30756-8: £115.00
eBook: 978-0-203-71026-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138307568
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The Judicialization of Politics in Pakistan
A Comparative Study of Judicial Restraint and its Development in India,
the US and Pakistan
Waris Husain, Howard University School of Law, US
Series: Routledge Contemporary South Asia Series
This book analyses the Pakistani judiciary through the important lens of comparative politics.
It uses the counter-examples of India and the United States in order to present a justiciability
standard and procedure for the Supreme Court of Pakistan to adopt. Beginning by tracing
the varying development of judicial review in each country based on the impact of colonial
judicial systems, the author moves onto comparing the roles of the courts in each country
as envisioned by their respective Constitutional Founders.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, Asian Law
May 2018: 234x156: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-815-39270-5: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-19011-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815392705
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Regional Diasporas and Transnational Flows to IndiaAhmadiyya Islam and the Muslim Diaspora
Provincial GlobalisationLiving in the End of Days
Edited by Carol Upadhya, National Institute of Advanced Studies, India, Mario Rutten
and Leah Koskimaki, Institute for Poverty, Land and Agrarian Studies (PLAAS) and

Marzia Balzani
Series: Routledge/Asian Studies Association of Australia (ASAA) South Asian Series

the Centre for Humanities Research (CHR), University of the Western Cape, South
Africa

This book is a study of the British Ahmadis and of the complex nexus of religious, social
and political forces within which they maintain their faith and community. Unlike most

Series: Routledge/Edinburgh South Asian Studies Seriesnew religious movements that do not usually survive the death of a charismatic leader,
This book explores varying patterns of mobility, transnational ties, and flows of migrant
resources to India. The transnational connection, and the diverse ways in which migrant

the Ahmadis have not only endured but thrived and become a truly global community. It
is in part precisely because they are a persecuted minority faith group that the Ahmadis
have had to organize to defend their faith and find new and effective ways to protect their
members and to sustain and grow their community.

and diasporic groups engage with their home regions, have myriad implications for the
processes of change – are analysed in this book under the description ‘provincial
globalisation’.Routledge

Market: Asian Diaspora, Islam
RoutledgeJuly 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Market: Asian Diaspora, South Asian StudiesHb: 978-1-138-71585-1: £105.00
May 2018: 234x156: 256ppeBook: 978-1-315-19728-9
Hb: 978-1-138-06962-6: £105.00* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138715851
eBook: 978-1-315-11559-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138069626
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Asylum-Seeking Journeys in Asia
Refugees in Hong Kong and Bangkok
Chun Tat Terence Shum, Technological and Higher Education Institute of Hong
Kong
Series: Routledge Series on Asian Migration
This book examines the actual exilic process from homelands to Hong Kong or Thailand,
in particular Bangkok and the processes of ‘becoming’ and ‘being’ a refugee. By focusing
on the migration and asylum-seeking journeys as the center of ethnography and analysis,
the book brings to the fore the process and events of the asylum-seeking journey itself
and the social worlds of refugees. Instead of concentrating on what happened before the
migratory decision or after the arrival of the refugees in the receiving societies, the author
examines the multiple, long and difficult exile journeys refugees often undertake before
arriving in the host society.
Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, Migration Studies
November 2018: 234x156: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-138-55192-3: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-14786-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138551923

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Qiaopi Trade and Transnational Networks in the
Chinese Diaspora
Edited by Gregor Benton, Hong Liu, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
and Huimei Zhang
Series: Chinese Worlds
This book forms a significant contribution to knowledge about an important and (in
English-language scholarship) understudied subject in the history of Chinese migration
and Chinese transnationalism, that of qiaopi (letter) trade. As an evidence driven study
which is empirically focussed, it will appeal to students and scholars in a range of subject
areas including Chinese history, Chinese migration and the study of ethnic Chinese
communities especially in Southeast Asia as well as migration studies, transnational studies
and business history.
Routledge
Market: Chinese Studies, Diaspora, Transnationalism
April 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-08106-2: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-11304-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138081062
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From Temple to MuseumChange and Continuity in the Pacific
Colonial Collections and Uma¯ Mahes´vara Icons in the Middle Ganga
Valley

Revisiting the Region
Edited by John Connell, The University of Sydney, Australia and Helen Lee, La Trobe
University, Australia Salila Kulshreshtha, an independent researcher, Dubai.

Series: Archaeology and Religion in South Asia
The book highlights contentious issues in Indian archaeology
such as renegotiating identities of religious images, reuse and
sharing of sacred space by adherents of different faiths,
rebuilding of temples and consequent reinvention of these sites.
The author also engages with postcolonial debates surrounding
history writing and knowledge creation in British India and how
colonial archaeology, archival practices, official surveys and
institutionalisation of museums has influenced the current
understanding of religion, sacred space and religious icons.

Routledge India

Series: Routledge Pacific Rim Geographies
The contributors to this book have all conducted long term research in the islands of the
Pacific. During their visits and revisits they have witnessed first-hand the many changes
that have occurred in their field sites as well as observing elements of continuity. They
bring to their accounts a sense of their surprise at some of the unexpected elements of
stability and of transformation. The authors take a range of disciplinary approaches,
particularly geography and anthropology, and their contributions reflect their deep
knowledge of Pacific places, some first visited more than 40 years ago.

Routledge
Market: Asia-Pacific Studies
March 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-73169-1: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-18864-5

Market: ARCHAEOLOGY / RELIGION / HISTORY / ART / MUSEUMS STUDIES / SOUTH ASIAN STUDIES* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138731691
October 2017: 216x138: 372pp
Hb: 978-1-138-20249-8: £95.00
eBook: 978-1-315-12121-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138202498
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Handbook of Modern Chinese LiteratureEnergy Transition in East Asia
Edited by Ming Dong Gu, University of Texas at Dallas, USAA Social Science Perspective
The Routledge Handbook of Modern Chinese Literature provides a comprehensive account
of modern Chinese literature, situating it within a larger context of comparative and world

Edited by Kuei-Tien Chou, Risk Society and Policy Research
Center, College of Social Science, National Taiwan University
Series: Routledge Contemporary Asia Series
This book aims to establish a risk governance structure for the
East Asian region, providing a completely new perspective for
both practical implementation and the academic field. It focusses
on the problems of risk governance in East Asia. Through a
discussion of the risk related issues raised by contemporary
globalization, this book outlines the unique form of East Asia’s
risk governance architecture. It brings together the work of top
academics from Japan, South Korea and Taiwan to provide a
common picture of how these three countries’ governments
are dealing with the energy transition brought on by the climate

literature, and offers in-depth analyses of selected masterpieces broadly recognized by
specialists in the field. The book adopts a thematic-comparative approach to the subject
and integrates history, genres, styles, and themes into a conceptual framework which
presents modern Chinese literature as the outcome of modern development of Chinese
literary tradition under the impact of the coming of the West and as part of the formation
of the world literature in the world-wide process of globalization.

Routledge
Market: Chinese Studies/Literature
July 2018: 246x174: 800pp
Hb: 978-1-138-64754-1: £165.00
eBook: 978-1-315-62699-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138647541

Dummy text to keep placeholder
High School for All in East Asia
Comparing Experiences
Edited by Shinichi Aizawa, Mei Kagawa and Jeremy Rappeleye
Series: Routledge Studies in Education and Society in Asia
This book focuses on the universalization of upper secondary school across the region,
using it as a vantage point to understand the foundations of the region’s economic
development. Through chapters covering each of the countries in East Asia, it traces how
upper secondary school supported the mass manufacturing labor force instrumental in
East Asian economic expansion. Revealing the interrelationships between high economic
growth and domestic expansion of upper secondary school, these analyses compare and
contrast the experiences of these nations along two major axes: the relationship between
public and private provision and the balance between general and vocational tracks.

Routledge
Market: Education, International Education, Asian Education
August 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06865-0: £105.00

change crisis. 

Routledge
Market: Asia/Energy Policy
December 2017: 234x156: 210pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06574-1: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-15948-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138065741
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Finance for Non-Finance People
Sandeep Goel, Management Development Institute, Gurgaon, India
This book makes sense of the finance world from a non-finance perspective. It introduces, 
explains and demystifies essential ideas of business finance to those who do not have 
financial background or training. Lucid, accessible yet comprehensive, the book delineates 
the financial workings of businesses and offers an overview of corporate finance in the 
global context. The volume:

Contains effective tools for financial communication, monitoring, analysis and resource 
allocation; Provides important learning aids such as figures, tables, illustrations and case 
studies; Highlights fundamental concepts and applications of finance; Surveys global 
corporate practices, recent trends and current data.
Routledge India
Market: Business / Finance / Economics / Accounting
November 2017: 216x138: 392pp
Hb: 978-1-138-50337-3: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-18599-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138503373

eBook: 978-1-315-15771-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138068650
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Protecting the Weak in East AsiaIndian Philosophy and Meditation
Framing, Mobilisation and Institutionalisation in East AsiaPerspectives on Consciousness
Edited by Iwo Amelung, Goethe-Universität Frankfurt am Main, Germany, Moritz
Bälz, Goethe University Frankfurt am Main, Germany, Heike Holbig, Goethe-Universität
Frankfurt am Main, Germany, Cornelia Storz and Matthias Schumann-Brandau

Rahul Banerjee and Amita Chatterjee, Jadavpur University, 
Kolkata, India.
Series: Routledge Studies in Asian Religion and Philosophy
This book provides a detailed analysis of classical and modern 
Indian views on consciousness along with their related 
meditative methods. It offers a critical analysis of three distinct 
trends of Indian thought, viz., a dualistic mode of understanding 
and realizing consciousness in Hindu, an interactive mode in 
early Buddhist abhidhamma, and the evolutionary 
transformational mode in the teachings of the twentieth-century 
sage Sri Aurobindo. This book explores the unifying features in 
Indian first person practices with regard to consciousness and 
the importance of these applied psychological practices and

their associated understanding of our conscious inner lives.

Series: Routledge Contemporary Asia Series
This book probes into the paradigmatic shift taking place simultaneously in public debates
in both Western and East Asian societies about who and what should be protected, and,
from a broader perspective, the questions of why and how. Using case studies on disaster
victims, employee well-being, cultural heritage and animal welfare in Japan and China, the
book analytically distinguishes between framing, mobilisation and institutionalisation
processes, and examines these processes at the intersections of international and domestic
spheres. Overall, the volume makes significant contributions to the socio-political, economic,
legal and cultural transformation of East Asian societies.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, Asian History

Routledge August 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Market: Asian Philosophy Hb: 978-0-815-36822-9: £115.00
November 2017: 234x156: 168pp eBook: 978-1-351-25555-4
Hb: 978-1-138-30897-8: £105.00 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815368229
eBook: 978-1-315-14323-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138308978
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Restorative Justice in Asia PacificManaging Welfare Expectations and Social Change
Development, Implementation and ImplicationsPolicy Transfer in Asia
Edited by Lennon Chao-Yang Chang, City University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong,
Dennis Sing-Wing Wong and Brian Steels, Curtin University, Australia

Edited by Ka Ho Mok, Lingnan University, Hong Kong and 
Stefan Kühner, Lingnan University, Hong Kong
This book revisits the broad theoretical literature on "policy 
transfer" and provides empirical examples to explore the spread 
of ideas, social policies and programmes across Asia from varying 
analytical and methodological perspectives. The chapters 
originally published as a special issue in the  Journal of Asian 
Public Policy.

Routledge

Series: Routledge Studies in Asian Law
This book is an essential resource in the study of restorative justice – an approach to
understanding and managing crime that has gained popularity since the 1980s. Based on
the greatly successful International Symposium on Restorative Justice, it brings together
a myriad of officials from different institutions and jurisdictions in the Asia Pacific Region
who analyse restorative practices and solutions which have been implemented in the fields
of disputes, juvenile justice and prison management, amongst others. Individual chapters
and contributors also provide insights into the future direction of restorative justice
throughout the region.

Routledge
August 2018: 234x156: 240ppMarket: Asia / Policy / Welfare
Hb: 978-1-138-94401-5: £90.00October 2017: 246x174: 124pp
eBook: 978-1-315-67213-7Hb: 978-1-138-56404-6: £105.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138944015* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138564046
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Routledge Handbook of Africa–Asia RelationsPostmodernism and Contemporary Chinese

Avant-Garde Fiction Edited by Pedro Amakasu Raposo, University of Lusiada,
Portugal, David Arase, Pomona College, USA and Scarlett
Cornelissen, University of Stellenbosch, South Africa
Taking a thematic approach, chapters cover the increasing
diplomatic, trade and investment ties between Asia and Africa.
Other chapters move beyond political, diplomatic and economic
issues to look at society-level interactions and Africa’s and Asian
historical processes to understand earlier connections between
the two regions, and how they stand in the current international
system. Grappling with major intellectual questions, defining
current research, and projecting future research agendas in the
field this is essential reading for students and scholars interested

in Africa—Asia relations.

Yongchun Cai, Macau University of Science and Technology
Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series
This book examines the work of a group of young avant garde fiction writers who emerged
on the Chinese literary scene from the mid-1980s onwards. Exhibiting strategies of
anti-mainstream, anti-paradigmatic discourse these writers debunked the traditional literary
conventions of a hitherto very closed Chinese society using literary modes such
as metafiction, narrative strategy and postmodernist language. This book will help its readers
to understand why the Chinese avant garde were so closely related to Chinese politics,
and how they played a role in bringing social and cultural change in China.
Routledge
Market: Chinese Literature, Asian Literature, Postmodernism
June 2018: 234x156: 240pp

RoutledgeHb: 978-0-415-82338-8: £105.00
Market: International Relations/Asian StudieseBook: 978-0-203-55160-8
November 2017: 246x174: 484pp* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415823388
Hb: 978-1-138-91733-0: £150.00
eBook: 978-1-315-68906-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138917330
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Television in Transition in East AsiaRoutledge Handbook of Energy in Asia

Ki-Sung Kwak
Series: Media, Culture and Social Change in Asia Series
This book examines the development of television broadcasting
in Japan, Hong Kong and South Korea. It explores the policy
regimes guiding the development of television broadcasting as
a powerful institution, and analyses the relative importance in
the different countries of cable, satellite, digital broadcasting,
and the use of the Internet for purposes associated with
television broadcasting. The nature of television regimes in each
of the three countries is very different, and the contrasting
situations provide great insights into how television is
developing, and how it could develop further, both in East Asia
and worldwide.

Edited by Subhes C. Bhattacharyya
Energy in Asia is characterised by contrasting experience, the
developed countries of the region have very limited indigenous
resources but have successfully maintained a high level of energy
use to propel their economies. This handbook presents a
complete picture of Asian energy covering the supply, demand,
and security of supply, environmental challenges and policies.
As such, it is a valuable read for students and scholars of energy
policy, economics and security, environmental studies, and Asian
Studies in general.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies / Media Studies
February 2018: 234x156: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-64798-5: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-62665-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138647985

4 Volume Set
Tourism in East and Southeast Asia CC 4V

Edited by David Harrison, University of the South Pacific,
Fiji, Victor T. King, Universiti Brunei Darussalam,
Brunei/University of Leeds, UK and J. S. Eades
Series: Critical Concepts in Asian Studies
This new 4 volume collection brings together publications from
journals and book chapters that the editors consider to be the
key contributions in the scholarly literature on tourism in East
and South-east Asia. The volumes will cover the historical
development of tourism, and the economic, political, social,

cultural and environmental issues.
Routledge
Market: Asian Studies
March 2018: 234x156: 1434pp
Hb: 978-0-415-70604-9: £900.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415706049
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Trauma, Memory, and Healing in Asian Literature
and Culture
Edited by Sharanya Jayawickrama, Hongk Kong Shue Yan University, Hong Kong
Series: Routledge Contemporary Asia Series
Explore the complex and surprising intersections of literature, history, and ethics across
the region through its wide-ranging but closely comparative focus on geo-political sites
across East, South, and Southeast Asia which brings together perspectives on both dominant
and marginalized sites in the broad Asian continent, including Cambodia, China, India,
Japan, Malaysia, Pakistan, the Philippines, Sri Lanka, and Turkey.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies/Literature
December 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-50558-2: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-14666-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138505582

Routledge
Market: Energy, Politics, Environmental Studies
October 2017: 246x174: 432pp
Hb: 978-1-138-99982-4: £175.00
eBook: 978-1-315-65697-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138999824
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Routledge Handbook of Human Rights in Asia
Edited by Fernand de Varennes, University of Pretoria, South Africa and Christie May 
Gardiner, Australian National University
Routledge Handbook of Human Rights in Asia provides a multidisciplinary account of areas 
of ongoing concern for human rights across Asia. Development pressures, civil conflict, 
internal unrest and unstable governments contribute to the human rights volatility of the 
region.

Chapters cover rights relating to women, children, migrants, trafficked and displaced 
persons, disabled and indigenous populations, linguistic religious and ethnic minorities, 
political dissidents and human rights defenders. Contributors contextualize the broader 
impact on the social and political stability of nations and regions and the protection 
measures available critiqued.

Routledge
Market: Human Rights, Asian Studies
June 2018: 246x174: 400pp
Hb: 978-1-138-85570-0: £150.00
eBook: 978-1-315-72018-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138855700

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Routledge Handbook of Sustainable Development
in Asia
Edited by Sara Hsu, State University of New York, New Paltz, USA
Presenting a comprehensive literature review, as well as numerous case studies, this book 
examines sustainable development from economic and social perspectives, as well as from 
an environmental viewpoint. Divided into seven parts, the topics addressed include:

Environmental challenges, Energy dependence and transition, Economic justice, Social 
welfare, Sustainable governance.
Providing comprehensive coverage of a wide variety of countries in the region, this 
handbook will be useful for students and scholars of sustainable development, environment 
and society, and Asian Studies in general.

Routledge
Market: Development, Environmental Studies
June 2018: 246x174: 624pp
Hb: 978-1-138-18218-9: £175.00
eBook: 978-1-351-00820-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138182189
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Urban Planning in Hong Kong
The Space and Logic of the Vertically Integrated City
Zheng Tan, Tongji University, China
Series: Routledge Research on Urban Asia
This book examines vertical urbanism in the context of Hong Kong’s environmental design
practice and its related historical context and regulatory environment. It raises questions
about the assumptions and foundations in planning practices in the West, where there is
an abnormal absence of a formal theory for planning in the vertical dimension. Three
interconnected factors underlying the urban scene of Hong Kong are discussed: market
logic, planning policy, and a culture of proximity. It defines the institutional characteristics
of the East Asian urban form, including collective consumption, alternative building
paradigms, and spatial operation of interiorized public life.
Routledge
Market: Urban Studies, Asian Studies,Urban Sociology
July 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-22855-9: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-39214-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138228559
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Women’s Economic Empowerment in the Indian
Ocean Region

Edited by Timothy Doyle, University of Adelaide, Australia
and Adela Alfonsi
This volume bring together influential contemporary research
and discussion papers from Indian Ocean scholars to explore
the issue of women’s economic empowerment in the Indian
Ocean rim. The chapters originally published as a special issue
in the Journal of the Indian Ocean Region.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies / Economics / Gender
February 2018: 246x174: 120pp
Hb: 978-0-815-37911-9: £115.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815379119
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Economic Policy Making In China (1949--2016)China's Global Political Economy
The Role of EconomistsManagerial Perspectives

Pieter Bottelier
Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series
This book explores the key ideas and the key people who were
responsible for the development of China’s economy from 1949
to the present. It discusses how economic policy evolved, how
economic policy was formulated and how the role of economists
in decision making evolved. It considers the interplay between
ideological and practical questions, provides biographical details
of the key economists and includes a clear annotated chronology
of events. The book is especially valuable because the author,
as a senior World Bank official, was a close observer of the
situation and to some extent a key participant.

Edited by Robert Taylor, Sheffield University, UK and Jacques
Jaussaud, University of Pau, France
Series: Routledge Studies on Comparative Asian Politics
Examining changes in the management stratgies of foreign
companies investing in China and Chinese enterprises doing
business overseas, this book analyses China’s political economy
in the context of the Communist Party’s changing policies. The
introductory section begins by studying the aspects of economic
growth as it impacts on domestic issues and Chinese power
abroad. Within this overall framework, it also critically assesses
foreign investment, business strategies, human resources and
corporate social responsibility. Arguing that the encouragement
of consumption is a significant objective of the Chinese

leadership, the last section is concerned with the importance of the food industry.
Routledge
Market: Chinese Studies / Economics
February 2018: 234x156: 224ppRoutledge
Hb: 978-1-138-30631-8: £115.00Market: Chinese Business, Management, Intrnational Political Economy
eBook: 978-1-315-14172-5March 2018: 234x156: 336pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138306318Hb: 978-1-138-10373-3: £115.00

eBook: 978-1-351-59244-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138103733
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Financial Liberalization in ChinaChina's Virtual Monopoly in Rare Earth Elements
Progress, Issues and ChallengesRoland Howanietz

Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series Edited by Hui Feng
Rare Earth Elements are a group of 17 metals which have a central role in modern industry,
increasingly used in green technologies, high technological consumer goods, industrial

Series: Routledge Studies on the Chinese Economy
Capital account liberalization is a key, complicated issue for the Chinese economy. Free
flow of capital has been an essential part of the neo-liberal international economic system,and medical appliances and modern weapons systems. Although deposits of Rare Earths

are globally dispersed, over 90% of global demand has been provided by Chinese mines but it is nevertheless understood in East Asia that free flow of capital was a crucial factor
since the late 1990s, leading to China having a virtual monopoly. This book surveys the in deepening the Asian economic crisis of 1997, and the risks as well as the benefits are
Rare Earths mining industry, discusses the extent to which Rare Earths really are scare therefore fully appreciated. This book explores the steps which China has taken so far to
elsewhere in the world and assesses the economics of production, demonstrating the
vulnerability of the rest of the world to China’s control of these vital resources.

implement capital account liberalization, discusses the extent to which China continues
to exercise control, and assesses the current debates surrounding the issue and how they
are likely to play out.Routledge

Market: China / International Business / International Relations Routledge
July 2018: 234x156: 240pp Market: Chinese Studies / Economics
Hb: 978-0-815-36330-9: £115.00 July 2018: 234x156: 224pp
eBook: 978-1-351-10991-8 Hb: 978-1-138-73220-9: £105.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815363309 eBook: 978-1-315-18796-9

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138732209
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Financial System and Institutions in ChinaChinese Private Manufacturing Firms
Gu Yang, Roehampton University, UKThe Challenges of Global Competition
Series: Routledge Studies in the Growth Economies of AsiaXiao Chen

Series: Routledge Studies on the Chinese Economy
Since the beginning of China’s economic reform, private
manufacturing firms have played an indispensable role in the
country’s economic development. This book, based on extensive
original research, explores the current development challenges
for Chinese private manufacturing firms as China’s integration
with the global economy deepens. At the heart of the book are
rich case studies of private manufacturing firms in the footwear
and electrical equipment industries in the city of Wenzhou,
which was where private enterprise in China was pioneered.
Particular subjects covered include competition, the interaction
of foreign and indigenous firms, and the role of industrial

development areas.

During the ongoing economic reform process in China there have been huge developments
within the financial sector. Yang gives a comprehensive overview of the current state of
China's financial system and its institutions.
Routledge
Market: Chinese Economics, Chinese Finance, Development Economics
December 2017: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-415-27231-5: £105.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415272315

Routledge
Market: Chinese Studies / Economics / Business
March 2018: 234x156: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-815-35391-1: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-13471-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815353911
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Wind Power In ChinaRural Development and China’s Rise
Julia KirkegaardReinventing a Market Tradition
Series: Routledge Studies on the Chinese EconomyShaohua Zhan, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore
Whilst China’s growing economy is responsible for severe environmental degradation and
relies heavily on fossil fuel energy, China is at the same time a leader in new green

Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series
This book examines contemporary rural development in China from a historical perspective
and contends that the economic resilience has had much to do with the rural economy, technology. This book explores the interplay in China between economic growth, new

sustainable energy, the import of foreign technology, the political decision making process,weaving together the methods of historical comparison, multilevel analysis and case study. It
and the economics of energy pricing and its impact. Although the book focuses on windexamines the recent transformation of Chinese agriculture and rural industry, along with
power, the analysis has much wider implications. One key observation is the growingrelated issues such as labor migration and urbanization. In addition, it is built on the author’s
importance of advanced software technology for managing, pricing and keeping sustainable
new sources of energy, for which China is very dependent on foreign expertise.

years of field research in Wujin county in Jiangsu province and Aohan county in eastern
Inner Mongolia.

Routledge
Routledge Market: Chinese Studies / Environment
Market: Chinese studies, Development Studies, Sociology September 2018: 234x156: 256pp
September 2018: 234x156: 240pp Hb: 978-0-415-78711-6: £34.99
Hb: 978-0-415-78910-3: £105.00 eBook: 978-1-315-22635-4
eBook: 978-1-315-22296-7 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415787116
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415789103
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The Geoeconomics and Geopolitics of Chinese
Development and Investment in Asia

Edited by Emily T. Yeh
Drawing on case studies from Southeast, South and Central Asia, 
this edited volume undertakes the first focused examination of 
China ‘abroad’ in its own backyard, presenting in-depth and 
grounded analyses of competing nationalisms and state-making 
projects vis-à-vis Chinese investment, the (re)territorialization of 
the Chinese state, and the material effects of China’s "going out" 
on livelihoods and politics in Asia. The chapters in this article 
originally appeared in a special issue of Eurasian Geography and 
Economics.

Routledge
Market: China / Geography / Economics
November 2017: 246x174: 216pp
Hb: 978-1-138-50561-2: £115.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138505612
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Tradition and Transformation in a Chinese Family
Business
Heung-Wah Wong, The University of Hong Kong and Karin Ling-fung Chau
Series: Routledge Culture, Society, Business in East Asia Series
Family businesses have been an important part of the economy in Hong Kong, Taiwan,
Singapore and the Chinese diaspora, and, since the reforms, in mainland China itself. Some
people have argued that the success of Chinese family businesses occurs because of the
special characteristics and approach of such businesses. This book examines the nature of
Chinese family business, considering the motivations and strategies of Chinese people
setting up their own businesses, discussing company management and relations between
family members. It charts the evolution of Chinese family businesses and discusses how
Chinese family business are likely to evolve in the future.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies / Business
July 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-91484-1: £95.00
eBook: 978-1-315-69061-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138914841
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China's Social Welfare RevolutionChina's Architecture in a Globalizing World
Contracting Out Social ServicesBetween Socialism and the Market
Edited by Lei Jie and Chak Kwan ChanJiawen Han, Xi'an Jiaotong-Liverpool Universirty, China

Series: Routledge Studies on China in Transition
China is currently in the midst of an unprecedented building
boom and indeed interest in Chinese contemporary architecture
has been fuelled by this huge expansion. Through a cutting
edge theoretical discussion of Chinese architecture in relation
to Chinese modernity, this book examines this phenomenon in
detail. In particular, it highlights how changes in the
social-political system, the residual influence of Mao and the
demands of the market have each shaped and determined style
and form in recent years.

Routledge

Series: Comparative Development and Policy in Asia
The Chinese government has recently adopted a radical welfare approach by contracting
out social services to non-governmental organisations. This is a big departure from its
traditional welfare model, whereby all public services were directly delivered by government
agencies. This book examines this new welfare approach. It analyses the implementation
of various types of services, considers the nature and approach of the contracted NGOs,
and explores major problems encountered by both government agencies and NGOs. The
book also compares contracting policies in different cities. Overall, the book provides an
overview of one of the most important welfare policy changes in contemporary China.

Routledge
Market: China / Social Welfare
May 2018: 234x156: 288pp

Market: Chinese Studies, Architecture Hb: 978-1-138-24299-9: £105.00
December 2017: 234x156: 184pp eBook: 978-1-315-27743-1
Hb: 978-1-138-55946-2: £115.00 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138242999
eBook: 978-0-203-71267-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138559462
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Chinese Authoritarianism in the Information AgeChina's Generation Gap
Internet, Media, and Public OpinionJiaming Sun, Fudan University, China Texas A&M University,

USA Shanghai Academy of Social Sciences, China and
Dongmei Cheng
Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series
Based on data collected for the Generation Gap Survey in
Shanghai and updated to take into account contemporary
trends, this book uses an empirical approach to study the
generation gap in China. It covers various aspects of life from
professional and family life to political participation and belief
systems, analysing and comparing the values held by four
different generations. Encompassing more than 2000 case
studies and drawing on a wealth of fieldwork interviews, in
particular it examines the experiences, thoughts and perceptions

of adolescents, young adults, the middle-aged, and the elderly.

Edited by Suisheng Zhao, University of Denver, Colorado,
USA
This book examines information and public opinion control by
the authoritarian state in response to popular access to
information and upgraded political communication channels
among the citizens in contemporary China. The chapters
originally published as articles in the Journal of Contemporary
China.

Routledge
Routledge Market: China / Media / Internet
Market: Chinese Culture and Society, Chinese Studies, Sociology February 2018: 246x174: 255pp
January 2018: 234x156: 288pp Hb: 978-0-815-37914-0: £115.00
Hb: 978-1-138-64793-0: £115.00 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815379140
eBook: 978-1-315-62675-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138647930
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Chinese Television and National Identity
Construction

China's Housing Middle Class
Changing Urban Life in Gated Communities

Beibei Tang
Series: Routledge Studies on China in Transition
Home ownership plays a significant role in locating the middle
class in most western societies, associated with consumerism
and “people like us”. In China, since 1949 private home
ownership was not the norm. In the past three decades,
however, there has been a fast growing housing consumption
and private homeowners have become the most significantly
changing aspect of urban life.  Providing empirical evidence of
the heterogeneity of China’s new middle class, which underlines
the relations between the state, market and life chances under
a socialist market economy, this book it will be of interest to
students and scholars of Chinese society, sociology and politics.

The Cultural Politics of Music-Entertainment Programmes
Lauren Gorfinkel
Series: Media, Culture and Social Change in Asia Series
This book examines music entertainment programmes on China
Central Television, China’s only national level television network,
as well as on nationally-available provincial channels, exploring
how such programmes project a nuanced image of China’s
identity and position in the world, which is in step with China’s
party-state nationalism, and at the same time flexible and open
to change as China’s circumstances change. Overall, the book
demonstrates how the variations of Chinese identity fit with the
prevailing political ideologies in China and with the emerging
theme of a China-centred world.

Routledge
Market: Chinese Studies, Sociology, Politics
October 2017: 234x156: 160pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06985-5: £115.00

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies / Media Studies
November 2017: 234x156: 254pp
Hb: 978-1-138-78297-6: £105.00

eBook: 978-1-315-11524-5 eBook: 978-1-315-76888-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138069855 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138782976
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Cultural Policies and Identity Formation in Taiwan
and Hong Kong

Chinese Transnational Migration in the Age of
Global Modernity

Heeung Wah Wong, Hoi Yan Yau and Karin Ling-fung ChauThe Case of Oceania
Series: Routledge Culture, Society, Business in East Asia SeriesLiangni Sally Liu, Massey University, New Zealand

Series: Routledge Studies in Asian Diasporas, Migrations and
Mobilities
Liu takes a longitudinal perspective to study Chinese migrants’
transnational movements and looks at their transnational
migratory movements as a family matter and progressive and
dynamic process, using New Zealand as a primary case study.
She examines Chinese migrants’ initial motives for immigrating
to New Zealand; the driving forces behind their adoption of a
transnational lifestyle which includes leaving New Zealand to
return to China, moving to a third country – typically Australia
- or commuting across borders; family-related considerations;
inter-generational dynamics in transnational migration; as well

as their future movement intentions.

Although Taiwan and Hong Kong are both Chinese societies previously subjected to colonial
rule, the identity formation of the two peoples differs significantly, with Taiwan’s modern
consciousness underpinned by nationalism and Chinese-ness whereas Hong Kong’s identity
is characterised by the "in-between-ness" between Eastern/traditional/conservative and
Western/modern/liberal outlooks and lifestyles. This book examines how these different
identities came about. It considers the impact of Japanese and British colonial rule, explores
the cultural policies implemented both in colonial times and after, and discusses fully the
nature of present day identity and consciousness in the two places.

Routledge
Market: Chinese Studies / Cultural Studies / Asian History
July 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-12035-8: £95.00
eBook: 978-1-315-65176-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138120358

Routledge
Market: Chinese Migration/Ocenia
January 2018: 234x156: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-138-21805-5: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-43853-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138218055
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Debating Culture in Interwar ChinaConnecting Taiwan
Ya-pei Kuo, Leiden University, the NetherlandsParticipation - Integration - Impact
Series: Routledge/Leiden Series in Modern East Asian Politics, History and MediaEdited by Carsten Storm, Friedrich Alexander University, Erlangen-Nuremberg,

Germany The May Fourth era (1915-1927) is considered a pivotal point in the history of modern China
and the period is usually portrayed as a "Chinese Enlightenment". Kuo challenges theSeries: Routledge Research on Taiwan Series
revolution-centered narrative by showing how the propositions of New Culture were
questioned and revised after the initial radical phase.

The objective of this volume is to challenge the image of Taiwan’s marginalization and to
understand Taiwan in terms of its connectedness and the impacts it makes globally,

Routledgeregionally and/or trans-nationally. The book takes a multi-disciplinary comparative approach
Market: Asian Studies, Chinese Studiesthat includes fields like markets and trading, diplomacy and nation-branding, collective
August 2018: 234x156: 176ppaction, movements and mobilization, media and internet, film, literature, pop-culture and
Hb: 978-0-415-55241-7: £105.00

entertainment, religious mission, etc. It thus combines perspectives from cultural studies, * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415552417
literary, film and media studies sociology, political science, economics, and studies in
religion.

Routledge
Market: Taiwan
July 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-57677-3: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-26896-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138576773
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Digital Media and Informal Cultures in ChinaCreative Industries in Hong Kong
Elaine Jing ZhaoThe Global City in China and Asia
Series: Media, Culture and Social Change in Asia SeriesGrace L K Leung, Chinese University of Hong Kong
Digital media in China is at the same time both structured, formal and
government-sponsored and also amateur, informal and market-driven. This book explores

Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series
This book looks in turn at each of the different creative industries: print, TV, movies, popular
music, games, digital entertainment and advertising as well as law and policy for creative the tensions between these two different ways of looking at digital media in China. It

examines particular technologies such as smart phones and mobile apps, outlining theirindustries and the changing taste of local audience in a global city subject to the influence
technological capacities and the market for them. It then considers the actual usage ofof a rising China. It adopts a global perspective on the development of cultural and creative
such technologies, such as the posting of on-line videos and the take-up of mobile taxiindustries in Hong Kong, drawing insights from cultural history, innovation economics,
apps. Overall, the book provides a rich picture of the culture of digital media and indicates
how digital media in China is likely to develop going forward.

cultural policy studies and cultural geography. It explores the opportunities and challenges
of Hong Kong creative industries, particularly after the change of sovereignty.

RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: China / Media StudiesMarket: China Studies/Culture
July 2018: 234x156: 192ppOctober 2018: 234x156: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-73710-5: £105.00Hb: 978-1-138-06849-0: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-17379-5eBook: 978-1-315-15791-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138737105* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138068490
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Midwifery in ChinaDisability Identity and Marriage in Rural China
Ngai Fen Cheung and Rosemary Mander, University of Edinburgh, UKJing Yang, Guizhou University, China

Series: Routledge Research on Social Work, Social Policy and
Social Development in Greater China
Based on data collected through in-depth fieldwork and
interviews in Bai Township, this book examines how women
with disabilities in rural Southwest China compensate for their
disability identity through marriage. As the first book to theorize
the married life of rural women with different disabilities, it traces
the marriage process from mate selection to wedding ceremony,
reproduction and role performance. It also generates a
substantive theory grounded in the real experiences with Jing
Yang arguing that these women are not passive victims in the
marital process, but active agents who endeavour to minimize

the risk of abuse and maximize security in their marriage.

Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series
This book will examine the issues which are raised by a detailed scrutiny of the history of
midwifery in China, demonstrating how an occupational group may lose and eventually
regain its identity and function. The first theme covered is the role of women and the
education and competence of midwives. The second theme is the professionalisation of
Chinese midwifery which is associated with the extension of the formal health care sector.
The third theme, the development of Chinese midwifery indicates an urgent need for an
updated policy of support from the state health authorities. The fourth theme scrutinises
the impact of the Western medical model of health care on Chinese midwifery.
Routledge
Market: Midwifery, Sociology, Chinese Studies
May 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-815-35741-4: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-12452-2

Routledge * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815357414
Market: Disability Studies, Social Policy, Chinese Studies
November 2017: 234x156: 192pp
Hb: 978-1-138-10649-9: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-10157-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138106499
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New Chinese Migrants in New ZealandIllicit Industries and China’s Shadow Economy
Becoming Cosmopolitan? Roots, Emotions and Everyday DiversityIllicit Industries and China’s Shadow Economy: Challenges and Prospects

for Global Governance and Human Security Bingyu Wang, Sun Yat Sen University, China
Series: Chinese WorldsEdited by Victor Teo and Yoon Sungwon

Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series There are growing waves of ‘desirable’ migrants from Asia moving to New Zealand
significantly increasing its ethnic diversity, particularly in its largest metropolitan regionThis book considers a wide range of illicit industries in China, exploring what drives such

activities, why consumers tolerate them to differing degrees, how attempts to regulate Auckland. In purely demographic terms much of this diversity has been generated by policy
shifts since the 1980s and the adoption of a comparatively liberal immigration policy basedthem are implemented and how such regulation is resisted. Industries considered include
on personal merit without discrimination on the grounds of race, national or ethnic origin.human smuggling, the trade in human organs, illicit pharmaceuticals, illicit fishing, illicit
Due to these changes, migrants from Asia have become increasingly significant in migrationlogging, unregulated lending and more. Throughout, the book discusses how the shadow
flows into New Zealand making it a valuable case study for understanding how Chinese
migrants assimilate into and affect their host nation.

economy works, analyses the degree to which illicit activities are regarded as criminal and
highlights the importance of the shadow economy for certain regions of China and certain
sections of Chinese society. Routledge

Market: Asian Studies/Migration StudiesRoutledge
September 2018: 234x156: 216ppMarket: Chinese Studies / Criminology
Hb: 978-0-815-36820-5: £115.00July 2018: 234x156: 256pp
eBook: 978-1-351-25571-4Hb: 978-1-138-56368-1: £115.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815368205eBook: 978-1-351-26068-8

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138563681
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New Chinese MigrationsJapanese Popular Culture in Greater China
Mobility, Home, and InspirationsWei Wei, Karin Ling-fung Chau and Heung-wah Wong

Series: Routledge Culture, Society, Business in East Asia Series Edited by Yuk Wah Chan, City University of Hong Kong,
Hong Kong and Sin Yee Koh, Universiti Brunei Darussalam
Series: Routledge Series on Asian Migration
This book identifies and examines new forms and paths of
Chinese migration since the 1980s. It provides updated trends
and patterns of new migration movements of the Chinese,
including their emergent geographies. With chapters
highlighting the diversities and complexities of these new waves
of Chinese migration, this volume offers novel insights to enrich
our understanding of Asian mobility in the late 20th and early
21st centuries.

Routledge

This book explores how Japanese popular culture, exported to China, Taiwan and Hong
Kong, is received in these societies. Based on extensive ethnographic research observing
in detail the reception of a particular Japanese cultural product, the book discusses the
nature of Japanese popular culture and its reception in the three places, showing how
history and continuing national antagonism influence attitudes in China, how Hong Kong’s
special “in between” status affects the reception there, and how in Taiwan the memory of
Japanese colonialism is being re-formed in order to reinforce Taiwan’s cultural
distinctiveness.
Routledge
Market: Asian Studies / Cultural Studies
July 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-71406-9: £95.00
eBook: 978-1-315-22952-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781315229522 Market: Asian Studies, Asian Diaspora

November 2017: 234x156: 248pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06002-9: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-16323-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138060029
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The Transformation of Marriage and Social
Inequality in Post-Reform China

Post-Western Sociology - From China to Europe
Edited by Laurence Roulleau-Berger and Li Peilin
Series: China Policy Series Yingchun Ji, Shanghai University
This book is rooted in an epistemological approach to sociology in which the boundaries
between Western and non-Western sociologies are acknowledged and built on. It argues

Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series
Ji uses both interview and survey data to analyse the nature and extent of the "leftover"
women phenomenon in China. She argues that it is mainly a social construction and that

that the blurring of boundaries between Western and non-Western sociologies is very
important; and that such a Post-Western approach will mean co-production and

the reality has become distorted in the Chinese popular imagination. Moreover, she exploresco-construction of common knowledge, the recognition of ignored or forgotten scientific
the connections between the phenomena of urban "leftover" women and rural "surplus"cultures and a "global change" in sociology. The book brings together a wide range of
men in China’s marriage market. The book shows how marriage mismatch has transformedWestern and Chinese sociologists who explore the consequences of this new approach in

relation to many different issues and aspects of sociology. marriage as a traditional social institution in China and deepened the social stratification
in Chinese society.

Routledge
RoutledgeMarket: Chinese Studies / Sociology
Market: China/SociologyMarch 2018: 234x156: 288pp
September 2018: 234x156: 196ppHb: 978-0-815-37657-6: £115.00
Hb: 978-1-138-05950-4: £105.00* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815376576
eBook: 978-1-315-16350-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138059504
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Routledge Handbook of Rural China
Edited by Heather Xiaoquan Zhang, University of Leeds, UK and Qian Forest Zhang,
Singapore Management University
The tremendous socio-economic and political change in rural China over the last few
decades has spawned an expanding body of research analysing the societal processes,
relationships and dynamics relating to a shifting organizational and institutional context.
The Routledge Handbook of Rural China provides a critical reflection on the major themes,
issues, and theoretical and policy debates that have characterised rural China’s development
experience. The contributors delineate the state, trajectory and dynamics of the field,
including emerging issues and debates on topics such as The Hukou, Eco-tourism, Labour
shortages and migrations, South-south co-operation, Agribusiness and GM crops.

Routledge
Market: China, Development Studies
November 2018: 246x174: 450pp
Hb: 978-1-138-67125-6: £165.00
eBook: 978-1-315-61712-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138671256
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The Power of Relationalism in China

Leah Zhu, USA
Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series
This book explores thousands of years of China’s history to trace
the pervasive power of ‘relationalism’ before and after Maoism,
it examines the major aspects of Chinese culture, revealing the
power of ‘relationalism’ as the core frame of reference behind
contemporary Chinese beliefs and practices.

Routledge
Market: Chinese Studies, Chinese Culture, Social Science
February 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-815-37145-8: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-24678-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815371458
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Modernization and Revolution in ChinaGermany's Colony in China

June Grasso, Boston University, USA, Jay P. Corrin, Boston
University, USA and Michael Kort, Boston University, USA
Extensively revised and fully updated in this fifth edition, this
popular textbook conveys the drama of China's struggle to
modernize against the backdrop of a proud and difficult history.
It features new analysis of the issues facing China’s fifth
generation of leaders, including the current economic climate,
China's relations with its neighbours and the United States, the
latest Tibetan crisis, and the election of Xi Jinping. Incorporating
new analytical summaries in each chapter and updated
suggested readings, this fifth edition of Modernization and
Revolution in China is essential reading for courses on Modern

Chinese History, Chinese Politics and Modern East Asia.

Colonialism, Protection and Economic Development in Qingdao and
Shandong, 1898-1914
Wai Ling So
This book explores the economic development of the northern Chinese city of Qingdao,
which was held by Germany as a colony from 1898 to 1914. It focuses especially on the
economic polices of the German colonial government and of the provincial government
of the neighbouring Chinese province of Shandong, considering amongst other issues
free trade and protection, the impact of the Gold Standard and assistance given to particular
companies. The book shows how the Qingdao and Shandong economies fitted into overall
East Asian and global trade patterns and concludes by discussing both the co-operation
and the tensions between the Qingdao and Shandong governments.

Routledge
Market: Asian History / Imperial and Colonial History / Economic History
August 2018: 234x156: 244pp
Hb: 978-1-138-95203-4: £95.00

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies/ Chinese Studies/History
October 2017: 246x174: 240ppeBook: 978-1-315-66774-4
Hb: 978-1-138-64704-6: £120.00* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138952034
Pb: 978-1-138-64705-3: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-315-62697-0
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-765-62391-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138647053
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Routledge Handbook of Early Chinese HistoryHistory and Citizenship Education in Post-Mao

China Edited by Paul R Goldin, University of Pennsylvania, USA
This handbook provides an authoritative survey of the major
periods of Chinese history from the Neolithic era to the fall of
the Latter Han Empire and the end of antiquity (AD. 220). It is
the first volume to include not only a comprehensive review of
political history, but also detailed treatments of topics that
transcend particular historical periods, such as warfare, political
thought, cities, agriculture, language, art, medicine and
mathematics. Providing a detailed analysis of the most
up-to-date research by leading scholars in the field of early
Chinese history, this book will be useful to students and scholars
of Chinese History, Asian Archaeology and Chinese Studies in

general.

Politics, Policy, Praxis
Alisa Jones, Stanford University, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Education and Society in Asia
This book examines the development of education in China over the past three decades,
exploring the ways in which the manifold ‘contradictions’ both within and between policy
prescriptions, pedagogical theory and classroom implementation have been handled
where issues of political socialisation, national identification and public morality are at stake.
Routledge
Market: Chinese History, Asian Education
June 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-415-57536-2: £105.00
eBook: 978-0-203-37973-8 Routledge
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415575362 Market: Asia / History

May 2018: 246x174: 608pp
Hb: 978-1-138-77591-6: £175.00
eBook: 978-1-315-77360-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138775916
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Routledge Handbook of Imperial Chinese HistoryModel Workers in China, 1949-1965
Edited by Victor C. Xiong, Western Michigan University, USA and Ken Hammond,
New Mexico State University, USA

Constructing A New Citizen
James Farley

China is the only uninterrupted ancient civilization that is stilling living today, and the study
of its history can be a very rewarding pursuit in its own right, but it can also offer tremendous

Series: Routledge Studies in Modern History
Seismic changes in ideology and economic policy in China followed the death of Mao
Zedong but one aspect of culture that has remained constant. The use of ‘Model Workers’

benefit to anyone who wants to gain an in-depth understanding of modern China. Providing
coverage of the entire Imperial Era (221 BCE–1912 CE) this handbook takes a chronological

in both a political and commercial context continues to thrive in China and although the approach, whilst also exploring key themes such as politics, religion, culture, the economy,
messages they promote have largely changed, their continued use indicates the extent to and science. This is an essential resource for students or scholars studying Imperial Chinese

history.which they are believed to be an effective form of persuasion. Model Workers were deployed
at key points in China’s recent history and served to embody the Party’s vision of the ideal

RoutledgeChinese citizen as they attempted to reshape the nation following a, ‘century of humiliation,’
a ruinous war with Japan and a divisive civil war. Market: History, China

August 2018: 400pp
Routledge Hb: 978-1-138-84728-6: £165.00
Market: History eBook: 978-1-315-72687-8
October 2018: 234x156 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138847286
Hb: 978-1-138-29982-5: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-09786-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138299825
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The Collapse of China's Later Han Dynasty, 25-220
CE
The Northwest Borderlands and the Edge of Empire
Wicky W K Tse
Series: Asian States and Empires
In the Later Han period China's northwest was a porous frontier zone between the Chinese
regimes and their inner Asian neighbours, with a large concentration of men of martial
background. This book relates how this military elite, originally honoured by the imperial
centre, was marginalised during the Later Han period by the ascendancy of eastern-based
scholar-officials and the consequent increased emphasis on civil values and de-militarization,
and how, from the ensuing tensions and resentment, followed the disintegration of the
empire.
Routledge
Market: Chinese Studies / History
May 2018: 234x156: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-138-69239-8: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-53233-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138692398
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China’s Financial OpeningChina and Transboundary Water Politics in Asia
Coalition Politics and Policy ChangesEdited by Hongzhou Zhang, Nanyang Technological

University, Singapore and Mingjiang Li, Nanyang
Technological University, Singapore
Series: Politics in Asia
This book aims to systematically examine the complex reality of
water contestations between China and its neighboring
countries. It provides a discussion on transboundary
hydro-politics beyond the state-centric geopolitical perspective
to dig into various political, institutional, legal, historical,
geographical, and demographic factors that affect China’s
policies and practices towards transboundary water issues. The
book also provides a collection of comparative case studies on
China’s water resources management. Furthermore, this book

sheds light on China’s future role in global water governance.

Yu Wai Vic Li, Education University of Hong Kong
Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series
Li interrogates the domestic political dynamics underlying the
dizzying switches between liberalization and restriction. This
book argues that the interplay between the pro-opening
coalitions and dissenting parties has been central to the
policymaking process. Financial opening has not only been
driven by central bureaucratic actors, but also by financial
industry interests and the local authorities of financial centers
acting in concert as coalitions.

Routledge
Routledge Market: China Politics
Market: Political Science /Chinese Studies April 2018: 234x156: 216pp
December 2017: 234x156: 242pp Hb: 978-1-138-72754-0: £115.00
Hb: 978-1-138-06065-4: £115.00 eBook: 978-1-315-19079-2
eBook: 978-1-315-16297-3 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138727540
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138060654
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China’s Hydro-politics in the MekongChina Reclaims World Power Status
Conflict and Cooperation in Light of Securitization TheoryPutting an end to the world America made
Sebastian Biba, Goethe University, Frankfurt am Main, GermanyPaolo Urio

Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series
Using both Chinese and Western theoretical approaches, this
book analyses China's strategies for reclaiming power in the
international domain. Examining China's domestic development,
it also considers the strengths and weaknesses of its major
international opponent, the US, and analyses their competing
approaches to power resources. It studies the foreign policies
of both states, first by going back to the historical origins of their
ideological foundations and secondly by analysing their power
building from the 19th century to the Trump and Jinping
presidencies. Finally, this book focuses on the One Belt One Road
Initiative as China’s response to putting an end to the ‘world

America made’.

Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series
This book explores the conflict and cooperation over water use in the Mekong river basin
between China and the countries of Laos, Thailand, Cambodia, and Vietnam. It scrutinizes
the ‘spring 2010 Mekong crisis’ and events surrounding it which led to a series of complex
multi-level, security-related interactions with China at the center. The book employs
securitization theory as its theoretical framework and adds innovations to this theory. It
embeds China’s Mekong hydro-politics in the bigger picture of its (sub-)regional
international affairs and provides new insights into the role of hydro-politics and its
relationship vis-à-vis other issue areas of China’s foreign policy.

Routledge
Market: Chinese Politics, Foreign Policy, Water Resource Management
April 2018: 234x156: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-55360-6: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-14866-3

Routledge * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138553606
Market: Asian Politics, Chinese Politics, Chinese Studies
February 2018: 234x156: 336pp
Hb: 978-1-138-04086-1: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-17474-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138040861
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China's Relations with Central and Eastern EuropeChina Steps Out
From "Old Comrades" to New PartnersBeijing's Major Power Engagement with the Developing World

Edited by Weiqing Song, University of Macau, Macao SAR,
China
Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series
As China rises as an economic and an international power, new
relationships are being forged with all areas of the world
including Central and Eastern Europe. This book explores how
this relationship is developing. It considers how China’s links
with Central and Eastern Europe fit in to China’s overall
international relations strategies. It looks at economic and trade
ties, diplomatic initiatives and the role of the European Union,
and examines China’s bilateral relations with the different states
of the region. These relationships are particularly interesting

Edited by Joshua Eisenman and Eric Heginbotham
Featuring contributions by recognized experts, this book reflects
contemporary China’s strategies and objectives in Africa, the
Middle East, Central Asia, Latin America, South Asia, and
Southeast Asia.

Part one provides a general overview and framework of analysis
for this important aspect of Chinese policy. The chapters in the
second part of the book systematically examine Chinese interests
in the region and how they have changed over time, what
methods China has used to engage with the nations, how
successful Chinese diplomatic efforts have been has been and
what impact this has on the global system.

because before the end of communism in Eastern Europe China had many direct links with
the countries of the region.

Routledge
Market: Political Science, Asian Studies
January 2018: 234x156: 438pp Routledge

Market: Chinese Studies / Central and East European Studies / International Relations
October 2017: 234x156: 238pp
Hb: 978-0-415-78686-7: £105.00

Hb: 978-1-138-69232-9: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-138-20293-1: £36.99
eBook: 978-1-315-47265-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138692329 eBook: 978-1-315-22664-4

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415786867
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Local Elites in Post-Mao ChinaChinese Politics and Government
Edited by Yingjie GuoPower, Ideology and Organization
Series: Routledge Studies on China in TransitionSujian Guo and Sujian Guo
This book provides fresh insights into the study of Chinese elites at the county level and
below. By shifting the analytical focus onto the agency of elites at the local level and away

Over the past two decades, China’s political reforms, open-door policy, dramatic economic
growth, and increasingly assertive foreign policy have had an unprecedented regional and

from the institutional structures within which they operate, it fills a number of significantglobal impact. The up-to-date 2nd edition of this introductory textbook provides students
gaps in the field. In particular, this book addresses the lacunae through an empirically richwith a fundamental understanding of government and politics in China as well as the
and diverse set of case studies. It proceeds from the premise that the study of local elitesconceptual ability to explore the general patterns, impacts, and nature of continuities and
can be most fruitful through examining their relations with each other and with the groups
that wield power in the community.

changes in Chinese politics. Written by an experienced academic with working knowledge
of the Chinese Government, this textbook will provide students with a comprehensive
introduction to all aspects of Chinese Politics. Routledge

Market: Chinese Studies, Politics, SociologyRoutledge
May 2018: 234x156: 224ppMarket: Chinese Politics, Asian Politics, International Politics
Hb: 978-0-815-36116-9: £115.00July 2018: 234x156: 342pp
eBook: 978-1-351-11702-9Hb: 978-1-138-05463-9: £110.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815361169Pb: 978-1-138-05466-0: £32.99

eBook: 978-1-315-16650-6
Prev. Ed Hb: 978-0-415-55138-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138054639
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Making China UrbanDeng Xiaoping and China's Foreign Policy
Geographical Aspects of Development and DisparityRonald C. Keith

Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series
Deng Xiaoping is widely acknowledged as the principal architect
of China’s economic reforms, but how far was he also responsible
for shaping China’s foreign policy which emphasized “peace
and development”? This book explores Deng’s foreign policy
and shows how he established basic principles for a foreign
policy which supported economic development, “harmony” in
the world, and a peaceful approach. It outlines how Deng worked
to normalize relations with both the United States and the Soviet
Union, how he was disappointed by the United States' response,
where relations are still portrayed in terms of “the China threat”,
and how the principles established by Deng continue to be

adhered to.

Hyun Bang Shin
This book provides a comprehensive account of the global, regional and urban dimensions
of China’s development, and the resulting socio-economic and political outcomes. Shin
begins by documenting and analysing China’s changing position in the world economy
before turning to the development challenges that urban China faces. This book will be
suitable for use on upper lever undergraduate and postgraduate courses on China’s
development, Chinese geography and urban China, as well as related courses in sociology,
urban studies, anthropology, international development and political science.
Routledge
Market: Geography/Development/Asian Studies
June 2018: 246x174: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-415-74713-4: £90.00
Pb: 978-0-415-74714-1: £26.99
eBook: 978-1-315-79722-9

Routledge * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415747134
Market: Chinese Studies / International Relations / History
November 2017: 234x156: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-138-22169-7: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-40969-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138221697
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Routledge Handbook of Contemporary Hong KongGoverning Environmental Conflicts in China

Edited by Tai-Lok Lui, Chinese University of Hong Kong,
Hong Kong, Stephen Wing-Kai Chiu and Ray Yep
This handbook introduces readers to social, economic, and
political development in Hong Kong. The contributions allow
the readers to identify the key features of Hong Kong society
prior to its return to China and to grapple with changes in
different domains of social life in the SAR since 1997. This will
be most relevant to students and researchers who are studying
Hong Kong but it will also be of interest to those who are
working on China’s political development (particularly in the
areas of nation building and unification) as well as those who
are observing future political change in Taiwan.

Yanwei Li
Series: China Policy Series
Environmental conflicts are the source of many large-scale popular protests in China, with
some protests substantially endangering social order. Such protests have often prompted
severe counter measures but have often then gone on to result in compromises whereby
the demands of protesters have been largely met. This book considers the nature of
environmental conflicts in China and the way in which the authorities have handled the
situations. It includes detailed case studies of particular conflicts, relates the governance
of environmental conflicts in China to wider discussions on the nature of governance and
examines under what conditions government in China makes compromises.

Routledge
Market: Chinese Studies / Environment

RoutledgeMarch 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Market: Asian Studies/ PoliticsHb: 978-1-138-55190-9: £115.00
May 2018: 246x174: 400ppeBook: 978-1-315-14789-5
Hb: 978-1-138-95993-4: £165.00* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138551909
eBook: 978-1-315-66053-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138959934
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The Economic Roots of the Umbrella Movement in
Hong Kong
Globalization and the Rise of China

Louis Augustin-Jean, Hong Kong Polytechnic University
and Anthea H.Y. Cheung, Hong Kong Polytechnic University
Series: Routledge Contemporary China Series
This book examines the ways in which Hong Kong's changing
position with global capitalism was the catalyst for the Umbrella
Movement, stressing the role of economic and social factors
behind the movement, as opposed to the domestic political
and constitutional issues often assumed to be the root cause
behind the movement. It will appeal to students and scholars
interested in Hong Kong's political, economic and social
landscape, as well as those interested in Chinese politics more
broadly.

Routledge
Market: Politics, Chinese Politics, Hong Kong
February 2018: 234x156: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36823-6: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-25551-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815368236
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Rural Roots of Reform Before China's Conservative
Change
Lynn White, Princeton University, USA
A pervasive theme of current China scholarship is the country’s "rise." The present book 
does not reject this discourse, which emerged mainly after 1989 and has been dominant 
for a quarter century. But new analysis in this book finds evidence for thinking beyond 
these concepts: from "rise" to a more balanced view that also accounts China’s needs in 
international ecologies and economies, from top-down "governance" to the discovery that 
powerful changes in China (including the first reforms) were started by leaders in small 
polities not mainly the national one, from "resilience" to an exploration of what exactly will 
last or falter over predictable spans of time.

Routledge
Market: Politics, Asian Politics, Chinese Politics
August 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-815-37104-5: £110.00
Pb: 978-0-815-37105-2: £29.99
eBook: 978-1-351-24769-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815371045
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Soft Power With Chinese Characteristics
China’s Campaign for Hearts and Minds
Edited by Kingsley Edney, University of Leeds, UK, Stanley Rosen and Ying Zhu, City 
University of New York, USA
This book represents an effort by leading scholars of Chinese politics, international relations 
and media studies to shed new light on China’s contemporary global soft power. By tackling 
the issues of China’s contemporary standing in the world, the tensions associated with 
China’s rising power, and particularly the development of China’s domestic and foreign 
policy under the leadership of Xi Jinping, the expert contributors grapple with some of the 
most important issues of the current era of shifting global power balances.

Routledge
Market: Chinese Politics, Asian Politics, International Relations
September 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-63165-6: £105.95
Pb: 978-1-138-63167-0: £34.99
eBook: 978-1-315-20867-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138631656
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The China-Japan Conflict over the Senkaku/Diaoyu
Islands
Useful Rivalry

Anna Costa
Series: Routledge Security in Asia Series
This book examines the foreign and security policies adopted
by China and Japan since the 1970s in their competition over
the Senkaku/Diaoyu Islands in the East China Sea. It charts the
development of a dispute that has become a potential flashpoint
for conflict between the two countries. The book explains that
while increasing nationalism in both China and Japan helps to
fuel and sustain the dispute, a key factor is that the leaderships
in both countries find competition over the islands to be a
convenient vehicle supporting their wider approach to foreign
and security policy, which is becoming increasingly assertive
and potentially belligerent.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies / International Relations
October 2017: 234x156: 214pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30873-2: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-14309-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138308732
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Why Traditional Chinese Philosophy Still Matters
The Relevance of Ancient Wisdom for the Global Age

Edited by Ming Dong Gu, University of Texas at Dallas, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Asian Religion and Philosophy
Written by a team of internationally renowned scholars, this
book, however, challenges this judgement and offers an in-depth
study of pre-modern Chinese philosophy from an
interdisciplinary perspective. Discussing the relevance of
traditional Chinese philosophy for the global age, it takes a
comparative approach, analysing ancient Chinese thought in
relation to Western ideas and contemporary postmodernist
theories. It covers a broad scope of topics ranging from
metaphysics, hermeneutics, political theory, religion and
aesthetics to specific philosophical schools including
Confucianism, Taoism, Buddhism and the Book of Changes.

Routledge
Market: Philosophy, Asian Philosophy, Chinese Philosophy
February 2018: 234x156: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-138-56271-4: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-12124-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138562714
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Daoism in Modern China
Edited by Vincent Goossaert, Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, France and Xun Liu, 
Rutgers University, USA
Series: Routledge Studies in Taoism
The modern history of Chinese temples and Daoism go hand in hand, and while both 
temples and Daoists serve Chinese society, the relationship between the two has yet to 
be thoroughly analysed. This book questions whether temples and Daoism are two 
independent aspects of modern Chinese religion, or if they are indissolubly linked. Using 
an interdisciplinary approach combining historical research and fieldwork, the book focuses 
on urban centres in China, as this is where socio-political changes came earliest and affected 
religious life to the greatest extent, and also where the largest central Daoist temples were 
and are located.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, Religion, Taoism
May 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-88941-5: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-315-71289-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138889415

4 Volume Set
Religion in Contemporary China

Edited by Xinzhong Yao
Series: Critical Concepts in Asian Studies
This new 4 volume collection is an authoritative anthology
containing the best scholarship on aspects of religion in
contemporary China. The articles will focus on religious beliefs,
practices and organisations as well as on the interactive relations
between religion and other dimensions of communal, social,
political and economic life in Mainland China and overseas
Chinese communities.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies
December 2017: 234x156: 1690pp
Hb: 978-0-415-84053-8: £900.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415840538
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Religious Revival and Chinese Ethnic Minorities
The Bai People of Southwest China
Liang Yongjia, National University of Singapore
Series: Routledge Religion in Contemporary Asia Series
This book, based on extensive original research among the Bai people, a people with a
population of around five million, considers how majority-minority ethnic relations have
evolved over time. It discusses amongst many other issues how local religions emphasise
ancestor cults which reinforce minorities’ sense of their separate ethnicity, and concludes
by assessing how these important issues are likely to develop.
Routledge
Market: Chinese Studies, Religion
May 2018: 234x156: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-415-52850-4: £105.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415528504
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Gender and the Koseki In Contemporary JapanAnimism in Contemporary Japan
Surname, Power and PrivilegeShoko Yoneyama

Series: Routledge Contemporary Japan Series Linda White
The book explores the notion of animism through the lens of four prominent figures in
Japan: Minamata fisherman Ogata Masato, Minamata writer Ishimure Michiko, sociologist

Series: Routledge Contemporary Japan Series
This book engages with gender hierarchy and structural inequality in Japanese society and
examines the household register, koseki, one of the central structures shaping gender in
Japan today.

Tsurumi Kazuko, and animator Miyazaki Hayao. It contends that animism is at the core of
the work of these people who represent contemporary Japan in the fields of citizens’
movements, literature, sociology and popular culture, respectively; and that animism is the

Routledgeconclusion they came up with as a means to survive modernity. Adopting a biographical
Market: Cultural Anthropology, Gender Studies, Japanese Studiesapproach, the book aims to illuminate animism, and thus address two big lacuna in social

science: human-nature relationships and the question of soul and spirituality.
April 2018: 234x156: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-67434-9: £90.00

Routledge eBook: 978-1-315-56134-9
Market: Japanese Studies, Philosophy, Anthropology * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138674349
July 2018: 234x156: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-22803-0: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-39390-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138228030
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Introducing Japanese Popular CultureEscaping Japan

Edited by Alisa Freedman, University of Oregon, USA and
Toby Slade, University of Tokyo, Japan
Specifically designed for use on a range of undergraduate and
graduate courses, Introducing Japanese Popular Culture is a
comprehensive textbook offering an up-to-date overview of a
wide variety of media forms. It uses particular case studies as a
way into examining the broader themes in Japanese culture
and provides a thorough analysis of the historical and
contemporary trends that have shaped artistic production, as
well as, politics, society, and economics in Japan. As a result,
more than being a time capsule of influential trends, this book
teaches enduring lessons about how popular culture reflects
the societies that produce and consume it.

Reflections on Estrangement and Exile in the Twenty-First Century
Edited by Blai Guarné and Paul Hansen
Series: Japan Anthropology Workshop Series
The idea that Japan is a socially homogenous, uniform society
has been increasingly challenged in recent years. This book takes
the resulting view further by highlighting how Japan, far from
singular or monolithic, is socially and culturally complex. It
engages with particular life situations, exploring the extent to
which personal experiences and lifestyle choices influence this
contemporary multifaceted nation-state. Adopting a theoretically
engaged ethnographic approach, and considering a range of
"escapes" both physical and metaphorical, this book provides a
rich picture of the fusions and fissures that comprise Japan and
Japaneseness today. Routledge

Market: Asian Studies / Popular Culture
Routledge December 2017: 234x156: 550pp
Market: Japanese Studies / Anthropology Hb: 978-1-138-85208-2: £125.00
October 2017: 234x156: 254pp Pb: 978-1-138-85210-5: £36.99
Hb: 978-1-138-23524-3: £115.00 eBook: 978-1-315-72376-1
eBook: 978-1-315-28277-0 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138852105
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138235243
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Japanese EncountersFriendship and Work Culture of Women Managers

in Japan The Structure and Dynamics of Cultural Frames
Eyal Ben-Ari
Series: Routledge Culture, Society, Business in East Asia Series
This book explores the special times and spaces in Japan within
which people get together to decide, celebrate or play,
gatherings such as organizational meetings, community
festivities, preschool games or drinking bouts. It analyzes these
gatherings in relation to the theoretical model of sociocultural
frames, examining how such gatherings are put together, the
unfolding stages, the relations between participants and the
wider social and cultural contexts. It considers the cognitive,
emotional and behavioural dimensions, and, overall, provides
great insights into the process whereby the interactions, feelings
and action of individuals and groups shape popular culture.

Tokyo After Ten
Swee-Lin Ho, National University of Singapore
Series: Nissan Institute/Routledge Japanese Studies
Drawing on ethnographic data gathered from fieldwork spanning over a 14-year period,
this study offers new insights into understanding the lives and experiences of women
managers in Japan through their strategic use of language, time, space and money to
negotiate new meanings of gender, money, friendship, self and work in an increasingly
flexible work environment. In examining the challenges and opportunities faced by these
corporate workers this book also extends anthropological debates about the changing
meaning and importance of work for women, and also offers new insights into women’s
friendships that are linked to salaried work, hence delinking them from the realm of
domesticity.

Routledge Routledge
Market: Japanese Studies / Anthropology
December 2017: 234x156: 194pp
Hb: 978-1-138-73717-4: £115.00

Market: Anthropology, Japanese Studies, Japanese Culture and Society
February 2018: 234x156: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-138-09902-9: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-10421-8 eBook: 978-1-315-16647-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138099029 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138737174
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Routledge Handbook of Japanese MediaJapanese Social Welfare

Edited by Fabienne Darling-Wolf, Temple University, USA
The Handbook of Japanese Media explores the role of the media
in shaping Japanese society. Gathering essays from a wide variety
of cultural perspectives, it considers how the media influence
the construction of Japanese identities—both historically and
in contemporary life—and illustrates the growing impact of
Japanese pop culture on globalized cultural forms.

Routledge

The Development of Diversity
HyunSun Lee, Tokyo University, Japan
Series: Nissan Institute/Routledge Japanese Studies
This book presents a new dimension of the lives of the zainichi Koreans in Japan and the
development of social policy for an ageing society. Using Aera, (a non-profit North Korean
welfare organisation in Japan) as the case study, Lee investigates how this group utilises
and mobilises Japanese state policies, especially the social welfare system, for its own
political purposes.
Routledge
Market: Japanese Studies, Japanese Culture and Society, Ethnic Studies
December 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-415-58741-9: £105.00
eBook: 978-0-203-76502-9 Market: International Relations/Asian Studies
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415587419 February 2018: 246x174: 432pp

Hb: 978-1-138-91741-5: £175.00
eBook: 978-1-315-68903-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138917415
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Routledge Handbook of Japanese SociolinguisticsMental Health and Social Withdrawal in

Contemporary Japan Edited by Patrick Heinrich
Japanese sociolinguistics is an immensely popular discipline in Japan, and it has contributed
a great deal to our understanding of how language and society are interrelated on anHikikomori Generation

Nicholas Tajan international level. Japanese sociolinguistics is taught in a number of Japanese Studies
Series: Japan Anthropology Workshop Series Programs around the world but there exists at present no single book which can serve as

a general reference source for Japanese sociolinguistics written in English. The HandbookThis book examines the phenomenon of social withdrawal in Japan, which ranges from
school non-attendance to extreme forms of isolation and confinement, known as hikikomori. fills a long-standing gap in the literature and provides a much-needed comprehensive

outline of Japanese sociolinguistics, which can be presented to an international readership.Based on extensive original research including interview research with a range of
practitioners, the book outlines how hikikomori expresses itself, how it is treated and dealt Routledge

Market: Japanese Studies, Sociolinguistics, Linguisticswith and how it has been perceived and regarded in Japan over time. The author argues
September 2018: 246x174: 400ppthat the phenomenon although socially unacceptable is not homogenous, and can be
Hb: 978-0-415-79027-7: £165.00viewed not as a mental disorder, but as an idiom of distress, a passive and effective way of

resisting the many great pressures of contemporary Japanese society.
eBook: 978-1-315-21337-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415790277

Routledge
Market: Japanese Studies / Anthropology / Mental Health
November 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36574-7: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-26080-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815365747
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The Beatles in JapanNarrative Memory, Trauma and Recovery in

Japanese Literature and Film Carolyn S. Stevens
Series: Media, Culture and Social Change in Asia Series
The Beatles’ engagement with Japan, especially their 1966 tour,
highlights a great deal about Japan’s postwar cultural
development and Japan’s deepening relationship with the West.
This book shows how the tour contributed to the construction
of a new Japanese national identity, demonstrated the
possibilities of Japan as a potential new kind of market to UK
and US producers, and forged for Japan increasing transnational
cultural links. It describes both the euphoria and the adverse
reactions to the tour, and outlines the Beatles’ subsequent
contacts with Japan, including John Lennon’s marriage to and
artistic partnership with Yoko Ono, and Paul McCartney’s

warmly-received later tours.

David C. Stahl, Binghamton University, USA
Series: Routledge Contemporary Japan Series
This book provides a comprehensive analysis of Japanese literature and film through the
interpretive lens of trauma studies, focusing on depictions of protagonists who dissociated
their childhood and adolescent traumas, failed to mourn their losses and developed
psychological defense mechanisms of incorporation, substitution and revenge.This volume
also concentrates on literary and filmic texts in which traumatized protagonists are
eventually able, through the creation of narrative memory and other means, to effect partial
and advanced recovery. As such, the book will be of huge interest to students and scholars
of Japanese film and literature, as well as those of trauma studies.

Routledge
Market: Japanese Literature, Literature, Film Studies
March 2018: 234x156: 240pp Routledge
Hb: 978-1-138-01936-2: £105.00 Market: Japanese Studies / Cultural Studies / Music
eBook: 978-1-315-10374-7 December 2017: 234x156: 180pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138019362 Hb: 978-1-138-69210-7: £110.00

eBook: 978-1-315-53305-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138692107
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The Dilemma of Faith in Modern Japanese Literature
Metaphors of Christianity
Massimiliano Tomasi, Western Washington University, USA
Series: Nissan Institute/Routledge Japanese Studies
Analyzing the process of conversion of well-known canonical authors of the 19th and 20th
centuries, this book unveils the significant influence that the Christian religion had on their
self-construction, their oeuvre and, ultimately, the trajectory of modern Japanese literature.
Departing from previous research, which has treated the intersections of Christianity with
the Meiji and Taishō literary world only in a cursory fashion, this book emphasizes, in
particular, the need to make a clear distinction between the different roles played by
Catholicism and Protestantism over the course of Japan’s modern intellectual history.
Routledge
Market: Literature, Asian Literature, Japanese Literature
June 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-815-37876-1: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-22806-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815378761
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The Japanese Adult Video Industry

Heung-Wah Wong, The University of Hong Kong and
Hoi-yan Yau, Tsukuba University, Japan
Series: Routledge Culture, Society, Business in East Asia Series
This book focuses on the production of adult videos in
Japan, outlining and examining the industrial dynamics of the
industry, its strategies, technological capabilities and
organisational structure. It discusses the socialisation of those
who participate in the industry, the role of censorship, the nature
of markets and the wider cultural impact of the industry.

Routledge
Market: Japanese Studies / Film studies
November 2017: 234x156: 246pp
Hb: 978-0-415-70378-9: £115.00
eBook: 978-0-203-76249-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415703789
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The Sociology of "Structural Disaster"
Beyond Fukushima
Miwao Matsumoto, University of Tokyo, Japan
Series: Routledge Studies in Science, Technology and Society
Taking distance from conflicts of interest and cultural essentialisms, this book highlights
configurations and mechanisms of structural disasters, far more persistent, more universal,
but less visible, that have turned risk into suffering. It seeks to cast light on an important
new horizon of the science-technology-society interface in the sociologies of science and
technology, the sociology of disaster, the social history of the military-industrial-university
complex, and beyond.

Routledge
Market: Science-Technology-Society Studies
September 2018: 234x156: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-138-23034-7: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-38618-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138230347
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Japan’s World Power
Assessment, Outlook and Vision

Edited by Guibourg Delamotte, INALCO, France
Series: Nissan Institute/Routledge Japanese Studies
This book addresses the following questions. What is the nature
of Japan’s power today and how does it exercise its influence
on the world stage? Does Japan have a grand design to preserve
or increase its influence for the future? In it, the most renowned
international relations experts from Japan present their
assessment of Japan’s power and weaknesses. Through their
visions, the book provides a unique outlook of Japan’s position
in world politics.

Routledge
Market: Japanese Politics, Asian Politics, Foreign Policy
November 2017: 234x156: 198pp
Hb: 978-1-138-29365-6: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-23198-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138293656
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Japanese Political Participation in a Small
Traditional City
Danielle Kida, Ritsumeikan Asia Pacifc University, Japan
Series: Routledge Studies on the Asia-Pacific Region
While participation studies have been conducted in Japan, most are centered in large
urban areas, focusing on either extreme forms of participation such as protests, or
concentrated on single issue participation such as the environmental or women’s
movements. This book, in contrast, explores what every day ‘regular’ in the system political
participation looks like in a small traditional Japanese city – using Oita, a small city in Kyushu,
as a case study. It focuses especially on the role local institutions and politicians play in
influencing the kinds of participation available and subsequently, the attitudes created
about participation.

Routledge
Market: Japan Studies/Local Government
September 2018: 234x156: 264pp
Hb: 978-0-815-35948-7: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-12054-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815359487
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Anti-nuclear Protest in Post-Fukushima Tokyo
Power Struggles
Alexander James Brown, Australia
Series: Routledge/Asian Studies Association of Australia (ASAA) East Asian Series
This book explores the politics of anti-nuclear activism in Tokyo after the Fukushima nuclear 
disaster of March 2011. Analysing the protests in the context of a history of citizen activism 
in Tokyo, it also situates the movement within the framework of a global struggle for 
democracy. It emphasises the contestation of urban space by activists and the weaving 
together of urban and cyber space in their praxis. By focusing on the cultural life of the 
movement—from its demonstration style to its blogs mand pamphlets—this book 
communicates activists’ voices in their own words. Based on ethnographic research, it 
concludes that the protests have redefined social movement politics for a new era.

Routledge
Market: Japanese Studies, Politics, Sociology
May 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-56334-6: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-12161-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138563346
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Ending the Postwar in Japan
Structure, Actors, Norms and Challenges
Edited by Hiroko Takeda and Glenn D. Hook, University of Sheffield, UK
Series: Sheffield Centre for Japanese Studies/Routledge Series
The cross-boundary and cross-disciplinary nature of this book is designed to elucidate 
heterogeneous Japan, in contrast to the more conventional understanding of Japan as a 
homogeneous and ‘unified’ whole. This collection offers a new approach to the 
understanding of contemporary Japan.
Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, Japanese Society/ Japanese Politics
June 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-415-55240-0: £105.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415552400
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Japanese Politics

Japan’s Search for Strategic Security Partnerships

Akio Igarashi, Rikkyo University, Japan

Edited by Gauri Khandekar and Bart Gaens
Series: Routledge Security in Asia Pacific Series
As tensions between China and Japan increase, Japan has
adopted a new security posture. This involves adapting Japan’s
constitutional position on defence and bulding stronger
international relationships. This book shows how trust and
co-operation with the United States, the only partner with which
Japan has a formal alliance, is being rebuilt, discusses how other
relationships, both on security and on wider issues, are being
formed, in the region and with European countries, with the
relationships with India and Australia being of particular
importance. It concludes by assessing the likely impact on the
region of Japan’s changing posture and new relationships.

Series: Routledge Studies on Comparative Asian Politics
The book acts as an introduction to Japanese politics, but also follows significant trends
that have occurred in Japan’s political world over the postwar (1945-2008) period, such as
the role of NGOs, the gendering of Japanese politics and the influence of the public in local
and national politics. Offering politics from the perspective of a Japanese national who
taught the subject for over three decades, Japanese Politics will be invaluable reading for
students and scholars of Japanese politics and comparative politics.

Routledge
Market: Politics, Asian Politics, Japanese Politics
May 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-815-37879-2: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-22790-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815378792

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, Asia Pacific Studies, International Politics
December 2017: 234x156: 206pp
Hb: 978-1-138-94359-9: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-67235-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138943599
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Trust and Mistrust in Contemporary Japanese
Politics

Japan's Quest for Stability in Southeast Asia
Navigating the Turning Points in Postwar Asia

Taizo Miyagi, Sophia University, Japan
Series: Routledge Contemporary Japan Series
No other region has undergone such tremendous change in
the postwar world as Asia. A region engulfed by independence,
revolution, and the Cold War, has been transformed into the
world’s most economically dynamic region. What caused this
change? The key to answering this question lies in the postwar
history of maritime Asia, which coincides with the path taken
by Japan. This book aims to illustrate the hidden trail left by
Japan during the period of upheaval —marked by the Cold War
strategy of America, the dissolution of the British Empire in Asia,
and the emergence of the "China Problem"—and to present a
new role for Japan in an Asia where politics is once again moving

to the center stage.

Edited by Kerstin Lukner and Alexandra Sakaki
This book offers a timely examination of the role of trust – or 
lack thereof – in contemporary Japanese politics. It portrays the 
political trust deficit prevalent in Japan through a unique range 
of case studies, illustrating how mistrust, rather than trust, 
impacts politics in Japan today. The chapters origianlly published 
as a special issue in Japan Forum.

Routledge
Market: Japan / Politics / Asian Studies
January 2018: 246x189: 136pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36727-7: £115.00

Routledge * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815367277
Market: Asian Politics, Japanese Politics, Asian History
December 2017: 234x156: 134pp
Hb: 978-1-138-10372-6: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-10257-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138103726
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Political Sociology of Japanese Pacifism
Yukiko Nishikawa
Series: Routledge Contemporary Japan Series
Based on both primary and secondary data,this book comprehensively examines Japanese
pacifism by fully examining the social forces in action. Employing a multidisciplinary
approach, the book contributes to theoretical debates on political sociology as well as
Japanese and Asian studies. Japan is in an important transitional period and Japanese
pacifism is being brought into question in changing national and international contexts.
Routledge
Market: Japanese Studies
June 2018: 234x156: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-05871-2: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-16404-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138058712
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Routledge Handbook of Japanese Foreign Policy

Edited by Mary M McCarthy, Drake University, USA
Japanese foreign policy is undergoing profound developments
in response to changes in the country’s international
environment as well as transformations in the way in which
foreign policy is conducted. The volume begins by exploring
how Japan’s external and internal landscapes have changed –
examining issues ranging from a rising China and a nuclear North
Korea, to new laws that will expand the role of the Self-Defense
Forces overseas and the ability for the Japanese government
and military to cooperate more closely with their American
counterparts, to the new opportunities and imperatives for
foreign policymaking in an age of globalization.

Routledge
Market: Politics/Asia
February 2018: 246x174: 424pp
Hb: 978-1-138-18210-3: £175.00
eBook: 978-1-315-64307-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138182103
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Hagi - A Daimyo Feudal Domain in Tokugawa JapanCivil Society and Postwar Pacific Basin

Reconciliation Peter Armstrong
Series: Routledge Studies in the Modern History of AsiaWounds, Scars, and Healing
The western Japanese city of Hagi is the town which has preserved the greatest level of
Tokugawa period (1600-1868) urban and architectural fabric. The city is very important

Edited by Yasuko Claremont
Series: Routledge Studies in the Modern History of Asia historically as it was the capital of the feudal daimyo domain – Choshu – which spearheaded
This book brings together discussions of leading aspects of the Asia-Pacific War, which still
have huge relevance today, from the development of war guilt to the vivid impact of art

the reform movement from the 1850s which led to the overthrow of the Tokugawa
shogunate and the foundation of Japan in its modern form. This book is an urban and
social history of this important town. It outlines the development of the layout of the cityin bringing alive the realities of the war. Organised into five parts, the book begins by
and its castle, relates this to the history of the Mori family, and their place in Japanese
history, and sets Hagi in the context of the wider Choshu domain.

scrutinizing the conflicting attitudes towards Japanese post-war society and identifies the
various legacies of the war. It also provides an examination of the aftermath of Hiroshima
and Nagaski, before focusing on the establishment of contemporary civil society and
analysing the way memories of the war have changed with the passage of time.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies / Japanese History
September 2018: 234x156: 288ppRoutledge
Hb: 978-1-138-47729-2: £115.00Market: History, Asian History, Japanese History
eBook: 978-1-351-10524-8May 2018: 234x156: 240pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138477292Hb: 978-1-138-05501-8: £115.00

eBook: 978-1-315-16626-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138055018
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Japan’s Cold War Policy Toward ChinaComfort Women and Post-Occupation Corporate

Japan Two Perceptions of Order
Yutaka Kanda, Niigata University, JapanCaroline Norma
Series: Politics in AsiaSeries: ASAA Women in Asia Series
During the period 1960-1972, Cold War international politics saw significant change from
a bipolar structure to a more complicated situation. After the Cuban Missile Crisis of 1962,

This book provides an overview of the Japanese sex industry in the years of Japan’s postwar
economic boom. It argues that the origins of gender inequality in contemporary Japan

Washington and Moscow accelerated the détente process, leading China to perceive aresulted from the policies put in place during this period, when there was instituted a
"collusion" of the two superpowers. Publically attacking its former ally while continuing to“sexual contract” which provided male salarymen whose work was arduous, underpaid
fight against the US, China rose as a symbol of multipolarization in international politicsand subject to military-like organization with easy access to women’s bodies, through for
during the 1960s. Focusing on Japan’s policy towards China, Kanda examines what sort ofexample hostess bars, in exchange for their acquiescence to their own exploitation. Japan’s
perceptions of the international order Japanese leaders had and how they reacted to this
changing international environment.

economic growth, the book thereby contends, came at the price not just of environmental
and labour degradation, but also gender inequality.

RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: Japanese History/International RelationsMarket: Japanese Studies / Women's Studies
June 2018: 234x156: 256ppOctober 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-74439-4: £105.00Hb: 978-0-815-39469-3: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-18107-3eBook: 978-1-351-18527-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138744394* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815394693
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The EU-Japan Partnership in the Shadow of ChinaDenying the Comfort Women
The Crisis of LiberalismThe Japanese State's Assault on Historical Truth
Edited by Axel Berkofsky, Christopher W Hughes, PAUL MIDFORD and Marie
Soderberg

Edited by Rumiko Nishino, Women's Active Museum of War
and Peace, Tokyo, Japan, Puja Kim, Tokyo University of
Foreign Studies, Japan and Akane Onozawa, Rikkyo
University, Japan
Series: Asia's Transformations
Run by the Japanese Imperial Military during the Asia-Pacific
war, the ‘comfort women’ system remains controversial. Whilst
politicians often contest the role of coercion, many argue that
the ‘comfort women’ were mobilized forcibly. Utilising archival
research, legal testimonies and eyewitness accounts of both
survivors and military and civilian personnel, this book presents
a strong opposition to the revisionist school and ultimately
concludes that a victim-oriented settlement is the only realsitic

Series: European Institute of Japanese Studies East Asian Economics and Business Series
This book provides readers with an in-depth analysis of the types of area of cooperation
that Europe and Japan are currently engaged in, and assesses whether the extent of their
joint activities is substantive enough to fill the leadership gap the liberal world order faces
in the years ahead.

Routledge
Market: Japanese Studies, International Relations, Political Economy
August 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-815-39798-4: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-17216-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815397984

solution. Written by leading Japanese, Zainichi Korean, and South Korean scholars, this
book will be of interest to students and scholars of Japanese studies, women's studies and
Asian history.

Routledge
Market: Women's Studies, Gender Studies, Japanese History
January 2018: 234x156: 304pp
Hb: 978-1-138-04871-3: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-17001-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138048713
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Megacity SeoulCultural Policy in South Korea
Urbanization and the Development of Modern South KoreaMaking a New Patron State
Yu-Min Joo, Lee Kuan Yew School of Public Policy, SingaporeHye-Kyung Lee, King’s College London, UK
Series: Routledge Advances in Korean StudiesSeries: Media, Culture and Social Change in Asia Series
In Asia, there are a growing number of gigantic megalopolises, accompanied by a series
of speculative and extravagant megaprojects. Amid the fast-paced urban and development

The control and promotion of culture have been bound up with politics in Korea to a
surprising degree. This book traces the development of cultural policy in South Korea from

challenges, many Asian developing countries have started to search for successful AsianJapanese colonial rule to the present day, highlighting this strong connection to wider
development models. South Korea and its capital city Seoul are frequently referencedgovernment policy. Amongst many other subjects, the book discusses how the arts have
models. South Korea’s "economic miracle" of the late twentieth century, however, has beenlargely relied on government financing; how the cultural industries engaged with the
mostly studied through an economic policy lens. This book revisits the development ofdemocratisation movement in the 1970s and 1980s; how more recent governments have
South Korea by looking at its urban dimension and exploring the city of Seoul as a
developmental megaproject.

promoted autonomy for the cultural sector; and how Korean arts have boomed in the
twenty-first century, and have become an international phenomenon.

RoutledgeRoutledge
Market: Korean StudiesMarket: Asian Studies / Culture
June 2018: 234x156: 216ppMarch 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-24253-1: £105.00Hb: 978-1-138-83135-3: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-27801-8eBook: 978-1-315-73661-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138242531* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138831353
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North Korean Graphic NovelsInnovation, Investment and Intellectual Property

in South Korea Martin Petersen
Series: Media, Culture and Social Change in Asia SeriesPark to Park
Graphic novels are a major art form in North Korea, produced by agents of the regime to
set out its vision in a range of important areas. This book provides an analysis of North

Ruth Taplin, Centre for Japanese and East Asian Studies, London, UK
Series: Routledge Studies in the Growth Economies of Asia Korean graphic novels, discussing the ideals they promote and the tensions within those
This book charts the growth in innovation, investment and the development of intellectual
property rights in modern day South Korea, exploring how far South Korea’s industrial

ideals, and examining the reception of graphic novels in North and South Korea and beyond.
Particular themes considered include the ideal family and how the regime promotes this;
patriotism, and its primacy over class struggle; and the portrayal of the Korean War – “Thesuccess can be attributed to these factors. It examines how the climate which encouraged
Fatherland Liberation War”, as it is known in North Korea – and the subsequent, continuing
stand-off.

investment and innovation was developed through the chaebol conglomerates, explores
how the regulation of intellectual property rights has been aligned to international standards
and the effects of this, and discusses the continuing impact of North Korea’s repressive Routledge

Market: Korean Studies / Media Studies
May 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-04693-1: £105.00

regime. The book concludes by assessing the future prospects for innovation, investment
and intellectual property rights, and for economic success, in South Korea.

Routledge eBook: 978-1-315-16243-0
Market: Asian Studies / Business * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138046931
April 2018: 234x156: 128pp
Hb: 978-1-138-22192-5: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-40926-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138221925
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Politics in North and South KoreaKorean National Identity under Japanese Colonial

Rule Political Development, Economy, and Foreign Relations
Yangmo Ku, Inyeop Lee and Jongseok Woo
This textbook provides students with a comprehensive
understanding of the political dynamics of the two Koreas. Giving
equal weight to North and South Korea, the authors trace the
history of political development and international relations of
the Korean peninsula, showing how South Korea became
democratized and how Juche ideology has affected the
establishment and operation of a totalitarian system in North
Korea. The book also covers the political dimensions of a wide
variety of issues such as economics, civil society, human rights,
ideology, and foreign affairs and will be essential reading for
students of Korean Politics and Foreign Policy.

Yi Gwangsu and the March First Movement of 1919
Michael Shin
Series: Routledge Studies in the Modern History of Asia
Nationalism in Korea emerged within a relatively short space of time. This book examines
the emergence of the nation as the hegemonic form of collective identity during the
colonial period. It focuses on Yi Gwangsu (1892-1951), a pioneering novelist, newspaper
editor, and leader of the nationalist movement, who was directly involved in many aspects
of its emergence, and also focuses on the March First Movement of 1919, widely seen as
one of the major turning points of modern Korean history. By focusing on Yi Gwangsu, the
book provides a new understanding of the March First Movement and its role in the
emergence of the nation.

Routledge Routledge
Market: Korean Studies / History Market: Asian Studies/ Political Science
April 2018: 234x156: 224pp December 2017: 246x174: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-138-68308-2: £115.00 Hb: 978-1-138-64745-9: £110.00
eBook: 978-1-315-54471-7 Pb: 978-1-138-64750-3: £29.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138683082 eBook: 978-1-315-62701-4

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138647503
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The Personalist Ethic and the Rise of Urban Korea

Yunshik Chang, University of British Columbia, Canada
Series: Routledge Advances in Korean Studies
In this book we will explore the three major issues arising from
the kundaehwa (modernization) process in Korea: How was the
historical transformation made possible in the personalistic
environment?; How personalistic is modern Korea?; And how
difficult is it to build an orderly public domain in the pesonalistic
modern Korea and how do Koreans respond to this dilemma of
modernization?

Routledge
Market: Korean Studies, Sociology
December 2017: 234x156: 266pp
Hb: 978-1-138-09790-2: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-10467-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138097902
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India and the World in the First Half of the
Twentieth Century

Contemporary India: The Basics
Rekha Datta, Monmouth University, USA
Series: The Basics
Contemporary India: The Basics provides readers with a clear and
accessible guide through the richness, diversity and complexity
of 21st Century India. Drawing from experiences of trips to India
with American college students, this book explores the reality
of the country’s cultural diversity which creates both harmony
and tension. Covering issues the country faces both domestically
and on the global stage, this book explores how the future might
look for India.

Routledge

Edited by Madhavan K. Palat, Editor, Selected Works of
Jawaharlal Nehru, Jawaharlal Nehru Memorial Fund, New
Delhi, India
This book examines how India was placed and placed itself in
the world during the first half of the 20th century in a period of
global turmoil and set against the subcontinental contest for
independence. In situating India in the world, it looks not just
at current foreign policy studies, but also at geopolitics, World
War experiences, theoretical and strategic approaches, early
foreign policy institutional transitions and the role of Indian civil
and foreign diplomatic services. The work explores history and
theory with a focus on cosmopolitanism beyond nationalism.

Routledge India
Market: Asian Studies, History, Culture & Society
December 2017: 198x129: 208pp

Market: INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS / POLITICS/ INTERNATIONAL POLICY / HISTORY/ MILITARY HISTORY
/ FOREIGN POLICY / SECURITY & STRATEGIC STUDIES / ASIAN STUDIES / EUROPEAN STUDIES

Hb: 978-0-415-84155-9: £85.00
Pb: 978-0-415-84156-6: £14.99

November 2017: 216x138: 194ppeBook: 978-0-203-70525-4
Hb: 978-1-138-28256-8: £115.00* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415841566
eBook: 978-1-351-25532-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138282568
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India and World War IGandhi's Moral Politics
A Centennial AssessmentEdited by Naren Nanda

This volume explores the scope and limits of Mahatma Gandhi's moral politics and its
implications for Indian and other freedom movements. With contributions by leading

Edited by Roger D. Long, Eastern Michigan University, USA
and Ian Talbot, University of Southampton, UK
Series: Routledge Studies in South Asian History
This book explores India’s involvement in the Great War and the
way the war impacted upon the country from a variety of
viewpoints including case studies focusing on key individuals
who played vital roles in the war. The long and short term
impacts of the war on different locations in India are also
explored in the chapters which offer an analysis of the
importance of the war on India while commemorating the
sacrifices which were made. A new, innovative and
multidisciplinary examination of India and World War I, this book

historians and Gandhi scholars, it provides new perspectives on the limits of Gandhi’s moral
reasoning, his role in the choice of destination by Indian Muslim refugees, as well as his
waning influence over political events and his predicament amid the violence and turmoil
in the years immediately preceding partition. The work revisits his religious views which
were the foundation of his morality in politics, his experience of civil disobedience and its
nature, deployment and limits, Satyagraha and nonviolence, and struggle for civil rights.

Routledge India
Market: History / Political Studies / Indian Politics / Studies of India / South Asian Studies
December 2017: 216x138: 148pp
Hb: 978-1-138-08273-1: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-23722-2

presents a select number of case studies showing the intimate relationship of the global
war and its social, political and economic impacts on the Indian subcontinent.

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138082731

Routledge
Market: Asian History, World History
February 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-55858-8: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-15137-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138558588
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The Intellectual Roots of India’s Freedom Struggle
(1893-1918)

Imperialism and Sikh Migration
The Komagata Maru Incident
Anjali Gera Roy, Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, India Prithwindra Mukherjee

Most people believe India’s struggle for  independence to have 
begun with Mahatma Gandhi. Little credit goes to the proof that 
this call for a mass movement did not arise out of a void. The 
present study with inputs from Indian, European and American 
archives,  carefully straightens out the origins – philosophical, 
historical and religious and intellectual, so to say – of Indian 
nationalism. From Rammohun to Sri Aurobindo, passing through 
Marx and Tagore, the full set of ideological views has been 
analysed here. 

Routledge

Series: Routledge Studies in South Asian History
This book focuses on the Komagata Maru episode of 1914: This Japanese ship was chartered
by Gurdit Singh, a prosperous Sikh businessman from Malaya. It carried 376 passengers
from Punjab and was not permitted to land in Vancouver on grounds of a stipulation about
a continuous journey from the port of departure and forced to return to Kolkata where the
passengers were fired at, imprisoned or kept under surveillance. The author isolates juridical
procedures, tactics and apparatus of security through which the British Empire exercised
power on imperial subjects by investigating the significance of this incident to colonial
and postcolonial migration.
Routledge
Market: Asian Studies
October 2017: 234x156: 204pp
Hb: 978-1-138-63251-6: £105.00 Market: History
eBook: 978-1-315-20821-3

December 2017: 229 x 152: 472pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138632516

Hb: 978-1-138-09541-0: £105.00
eBook: 978-0-203-71284-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138095410
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Views on Hindu Dharma by M.K. Gandhi

Edited by Neerja Arun Gupta
This compilation of Mahatma Gandhi’s views on Hindu Dharma 
is a systematically arranged compendium of his ideas on every 
aspect of India’s social & political life.; Gandhi’s views 
disseminated through many short essays in Harijan & other 
journals of his time on Sanatan Dharma, idol worship, 
compulsory teaching of Gita in schools, conversion, cow 
protection, varnashramas, untouchability & other aspects are 
presented here in his own words.; This volume is indispensable 
for scholars of Modern South Asian History, Gandhian Thought, 
Colonialism and Religious Studies.

Routledge
Market: Religion, Philosophy
December 2017: 229 x 152: 458pp
Hb: 978-1-138-09549-6: £105.00
eBook: 978-0-203-71279-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138095496
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On Modern Indian Sensibilities
Culture, Politics, History
Edited by Ishita Banerjee-Dube and Sarvani Gooptu
This book consists of incisive and imaginative readings of culture, politics, and history in 
eastern India from the 16th to the 20th centuries. Focusing especially on Assam, Odisha, 
Bengal, and their margins, the volume explores Indo-Islamic cultures of rule as located on 
the cusp of Mughal-cosmopolitan and regional-local formations.

Tracking sensibilities of time and history, senses of events and persons, and productions 
of the past and the present, the volume examines the interchanges between literary cultures 
and contending nationalisms, culture and cosmopolitanism, temporality and mythology, 
literature and literacy, history and modernity, and print culture and popular media.

Routledge India
Market: History / Modern India History / Cultural Studies
December 2017: 216x138: 262pp
Hb: 978-1-138-05558-2: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-19051-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138055582
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The Indian Frontier
Horse and Warband in the Making of Empires

Jos Gommans
The books brings together the works of Gommans on the 
warhorse and its impact on medieval and early modern 
state-formation in South Asia. Gommans observes that Indian 
empires always had to deal with a highly dynamic inner frontier 
between semi-arid wilderness and settled agriculture. Such inner 
frontiers could only be bridged by the ongoing movements of 
Turkish, Afghan, Rajput & other warbands. In discussing the 
breeding trading of horses & their role in medieval and early 
modern South Asian warfare, he also makes comparisons with 
Europe and the Middle East.

Routledge
Market: History, Military
December 2017: 216 x 140: 352pp
Hb: 978-1-138-09537-3: £105.00
eBook: 978-0-203-71282-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138095373
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Transitions in Indian Nationalism
Shail Mayaram, Centre for the Study of Developing Societies, India
Series: Intersections: Colonial and Postcolonial Histories
Using historical and ethnographic methods, this book explores transitions in popular Indian
nationalism. It highlights the shifts and transitions from the Pax Britannica to the Pax
Americana over the last two centuries, and examines new sources of the self as the local
intersects, collides and interpenetrates with the global and national, suggesting new
nationalist imperatives in the age of imperial terror. The book engages with several
significant debates such as whether colonialism constituted a violent rupture, and it suggests
ways in which the pre-colonial was appropriated by colonial projects, and how colonial
texts were transmuted into nationalist projects.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, Politics
June 2018: 234x156: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-90470-5: £70.00
eBook: 978-1-315-69621-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138904705
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A Microcredit Alternative in South Asia
Akhuwat's Experiment
Shahrukh Rafi Khan, Mount Holyoke College, USA and Natasha Ansari
Series: Routledge Studies in the Growth Economies of Asia
This book explores Akhuwat (literally brotherhood), a rapidly growing Pakistani NGO formed
in 2001, which addresses the shortcomings of conventional microfinance. Its vision is of a
society built on empathy and social solidarity and its mission is that of creating
self-sufficiency among the entrepreneurial poor. This book examines whether Akhuwat
fulfils its promises of not pushing loans or encouraging clients to get on a debt treadmill
and helping them to avoid high debt burdens by charging no interest and easing repayment
terms.

Routledge
Market: Development Economics, South Asian Development
June 2018: 216x138: 176pp
Hb: 978-0-815-38685-8: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-17458-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815386858
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Hierarchy of Labour in a Central Indian Steel Town
Jonathan Parry and Ajay T.G
The book deals with social transformations brought about by industrialization in and around
the steel town of Bhilai in the Indian state of Chhattisgarh. The focus is, firstly, on differences
in the working lives of regular workers in public and private sector factories and the insecure
contract labour force employed by this sector and the informal sector labour that is
condemned to work outside it. It is, secondly, on the way the differences in social life outside
the world of work – in kinship and marriage practices; in the texture of neighbourhood
relationships; in life styles, life chances and consumption patterns, and in the salience of
identities based on caste and on class.
Routledge
Market: Sociology, Anthropology
March 2018: 229 x 152
Hb: 978-1-138-09559-5: £105.00
eBook: 978-0-203-71246-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138095595

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Talking Financial Inclusion in Liberalised India
Conversations with Governors of the Reserve Bank of India

Edited by M. S. Sriram
This book presents a set of conversations with five former
Governors of Reserve Bank of India (from 1992 onwards) on the
topic of financial inclusion. Two key aspects are introduced in
the conversations with each Governor: the initiatives that were
undertaken during their tenure and their responses to some of
the current issues. Further, they examine the reasons and
justifications for significant decisions and measures that were
undertaken or withheld. The discussion captures the evolution
and approach of the central bank in addressing a variety of
questions pertaining to financial inclusion.

Routledge India
Market: Banking / Economics / Business / Asian Studies
October 2017: 216x138: 230pp
Hb: 978-1-138-74467-7: £95.00
eBook: 978-0-203-70388-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138744677
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Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
Documentary Film in IndiaCaste in Contemporary India
An Anthropological HistorySurinder S. Jodhka, Jawaharlal Nehru University, India

This book explores contemporary realities of caste in rural and
urban India. It examines questions of untouchability, citizenship,
social mobility, democratic politics, corporate hiring and Dalit
activism. Using rich empirical evidence across north India, this
volume offers an original theoretical framework for comparative
understandings of the entrenched social differences,
discrimination, inequalities, stratification, and the modes and
patterns of their reproduction. This second edition, with a new
Introduction, delves into why caste continues to matter and
how caste-based divisions tend to overlap with the emergent
disparities of the new economy.

Routledge India

Giulia Battaglia, Sorbonne Nouvelle University, France
Series: Routledge Contemporary South Asia Series
Grounded in anthropological fieldwork and archival research
and adopting Foucault’s concept of ‘effective history’, it searches
for points of origin that creates ruptures and deviations taking
distance from conventional ways of writing film histories. Rather
than presenting a univocal set of arguments and conclusions
about changes or new developments of film techniques, the
originality of the book is in offering an open structure (or an
open archive) to enable the reader to engage with mechanisms
of creation, engagement and participation in film and art
practices at large.

RoutledgeMarket: Social Exclusion Studies / Caste & Discrimination Studies / Sociology & Social Anthropology /
South Asian Studies Market: Asian Studies, Media Studies, South Asian Studies

November 2017: 234x156: 248ppNovember 2017: 216 x 140: 252pp
Hb: 978-1-138-55173-2: £115.00Hb: 978-0-815-38121-1: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-14772-7Pb: 978-1-138-57295-9: £32.99
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138551732eBook: 978-0-203-70157-7

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815381211
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Health Communication and Sexual Health in IndiaDalit Women of Nepal
Interpreting HIV and AIDS messagesStrategies of Resistance
Ravindra Kumar Vemula, English and Foreign Languages University, Hyderabad,
India

Jung H. Lee, Northeastern University, US
Series: Routledge Contemporary South Asia Series

Series: Routledge Contemporary South Asia SeriesThis book examines the strategies of resistance among the Dalit women of Nepal in their
struggle against the social injustice of the caste system and related practices of This book examines the concept of sexual health through an analysis of policies and HIV

and AIDS messages. It traces the growth and evolution of the concept of sexual health"untouchability", particularly in regard to the ways in which these injustices lead to capability
failures that diminish human dignity and the quality of life. The book shows the moral lives from a health communication perspective in order to understand the role of the state in
of this historically understudied group in ways that challenge the guiding assumptions determining its form and structure and eventually the policies around it. The methodology
and methodologies of comparative ethics and political philosophy. A groundbreaking used includes comparative analysis of HIV/AIDS policies, document analysis on HIV/AIDS
study of the lived ethics of Dalit women, this book will be of interest to academics in the
fields of South Asian Studies, Religious Studies and Women’s Studies.

and poster analysis as well as in-depth interviews. Using India as a case study, the book
elaborates upon sexual health being socially constructed in various models around the
world.Routledge

Market: Asian Studies, South Asia Routledge
July 2018: 234x156: 240pp Market: Asian Studies
Hb: 978-0-415-73603-9: £90.00 April 2018: 234x156: 240pp
eBook: 978-1-315-64220-8 Hb: 978-1-138-57465-6: £115.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415736039 eBook: 978-1-351-27344-2

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138574656
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Modern Practices in North East IndiaDevelopment and Gender Capital in India
History, Culture, RepresentationChange, Continuity and Conflict in Kerala

Edited by Lipokmar Dzüvichü and Manjeet Baruah
This book brings together essays on North East India from across
disciplines to explore new understandings of the colonial and
contemporary realities of the region. Departing from the usual
focus on identity and politics, it offers fresh representations from
history, social anthropology, culture, literature, politics,
performance and gender. Through the lens of modern practices,
the volume engages with diverse issues: state-making practices,
knowledge production and its politics, history writing,
colonialism, institutions, changing locations of orality and
modernity, production and reception of texts, performances
and literatures, social change and memory, violence and gender
relations.

Shoba Arun
Series: Routledge Research on Asian Development
Using Kerala as a model, Globalisation, Development and Gender
Capital in India will explore the forces of globalisation and how
they are embedded in power structures, which in many ways
re-create and reinforce power relations that reflect tropes of
mobility, victimhood and agency. Part I shows how the arena
of global development is a gendered sphere, exploring the idea
of ‘gender as capital’ and its implications for women. Part II looks
looks at structural constraints and as well as the agency of
women that is enacted through patriarchal norms in private and
public domains, including the nation-state, through gendered
frames of domesticity and sexuality.

Routledge IndiaRoutledge
Market: SOCIAL SCIENCE / HISTORY / CULTURE STUDIESMarket: Asian Studies / Gender Studies / Development Studies
November 2017: 216x138: 342ppOctober 2017: 234x156: 186pp
Hb: 978-1-138-29425-7: £115.00Hb: 978-1-138-22196-3: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-351-27136-3eBook: 978-1-315-40918-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138294257* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138221963
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State, Society and Health in NepalRoutledge Handbook of the Indian Diaspora
Madhusudan Subedi, Professor, Department of Sociology, Tribhuvan University,
Nepal

Edited by Radha Sarma Hegde, Steinhardt School of Culture
and Education, New York University, US. and Ajaya Kumar
Sahoo
The Routledge Handbook of the Indian Diaspora introduces readers
to the contexts and histories that constitute the Indian diaspora.
It brings together scholars from different parts of the globe,
representing various disciplines, and covers extensive spatial
and temporal terrain. Contributors draw from a variety of archives
and intellectual perspectives in order to map the narratives of
the Indian diaspora. The topics covered range from the history
of diasporic communities, activism, identity, gender, politics,
labour, policy, violence, performance, literature and branding.

Series: Nepal and Himalayan Studies
This book focuses on health, healing and healthcare in Nepal. It presents an intriguing
picture: the interplay between the natural processes that cause ill-health or diseases and
the socio-cultural processes through which people try to understand and cope with them.
The work places medical tradition, health politics, gender and health, and pharmaceutical
business within the wider politico-economic milieu of Nepal. It also describes the
establishment of medical anthropology as an academic discipline, and its relevance for
understanding the country’s specific health problems, health care traditions and health
policies.
Routledge India
Market: South Asian Studies / Public Health / Public Policy / Political SociologyRoutledge
February 2018: 216x138: 224ppMarket: Asian Studies, Diaspora Studies, South Asian Culture & Society
Hb: 978-1-138-55356-9: £115.00October 2017: 246x174: 394pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138553569Hb: 978-1-138-94289-9: £165.00

eBook: 978-1-315-67257-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138942899
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Urban Marginalisation in South AsiaRoutledge Handbook of Urban South Asia
Waste Pickers in CalcuttaEdited by Henrike Donner, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK

This Handbook is the first to systematically discuss the way urban South Asia has been
analysed – as a result of colonial rule, as a set of problems associated with

Nandini Sen
Series: Routledge/Edinburgh South Asian Studies Series

‘underdevelopment’ and, increasingly, as exemplary for capitalist integration and
This book uniquely presents a volume of work in the field of ideological or socio-cultural
marginalisation: showing how and why socio-cultural marginalisation is different, distinct

problematics associated with urbanisation worldwide. It draws attention to processes and
phenomena that emerge at different points in metropolitan, city and small town

from economic marginalisation, and expressed through the daily experiences of materialdevelopment, and their social and cultural implications. Contributions by experts in the
and emotional dilapidation and physical and socio-cultural seclusion as experienced byfield shed light on different aspects of urbanity, and focus on what makes South Asian

urban social and cultural relations singularly interesting. the waste picking community in Calcutta. It provides an extensive and intimate discourse
on the decay of the soul and mind, breakdown of the interpersonal and neighbourhood

Routledge ties through the mediation of the biased state, mainstream/elite policies attached with
the defamed-peripheral regions of the city.

Market: Asian Studies, Reference
December 2018: 246x174: 384pp
Hb: 978-1-138-28928-4: £165.00 Routledge
eBook: 978-1-315-26724-1 Market: South Asian Studies, Anthropology
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138289284 April 2018: 234x156: 224pp

Hb: 978-0-815-35766-7: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-12406-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815357667
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Women and Domestic Violence in BangladeshSikhs in the Deccan and North-East India
Seeking A Way Out of the CageBirinder Pal Singh, Professor of Eminence, Department of Sociology and Social

Anthropology, Punjabi University, Patiala, India Laila Ashrafun, Shahjalal University of Science and Technology, Bangladesh
This book discusses the dynamics of a mass internal migration in South Asia. It traces the
historical roots of certain migrant Sikh communities to the British rule; chronicles their

Series: Routledge/Asian Studies Association of Australia (ASAA) South Asian Series
This book is a study about domestic violence against women in Bangladeshi society. It
delineates, in particular, why and how some women become the victims of domestic

social, religious and economic practices; and examines peculiar identity formations.
It examines the socio-economic conditions of Sikhs in the Deccan and the North-East who

violence in the changing socio-economic setting of Bangladesh. The author explores theare believed to be the descendants of the soldiers in Maharaja Ranjit Singh’s army
multiple contexts in which domestic violence occurs by focusing on the everyday experiencedespatched to the two regions in the early nineteenth century. It draws on extensive
of women subjected to this violence. The book shows how changing socio-economicethnographic accounts to present the social realities of the different communities, including

language, religion, culture, occuparion, caste, marriage and kinship and agency. setting, urbanization and the growing demand for female labor influences the phenomenon
and experience of domestic violence. It demonstrates that domestic violence is entangled
in a complex web of institutionalized social relations.Routledge India

Market: SOCIOLOGY & SOCIAL ANTHROPOLOGY / MIGRATION & DIASPORA STUDIES / RELIGION / SIKH
STUDIES / CULTURAL STUDIES Routledge

Market: South Asian Studies, Gender StudiesJanuary 2018: 216x138: 288pp
June 2018: 234x156: 224ppHb: 978-1-138-09636-3: £115.00
Hb: 978-0-815-36776-5: £115.00* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138096363
eBook: 978-1-351-25664-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815367765
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2nd Edition • NEW EDITION
Yoga, Bhoga and Ardhanariswara
Individuality, Wellbeing and Gender in Tantra

Prem Saran
This book offers a social–scientific interpretation of the Hindu
and Buddhist traditions of Tantra dating back 15 centuries. It
discusses non-modern Indic themes: mandala as a trope and its
manifestations in South Asia; yoga and Indic individuality; bhoga;
wellbeing; gender; and Indic axiology. The author examines
three core themes within Tantra — a ‘holonic’/mandalic
individuality that conduces to mystical experience; a positive
valorisation of pleasure and play; and cultural attitudes of
gender-mutuality and complementarity, encapsulated in Shiva
as Ardhanariswara. This analysis leads to his compelling
metathesis that Tantra is a permanent counterculture within the
Indic civilization.

Routledge India
Market: Indian Philosophy / South Asian Studies / Religion / Philosophy / Anthropology / Gender /
Psychology
November 2017: 216x138: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-815-38021-4: £115.00
Pb: 978-1-138-57170-9: £36.99
eBook: 978-0-203-70255-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815380214
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Gender and Hindu NationalismAnglo-Indians and Minority Politics in South Asia
Understanding masculine hegemonyRace, Boundary Making and Communal Nationalism
Prem Kumar Vijayan, previously Institute of Social Studies (ISS), The Hague, The
Netherlands

Uther Charlton-Stevens
Series: Royal Asiatic Society Books
The book analyses the processes of ethnic group formation and
political organisation, beginning with petitions to the East India
Company state, through the Raj’s constitutional communalism,
to constitution-making for the new India. It details how
Anglo-Indians sought to preserve protected areas of state and
railway employment amidst the growing demands of Indian
nationalism. Anglo-Indians both suffered and benefitted from
colonial British prejudices, being expected to loyally serve the
colonial state as a result of their ties of kinship and culture to the
colonial power, whilst being the victims of racial and social
discrimination.

Series: Routledge Studies in South Asian Politics
This book analyses the broader social base of Hindu nationalist organisation in order to
understand the growth of 'Hinduva', or Hindu nationalism. It also puts forward the argument
that Hindu nationalist thought and predilections are not just the ideological constructions
of specific political and/or 'cultural' agents and agencies, but emerge out of, and in turn
feed, pre-existing gendered tendencies. This concept is defined as 'masculine hegemony',
specifically Brahmanical masculine hegemony.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies
June 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-64797-8: £90.00
eBook: 978-1-315-62668-0Routledge
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138647978Market: Asian Studies, Politics, History

November 2017: 234x156: 322pp
Hb: 978-1-138-84722-4: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-72691-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138847224
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Gender, Development and the State in IndiaDebating the ‘Post’ Condition in India
Carole Spary, University of York, UKCritical Vernaculars, Unauthorized Modernities, Post-Colonial

Contentions ? Series: Routledge Research on Gender in Asia Series
Exploring how three factors – institutions, discourse and agency – influence the formation
of state policy on gender and development in India post-1990, this book examines how

Makarand R. Paranjape, Professor of English, Centre for
English Studies, School of Language, Literature and Culture
Studies, Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, India
The book explores the discursive trajectories of post-modernism,
post-colonialism, post-Marxism, post-nationalism, post-feminism,
post-secularism — the relations that mediate them — as well
as interprets, in the light of these discussions, core tenets of
Indian philosophical thought. The book makes the case for a
new integrative hermeneutics, the idea of the indigenous ‘critical
vernacular’, and presents a radical shift in the understanding of
svaraj (beyond decolonisation and nationalism) to express
transformations at both personal and political levels.

Routledge India

this issue plays out at multiple levels of governance – at both the national and the
subnational (state) level in federal India. 

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, Politics
October 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-415-61060-5: £90.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415610605

Market: Literary Criticism / South Asia / Postcolonial Studies / Philosophy
October 2017: 216x138: 268pp
Hb: 978-1-138-20328-0: £95.00
eBook: 978-1-315-09960-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138203280
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Governance and Development in IndiaEveryday State and Politics in India
A Comparative Study on Andhra Pradesh and Bihar after LiberalizationGovernment in the Backyard in Kalahandi
Seyed Hossein ZarhaniSailen Routray, Azim Premji University, India

Series: Routledge/Edinburgh South Asian Studies Series
This book focuses on processes of governance in Odisha, and
provides an ethnographic account of the changing forms of
governmental actions in Kalahandi by analysing the
implementation of WORLP, a new generation watershed
development project. The book also shows the morphings of
the forms of the state on the ground, and the ways in which it
is perceived by the agents and objects of statist actions. Arguing
that changes in the institutions and practices of the state in India
over the last three decades are better understood through the
conceptualisation of state-fabrication, the author describes the
governmental tactics related to emergent modes of

governmental action.

Series: Routledge Advances in South Asian Studies
This book is a study of political roots of the divergence of development trajectories among
India’s subnational states, as an important aspect of the political economy of development
in India. Although the government of India has introduced and implemented several
economic reforms since 1991 to enhance economic development, the results of
implantation vary in different subnational States. Some States have had a disappointing
economic performance, and some had better performance than average. This book analyses
the role of the state in the regional development in India with a focus on the case studies
Andhra Pradesh and Bihar.
Routledge
Market: Asian Studies
August 2018: 234x156: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36831-1: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-25520-2

Routledge * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815368311
Market: Asian Politics, South Asia
October 2017: 234x156: 122pp
Hb: 978-1-138-04797-6: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-17050-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138047976
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India’s National SecurityIndia and the Anglosphere
Annual Review 2016-17Race, Identity and Hierarchy in International Relations

Edited by Satish Kumar, Director, Foundation for National
Security Research, India
The global security environment in the last five years has been
characterised by a state of ‘no war, no peace’ among major
powers, resulting in a state of uncertainty about their national
security objectives. It is in this complex and confusing
international environment that India, as a rising power, has been
called upon to wade through its strategic partnerships with
major powers and nurture friendships with various Asian and
African countries. India’s National Security: Annual Review
2016-17 offers indispensable information and evaluation on
matters of national security. It undertakesa thorough analysis of
the trends to provide a backdrop to India’s engagement with

various countries.

Alexander E. Davis, La Trobe University, Australia
Series: Routledge/Asian Studies Association of Australia (ASAA) South Asian Series
This book examines the ambivalent position of postcolonial India in the English-speaking
world and the ways in which this shapes India’s relationships with the US, the UK, Canada
and Australia. It investigates the clashes over race, identity and hierarchy at the core of
India’s relationship with the Anglosphere from Indian independence to the present, arguing
that different perceptions and assumptions about the nature of world order rooted in
colonial histories continue to divide India and the English-speaking world. The author
argues for a postcolonial-critical constructivist approach as a way of understandings
India-Anglosphere relations.

Routledge
Market: Asian Politics, International Relations
September 2018: 234x156: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-815-39455-6: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-18571-4 Routledge India
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815394556 Market: International Relations / Peace Studies / South Asian Politics / Public Diplomacy / Security

Studies
November 2017: 216x138: 454pp
Hb: 978-1-138-57897-5: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-24081-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138578975
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Migrations, Identities and Democratic Practices in
India

New Perspectives on India and Turkey
Connections and Debates

Edited by Smita Tewari Jassal, Middle East Technical
University, Turkey and Halil Turan
Series: Routledge Contemporary South Asia Series
This book places the Indian subcontinent side by side with the
Turkic speaking world, both past and present, in order to
understand one geographical context in relation to the other.
The juxtaposition of the two countries throws up some startling
commonalities as well as considerable differences, and it is both
the variations as well as similarities that allow for comparability.
By exploring historical connections and providing a comparative
perspective in terms of spirituality and religion, social
movements, political economy and foreign policy, it initiates
productive cross-cultural conversations, allowing concerns from

one location to illuminate the other.

Samir Kumar Das
This book explores contesting identities, international politics, migration and democratic
practices in the context of globalising India. Drawing on extensive ethnographic research,
it looks at one of the oldest migratory routes across a volatile region in eastern India which
is fraught with violent claims of separate statehood. The book offers an account of how
the ‘North Bengal’ region has acted as a gateway to migrant populations over time and
points to why it must be understood as a shifting and liminal space through a study of
Bodoland, Gorkhaland, Kamatapuri, Siliguri and the Greater Cooch Behar movements.

Routledge India
Market: Politics / Migration and Diaspora / South Asian Studies
January 2018: 216x138: 230pp
Hb: 978-1-138-23645-5: £115.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138236455

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, Middle East Studies
March 2018: 234x156: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-138-68932-9: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-53775-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138689329
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Neoliberalism and the Transforming Left in IndiaIndia Migration Report 2017
A contradictory manifestoForced Migration

Ritanjan Das, University of Portsmouth, UK
Series: Routledge/Edinburgh South Asian Studies Series
This book presents a reappraisal of the political economic history
of the CPIM/Left Front regime against the backdrop of the Indian
reform experience. It examines two distinct areas: the conditions
that necessitated the regime to engineer a transition from an
erstwhile agricultural-based growth model to a more pro-market
economic agenda post-1991, and the political strategy employed
to manage such a transition, attract private capital and at the
same time sustain the regime’s traditional rhetoric and partisan
character.

Routledge

Edited by S. Irudaya Rajan, Professor, Centre for Development Studies,
Thiruvananthapuram, Kerala, India
The India Migration Report 2017 examines forced migration caused by political conflicts,
climate change, disasters (natural and man-made) and development projects. India accounts
for large numbers of internally displaced people in the world. Apart from conflicts and
disasters, over the years, development projects (including urban redevelopment and
beautification), often justified as serving the interests of the people and for public good,
have caused massive displacements in different parts of the country, disrupting the lives
and livelihoods of millions of people.
Routledge India
Market: Development Studies / Immigration and Emigration / Labour Studies / Sociology
November 2017: 216x138: 354pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36990-5: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-18875-3

Market: Asian Politics, South Asia* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815369905
October 2017: 234x156: 228pp
Hb: 978-1-138-73229-2: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-18851-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138732292
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Radical Politics and Governance in India's North
East

Political Agency and Gender in India
Manuela Ciotti, University of Edinburgh, UK
Series: Routledge/Edinburgh South Asian Studies Series The Case of Tripura
This book explores the distinctive forms of women’s political engagement in democratic
politics in contemporary India. It provides an example of how women have adapted to the

Harihar Bhattacharyya, University of Burdwan, India
Series: Routledge Studies in South Asian Politics
This book examines the roots, nature, governmental
performance, and theoretical and policy implications of left
radicalism in Tripura. The case of Tripura is placed in comparison
with her neighbours in the region, and in some cases with India’s
advanced States in governance matters. Based on original
archival and the very recent empirical and documentary sources
on the subject, the author shows that the Left in Tripura is
well-entrenched, and that it has sustained itself compared to
other parts of India, despite deeply rooted ethnic tensions
between the aboriginal peoples (tribes) and immigrant Bengalis.

modern political climate in which underdevelopment and inaccessibility of state institutions
often make this role essential in everyday life.
Routledge
Market: South Asian Studies, Asian Poltics, Gender Studies
July 2018: 234x156: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-415-48273-8: £90.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415482738

Routledge
Market: Asian Politics, South Asian Politics
March 2018: 234x156: 320pp
Hb: 978-1-138-66872-0: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-61851-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138668720

Dummy text to keep placeholder2nd Edition • TEXTBOOK • READER
Reasoning Indian PoliticsPolitics in India
Philosopher Politicians to Politicians Seeking PhilosophyStructure, Process and Policy

Edited by Narendar Pani, Professor, National Institute of
Advanced Studies, Bengaluru, India and Anshuman Behera,
Assistant Professor, Conflict Resolution Programme, National
Institute of Advance Studies, Bengaluru, India
This volume examines the multiple forms of reasoning in Indian
politics and explores a framework to understand it.The book
argues that in the years leading up to and soon after
independence, the task of conceptualizing politics was largely
in the domain of practising politicians who built theories and
philosophical methods, and further took those visions into the
practice of their politics. This book traces the transition from
philosopher-politicians to politicians seeking philosophy in Indian
polity in the post-independence era and its implications for

current practices.

Subrata K. Mitra, Institute of South Asian Studies, Singapore
The second edition of this textbook brings together general
political theory and the comparative method to interpret
socio-political phenomena and issues that have occupied the
Indian state and society since 1947. It considers the progress
that India has made in some of the most challenging aspects of
post-colonial politics such as governance, democracy, economic
growth, welfare, and citizenship. Looking at the changed global
role of India, its standing in the G-20 and BRICS, as well as the
implications of the 2014 Indian general elections for state and
society, this updated edition also includes sections on the
changing socio-political status of women in India, corruption

and terrorism.

Routledge
Market: South Asian Politics, Comparative Politics Routledge India
November 2017: 246x174: 332pp Market: Asian Studies / India (studies of) / Political Philosophy / South Asian Politics / South Asian

Studies / HistoryHb: 978-1-138-01798-6: £110.00
Pb: 978-1-138-01813-6: £29.99 November 2017: 216x138: 256pp
eBook: 978-1-315-77999-7 Hb: 978-1-138-20183-5: £115.00
Prev. Ed Pb: 978-0-415-58589-7 eBook: 978-0-203-70228-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138018136 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138201835

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Renewable Energy Policies in South AsiaPolitics of Development in Pakistan
The World Bank's Solar Lighting Strategies and Design PrinciplesLiving Village
Sam Wong, University of Liverpool, UKHaider Nizamani, Sustainable Development Policy Institute, Pakistan
Series: Routledge Contemporary South Asia SeriesSeries: Routledge Contemporary South Asia Series
The World Bank’s ‘Design Principles’ for successful renewable energy interventions are cost
management, good governance and a choice of technology that meets local needs.

By discussing how the village in Pakistan is intercalated in the grid of national and
international capitalism, this book looks at the impact this feature has on how people work,

Focusing on solar lighting and drawing on case studies in Bangladesh and India, this bookconduct politics, look at and interact with the world, and the arrival of ‘development’
problematizes the underpinning assumptions of the ‘Design Principles’. It critically examinesspecialists in rural Pakistan. Instead of viewing the village, as it is often in popular discourse,
the obstacles against effective implementation in the field and points to the weaknesses
of the World Bank’s renewable energy policies.

as a self-sustaining world unto itself, this book brings into fore the processes, manners, and
manifestations whereby the village is increasingly becoming intertwined in capillaries of
capitalism and its attendant offshoots going by the name of globalization and development. Routledge

Market: Environmental Studies, South Asian StudiesRoutledge
September 2018: 234x156: 204ppMarket: Asian Studies, Development
Hb: 978-0-415-50553-6: £105.00February 2018: 234x156: 224pp
eBook: 978-1-315-67468-1Hb: 978-0-415-66550-6: £90.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415505536* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415665506
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The Indian Parliament and Democratic
Transformation

Rethinking Indian Jurisprudence
An Introduction to the Philosophy of Law
Aakash Singh Rathore, Visiting Professor, Centre for Philosophy, Jawaharlal Nehru
University, New Delhi, India, and Director, International Research Network for Religion
and Democracy and Garima Goswamy

Edited by Ajay K. Mehra, political scientist with the University
of Delhi and coordinates the activities of the Centre for
Public Affair, India
This book traces the trajectory of the Indian Parliament from its
formation to present day. The essays presented here explore
parliamentary democracy through the formative years and
highlight the Parliament’s function as a representative and
accountable institution, its procedures and responsibility, its
connection with the other arms of the state, its relationship with
grassroots democracy and the press, and its critical role in
framing foreign policy and national security.

Routledge India

What is law? What is the source of law? What is the law for? How does law differ from other
norms or codes of conduct? What is the difference between law and morality? What is the
difference between moral and legal obligation? This book addresses these foundational
questions about the law in general, and seeks to reorient our thoughts to the specific nature
of law in India, the India of today, and the possible India of the future. It covers relevant
questions; brings the uniqueness of Indian Philosophy of Law to the fore; critically analyses
major theories of jurisprudence; examines legal debates on secularism, religion, rights,
caste politics; and presents useful examples.

Routledge India
February 2018: 216x138: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-63031-4: £115.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138630314 Market: Indian Politics / Political Science

November 2017: 216x138: 368pp
Hb: 978-1-138-24383-5: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-25985-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138243835

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
The Lineaments of Population Policy in IndiaRoutledge Handbook of Education in India
Women and Family PlanningDebates, Practices, and Policies
Edited by Mohan Rao, Professor, Centre of Social Medicine and Community Health,
Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, India

Edited by Krishna Kumar
The volume provides a general overview of India’s education
system and examines key and current issues that face higher
and school education, the examination system, disciplines of
social sciences, curriculum, teachers, law, coaching and
unemployment. This handbook will serve as a valuable resource
and guide to anyone seeking authentic information about India’s
contemporary educational challenges in relation to its society,
economy and politics.

Routledge India

This book brings to the fore several contestations and negotiations between public policy
and the women’s movement in India. The comprehensive volume puts together key
documents from archival records and authoritative sources, and traces the contours that
have marked and defined the population policy in India as well as rights issues for women.

Routledge India
Market: PUBLIC POLICY / PUBLIC HEALTH / DEMOGRAPHY / GENDER STUDIES / DEVELOPMENT STUDIES
/ SOCIOLOGY SOCIAL JUSTICE & HUMAN RIGHTS / POLITICS
November 2017: 216x138: 830pp
Hb: 978-1-138-03862-2: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-23876-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138038622

Market: EDUCATION / PUBLIC POLICY & ADMINISTRATION / SOCIOLOGY / POLITICAL STUDIES
October 2017: 246x174: 302pp
Hb: 978-1-138-09161-0: £95.00
eBook: 978-1-315-10792-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138091610

TEXTBOOK • READERDummy text to keep placeholder
The Politics of Modern India since IndependenceSecurity and Precarity in Pakistan
Crispin Bates, University of Edinburgh, UK and Subho Basu, Syracuse University, USSyed Sami Raza
Series: Routledge/Edinburgh South Asian Studies SeriesSeries: Routledge Studies in South Asian Politics
This textbook offers a detailed, jargon-free, chronological survey of Indian political history
from 1947 up to the present. It treats political structures as historically determined, induced

The book examines the legal regime of security in Pakistan. It revolves around the oncept
of "precarity" of life and rights in the face of a growing legal security regime in the country.

by economic transformation, state interventions, popular movements and discoursesOffering a theoretically engaged and critically reflective overview of the current state of
emanating from and reshaping popular discourses. Included are a detailed index,individual identity, rights and freedoms in face of a burgeoning legal regime of security in
sub-headings, maps and illustrations, as well as a time-line of the events in India's politicalPakistan, the book makes advances in critical legal studies and critical IR. It will be of interest
history since independence. These pedagogical features, as well as text boxes to explainto academics working in the field of security studies, South Asian Studies, in particular

Pakistan, and the war on terror. institutions, issues and ideas, and a detailed bibliography will aid student readers navigating
the book and assist further study.Routledge
RoutledgeMarket: Asian Studies
Market: South Asia, Asian Politics, Asian HistoryJune 2018: 234x156: 256pp
July 2018: 234x156: 256ppHb: 978-1-138-30910-4: £105.00
Hb: 978-0-415-77865-7: £85.00eBook: 978-1-315-14329-3
Pb: 978-0-415-77866-4: £26.99* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138309104
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415778657
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Transitional Justice in Nepal
Interests, Victims and Agency
Yvette Selim, University of New South Wales, Australia
Series: Routledge/Asian Studies Association of Australia (ASAA) South Asian Series
This book examines transitional justice in Nepal. Nepal is attractive as a case because it sits
somewhere in between, being an almost reluctant participant in the transitional justice
process. Nepal’s situation might prove to be typical rather than exceptional depending on
the approach taken to studying transitional justice. While seemingly little has been achieved,
transitional justice interventions continue.Using a constructivist grounded theory, the
author focuses on politics, participation and the everyday realities of people in post-conflict
Nepal.
Routledge
Market: Asian Poliitcs, Criminal Justice, South Asia
April 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-04792-1: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-17053-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138047921

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Understanding Contemporary Indian Federalism
Competing Perspectives, New Challenges and Future Directions

Edited by Chanchal Kumar Sharma and Wilfried Swenden,
University of Edinburgh, UK
This book provides a new look at contemporary Indian
federalism. It collects a number of contributions that consider
centre-state dynamics in a number of fields (political economy,
ethnic management and intergovernmental relations) from
different methodological perspectives. The chapters originally
published as a special issue in India Review.

Routledge
Market: India / Politics / Federalism
December 2017: 246x174: 184pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36617-1: £115.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815366171

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Urban Activism in India
Transparency, Accountability and Ethical Politics
Martin Webb, Goldsmiths, University of London, UK
Series: Routledge Series on Urban South Asia
The book introduces the reader to different settings, life stories, and encounters with
bureaucracy, transparency and accountability to show how these encounters are inflected
by social position and practical knowledge. It demonstrates how concerns about
transparency, accountability and anti-corruption flow from a range of social locations and
political perspectives rather than being the preserve of specific, often elite, groups, and
how initiatives and social action emerge at the intersections of the interests of disparate
actors.
Routledge
Market: Asian Studies
June 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-05818-7: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-16443-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138058187
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Christianity in India
Clara Joseph, University of Calgary, Canada
Series: Routledge Studies in Asian Religion and Philosophy
This book shows how communities of Indian Christians in fact predetermined Western
expansionist goals as well as defined the Western colonial and Indian national imaginary.
It traces the Western notion of the Indian Christian in pre-colonial times, to the encounters
during colonialism, and down to the contemporary period that includes the representation
of Indian Christians in the postcolonial and national space. Utilizing postcolonial theoretical
concepts as a critical device to analyze canonical and popular narratives on Christianity in
India, the author identifies two trends as culprits in imagining Christianity in India as colonial.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies
December 2018: 234x156: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-815-35774-2: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-12386-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815357742

Dummy text to keep placeholder
India’s Agony with Religion Revisited
Gerald Larson
The volume is a sequel to "India's Agony Over Religion" (State University of New York Press, 
1995) in the sense that it develops a theory of religion first set forth in the original volume 
but expands to encompass the general history of religions [inclusive of the Indic traditions: 
Hindu, Buddhist, Jain; the Abrahamic traditions: Hebrew/Jewish, Christian, Islamic; and the 
East Asian traditions: Confucian, Daoist, Shinto]; The argument, is that the term "religion" 
is better understood in its adjectival sense, namely, "religious".
Routledge
Market: History, Theology, Sociology
March 2018: 229 x 152
Hb: 978-1-138-09560-1: £105.00
eBook: 978-0-203-71245-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138095601

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Women, Religion and the Body in South Asia
Living with Bengali Bauls
Kristin Hanssen, previously University of Oslo, Norway
Series: Routledge South Asian Religion Series
As icons of Bengali culture, Bauls have long been a subject of scholarly debates which 
center on their esoteric practices, and middle class imaginaries of the category Baul. Adding 
to this literature, the intimate ethnography presented in this book shifts the focus slightly. 
Adopting a narrative approach, it recounts the life histories of members from a single family, 
shining light on their past and present tribulations bound up with being poor and of a 
lowly caste. The ethnography presented indicates that taking up the Baul path is a means 
of softening the stigma of their lower caste identity. Religious practice, where women play 
a key role, renders the body pure.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, Anthropology, Religion
May 2018: 234x156: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-138-56189-2: £115.00
eBook: 978-0-203-71023-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138561892
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Culture, Language and Identity
English–Tamil In Colonial India, 1750 To 1900
Edited by C. T. Indra and R. Rajagopalan
This volume examines the relationship between language and power across cultural
boundaries. It evaluates the vital role of translation in redefining culture and ethnic identity.
The essays in this volume are on chosen areas of translation activities and explore cultural,
religious, linguistic and literary transactions.

Routledge India
Market: Translation Studies / Literature & Linguistics / Sociology & Social Anthropology / Culture Studies
/ Asian Studies
November 2017: 216x138: 144pp
Hb: 978-1-138-28233-9: £95.00
eBook: 978-0-203-70277-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138282339

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Language, Culture and Power
English–Tamil in Modern India, 1900 to Present Day
Edited by C. T. Indra and R. Rajagopalan
This volume examines the relationship between language and power across cultural
boundaries. It evaluates the vital role of translation in redefining culture and ethnic
identity. The essays in this volume explore the symbiotic relation between English and
Tamil during the late colonial and postcolonial as also the modernist and the postmodernist
periods. The book showcases the modernity of contemporary Tamil culture as reflected in
its literary and artistic productions — poetry, fiction, short fiction and drama — and outlines
the aesthetics, philosophy and methodology of these translations.

Routledge India
Market: Translation Studies / Literature & Linguistics / Sociology & Social Anthropology / Culture Studies
/ Asian Studies
November 2017: 216x138: 238pp
Hb: 978-1-138-28922-2: £95.00
eBook: 978-0-203-70344-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138289222

Dummy text to keep placeholder
The Postcolonial Epic
From Melville to Walcott and Ghosh
Sneharika Roy
Series: Literary Cultures of the Global South
This book demonstrates the epic genre’s enduring relevance to the Global South. It identifies
a contemporary avatar of classical epic, the ‘postcolonial epic’, ushered in by Herman
Melville’s Moby Dick, a foundational text of North America, and exemplified by Derek
Walcott’s Caribbean masterpiece Omeros and Amitav Ghosh’s South Asian saga, the Ibis
trilogy. It focuses on the genre’s potential to articulate post-imperial concerns with nation
and migration across the Global North–South. It foregrounds the genre’s postcolonial shifts
from politics to political economy, subaltern reconfigurations of capitalist and imperial
temporalities, and the preoccupation with language and representation.

Routledge India
Market: Literature / Postcolonial Studies / Criticism
January 2018: 216x138: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06363-1: £115.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138063631
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Women's Empowerment in IndonesiaFamily and Population Change in Singapore
A Poor Community in JakartaA unique case in the global family change
Sri Wiyanti EddyonoEdited by Wei-Jun Jean Yeung, National University of

Singapore and Shu Hu, National University of Singapore,
Singapore
Series: Routledge Contemporary Southeast Asia Series
This book depicts the evolution of Singapore’s family and
population landscape in the last half a century, the related public
policies, and future challenges. Since the country’s independent
in 1965, family and population policies have been an integral
part of its national building developmental strategies. The
chapters discuss the changes in population compositions, family
structures, relations, values among major ethnic groups. They
also discuss policies for vulnerable populations such as
female-headed households, cross-cultural families, same-sex

partnering, the elderly, and low-income families.

Series: ASAA Women in Asia Series
It is well-known that development projects in poor countries are most effective when they
harness the agency of women. Most studies of women’s agency in such projects,
however, focus on the role of non-governmental organizations in facilitating women’s
agency. This book, on the other hand, explores how women can effectively mobilize
themselves on their own initiative. The book considers poor people in informal settlements
in Jakarta, where government schemes for modernizing the city have often led to forced
evictions. The book examines different groups of women, analyzes how they have
challenged oppressive authority and provides detailed insights into their attitudes and
motivations.
Routledge
Market: Southeast Asia / Development Studies
July 2018: 234x156: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-56357-5: £115.00

Routledge eBook: 978-1-315-12180-2
Market: Asian Studies/Sociology * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138563575
March 2018: 234x156: 224pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36332-3: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-10987-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815363323

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Race, Religion, and the ‘Indian Muslim’ Predicament
in Singapore

Torsten Tschacher, Freie Universität Berlin, Germany
Series: Routledge Studies on Islam and Muslims in Southeast
Asia
Indian Muslims form the largest ethnic minority within
Singapore’s otherwise largely Malay Muslim community. Despite
its size and historic importance, however, Singaporean Indian
Muslims have received little attention by scholarship and have
also felt side-lined by Singapore’s Malay-dominated Muslim
institutions. Since the 1980s, demands for a better representation
of Indian Muslims and access to religious services have
intensified, while there has been a concomitant debate over
who has the right to speak for Indian Muslims. This book traces
the negotiations and contestations over Indian Muslim difference

in Singapore and examines the conditions that have given rise to these debates.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies/Islam
November 2017: 234x156: 242pp
Hb: 978-1-138-23590-8: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-30339-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138235908

Dummy text to keep placeholder
Television in Post-Reform Vietnam
Giang Nguyen-Thu
Series: Media, Culture and Social Change in Asia Series
This book explores popular television in the post-Reform era, that is from 1986, especially
the relationship between television and national imagination. It examines new post-Reform
views of socialism including the acceptability of markets and entrepreneurship, discusses
differing views of Vietnamese nationality and how these are being brought together into
a new vision for the future of the country, a vision which reconciles past divisions, and,
throughout, provides examples from a wide range of television genres. Overall, the book
highlights the richness of Vietnam’s current culture and identity – optimistic,
forward-looking, and characterized by “fraternity without uniformity”.
Routledge
Market: Southeast Asian Studies / Media Studies
October 2018: 234x156: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06902-2: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-15738-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138069022
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Interpreting Communal Violence in MyanmarChina, India and Southeast Asia

Edited by Nick Cheesman, Australian National University,
Australia
Interpreting Communal Violence in Myanmar addresses a violent
chapter in Myanmar’s recent past: the communal violence that
shook the country from 2012 to 2014. Tracing the histories and
contemporary features of the violence, its contributors engage
directly with research on violence in Myanmar and also with
broader debate about the characteristics, causes and
consequences of communal violence generally. The chapters
were originally published as a special issue in the Journal of
Contemporary Asia.

Routledge

Paths to development and state-society relations
Edited by Edmund Terence Gomez, University of Malaya,
Malaysia, Kee Cheok Cheong, Universiti Malaya and Vamsi
Vakulabharanam
This is a pioneering study of Southeast Asia in China and India
and China and India in Southeast Asia – the outcomes of this
two-way flow of investments and peoples. The chapters originally
published as a special issue in The Round Table.

Routledge
Market: Myanmar / Politics
October 2017: 246x174: 154pp

Market: Asian Studies / Development / Economics Hb: 978-1-138-50444-8: £115.00
December 2017: 246x174: 138pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138504448
Hb: 978-0-815-37978-2: £115.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815379782

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Islam, State and Society in IndonesiaDistributive Politics in Malaysia
Local Politics in MaduraMaintaining Authoritarian Party Dominance
Yanwar Pribadi, Institut Agama Islam Negeri (IAIN) Sultan Maulana Hasanuddin
Banten, Indonesia

Hidekuni Washida, Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan
Series: Politics in Asia

Series: Routledge Contemporary Southeast Asia SeriesWashida challenges the conventional arguments that the punitive threat to exclude
opposition supporters from distributive benefits is sufficient to ensure the loyalty of both This book focuses on the more complex relationship between Islam and politics during

the last years of the New Order and the first years of the post-New Order (1990-2010) inthe electorate and legislators. He also calls into question whether the mere existence of
party organization in and of itself enables leaders to credibly commit to power-sharing. Madura, a Muslim area with a history of a very strong religious as well as cultural tradition
Instead he posits a theory of perverse agency, in which a party leader needs to make elites than is commonly understood. It identifies and explains factors that have shaped and
effectively mobilize masses. The insights drawn from the Malaysian case thus help to bridge
the theoretical gap between electoral and coalitional politics.

characterized the development of contemporary Islam and politics in the region and
elucidate forms and aspects of the relationships between Islam and politics; between state
and society; between conflicts and accommodations; and between piety, tradition and
violence.

Routledge
Market: Political Science/Asia
September 2018: 234x156: 176pp Routledge
Hb: 978-1-138-63451-0: £105.00 Market: Asian Politics, Southeast Asian Studies
eBook: 978-1-315-20675-2 April 2018: 234x156: 240pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138634510 Hb: 978-1-138-20254-2: £105.00

eBook: 978-1-315-47369-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138202542

Dummy text to keep placeholderDummy text to keep placeholder
Islamic Education in Indonesia and MalaysiaInternational Relations as a Discipline in Thailand
Shaping Minds, Saving SoulsTheory and Sub-fields
Azmil Mohd Tayeb, University Sains MalaysiaEdited by Chanintira na Thalang, Thammasat University, Thailand
Series: Routledge Contemporary Southeast Asia SeriesSeries: IR Theory and Practice in Asia
The book explores the nature of the Islamic education systems in Indonesia and Malaysia
and the different approaches taken by these states in managing these systems. The book

Providing both an in-depth insight into the specific phenomena of Thai IR theory, and a
broader perspective on the challenges of formulating non-Western IR theory, this book

argues that the post-colonial state in Malaysia has been more successful in centralising itsaims to push the debate on non-Western IR theory forward. It will be of particular interest
control over Islamic education, and more concerned with promoting a restrictive orthodoxy,
compared to the post-colonial state in Indonesia.

to readers looking for a better understanding of IR theory in Thailand, but also for those
more generally looking to formulate and characterise non-Western approaches to the
discipline. Routledge

Market: Asian StudiesRoutledge
April 2018: 234x156: 304ppMarket: International Relations/Southeast Asia
Hb: 978-0-815-36120-6: £115.00October 2018: 234x156: 224pp
eBook: 978-1-351-11686-2Hb: 978-0-815-39681-9: £115.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815361206eBook: 978-1-351-18088-7

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815396819
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Routledge Handbook of Southeast Asian
Development

Routledge Handbook of Contemporary Indonesia
Edited by Robert W. Hefner, Boston University, US
The Routledge Handbook of Contemporary Indonesia offers an
overview of the modern making and contemporary dynamics
of culture, society, and politics in this powerful Asian nation. It
provides a comprehensive survey of key issues in Indonesian
politics, economics, religion, and society. It is divided into six
sections, organized as follows:, Cultural Legacies and Political
Junctures, Contemporary Politics and Plurality, Markets and
Economic Cultures, Muslims and Religious Plurality, Gender and
Sexuality, Indonesia in an Age of Multiple Globalizations.

Routledge

Edited by Andrew McGregor, Macquarie University, Australia,
Lisa Law, James Cook University, Australia and Fiona Miller,
Macquarie University, Australia
Southeast Asia is one of the most diverse regions in the world,
hosting a wide range of languages, ethnicities, religions,
economics, ecosystems and political systems. Amidst this
diversity however has been a common desire to develop,
providing a uniting theme across landscapes of difference. This
comprehensive Handbook traces the experiences of diverse
actors in Southeast Asia in their pursuit of development, while
recognising the multiple meanings that are attached to this
term.Market: Asian Studies, Reference

January 2018: 246x174: 14pp
RoutledgeHb: 978-1-138-64442-7: £175.00
Market: ASIAN STUDIES / GENERAL REFERENCE / DEVELOPMENT STUDIESeBook: 978-1-315-62883-7
November 2017: 246x174: 424pp* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138644427
Hb: 978-1-138-84853-5: £175.00
eBook: 978-1-315-72610-6
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138848535
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Routledge Handbook of the Contemporary
Philippines

Routledge Handbook of Contemporary Myanmar
Edited by Adam Simpson, Nicholas Farrelly and Ian
Holliday
This timely Handbook describes the political, economic, cultural
and strategic dimensions of this crucial period of transition in
Myanmar life. It presents explanations for contradictory trends,
including those that defy some of the early narratives about the
comprehensive transformation of Myanmar life. The Handbook
also considers the impact of major environmental, strategic,
demographic and cultural trends which help in understanding
that Myanmar’s development will be an ongoing task.

Routledge

Edited by Mark R Thompson, City University of Hong Kong
and Eric Vincent C Batalla, De La Salle University, Philippines
The Philippines is a fascinating example of a ‘poor country
democracy’ where issues of economic development and poverty,
political participation and stability as well as ethnicity and
migration are crucial. The Routledge Handbook of Contemporary
Philippines provides a comprehensive overview of the current
political, economic, social and cultural issues of the country. The
Handbook is divided into the following four sections
concentrating on a different aspect of the Philippines: Domestic
Politics, Foreign Relations, Economics and social policy and
Cultures and Movements.Market: Southeast Asian Studies

December 2017: 246x174: 452pp
RoutledgeHb: 978-1-138-82077-7: £175.00
Market: Asian Studies, General ReferenceeBook: 978-1-315-74367-7
February 2018: 246x174: 494pp* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138820777
Hb: 978-1-138-89234-7: £175.00
eBook: 978-1-315-70921-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138892347
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Small States and Hegemonic Competition in
Southeast Asia

Routledge Handbook of Contemporary Timor-Leste
Edited by Andrew McWilliam and Michael Leach, Swinburne University of
Technology, Australia

Pursuing Autonomy, Security and Development amid Great Power
Politics

Reflecting on the legacies of East Timor’s remarkable journey from colonialism to sovereign
and democratic Independence, the Routledge Handbook of Contemporary East Timor provides

Chih-Mao Tang, Soochow University, Taiwan
Series: Routledge Advances in International Relations and Global
Politics
Drawing on the ideas of power transition theory and recent
works of capitalist peace, Tang argues that small states can
exploit the competition between great powers to make
economic gains and ensure security while maintaining their
autonomy. He outlines the necessity of cooperation among
these small states and of economic liberalization for the
effectiveness of this reinforcing dynamics, applying policy and
econometric analyses to a wide range of qualitative and
quantitative data.

a comprehensive and up-to –date reference work on the politics, economics, cultural and
social life in East Timor.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, Reference
October 2018: 246x174: 416pp
Hb: 978-1-138-65456-3: £125.00
eBook: 978-1-315-62317-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138654563

Routledge
Market: International Relations/Asian Studies
April 2018: 234x156: 152pp
Hb: 978-1-138-67232-1: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-56259-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138672321
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Torture and Peacebuilding in IndonesiaSpecial economic zones in Southeast Asia
The Case of PapuaCapitalising Space, Depleting the Margin(al)

Budi Hernawan, University of Indonesia
Series: Routledge Contemporary Southeast Asia Series
This book analyses state-sponsored torture and peacebuilding
in Indonesia. It focuses on the case study of Papua, which
provides a thought-provoking example of the intricacy and
complexity of building peace amidst enduring conflict and
violence. The author establishes a new understanding of torture
as ‘public theatre’ and proffers a new perspective of
strengthening the existing Papuan peacebuilding framework
of Papua Land of Peace. The book will be of interest to academics
working on Southeast Asian Studies, Peace and Conflict Studies,
Transitional Justice, Peacebuilding, Human Rights and
Anthropology of Violence.

Decha Tangseefa, Thammasat University, Thailand, Charlie Thame, Thammasat
University, Thailand and Pinitbhand Paribatra, Thammasat University, Thailand
Series: Routledge Studies in the Growth Economies of Asia
This book evinces that the establishment of the Mae Sot SEZ exemplifies the Thai
nationstate’s attempts to exploit myriad opportunities presented by globalisation and
regionalisation, all the more necessary after years of political turmoil in the country which
has resulted in a severe economic downturn. While the global economy had become bleak
a decade earlier,Southeast Asian nations – especially neighbouring-emerging-economies
of Cambodia, Laos and Burma/Myanmar – became targets for Thailand‘s economic recovery.
The materialization of land-based connectivity, facilitated by SEZs in Thailand‘s key border
provinces, became instrumental to achieving this end.
Routledge
Market: Southeast Asian Studies, Migration
October 2018: 234x156: 240pp Routledge
Hb: 978-0-815-36716-1: £115.00 Market: Asian Politics, Peace Studies
eBook: 978-1-351-25796-1 November 2017: 234x156: 236pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815367161 Hb: 978-1-138-18496-1: £105.00

eBook: 978-1-315-64482-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138184961
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The Genocide in Indonesia
The International People’s Tribunal on 1965 crimes against humanity
Saskia E. Wieringa, University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands and Nursyahbani
Katjasungkana, Previously Director of Jakarta Legal Aid Institute, Indonesia, and
President of Friends of the Earth Indonesia (Wahana Lingkungan Hidup Indonesia,
WALHI).
Series: Routledge Contemporary Southeast Asia Series
This book presents the history of the genocide and propaganda campaign and the process
towards the International People’s Tribunal on 1965 crimes against humanity in Indonesia
(IPT 1965), which was held in November 2015 in The Hague, The Netherlands. The authors,
an Indonesian Human Rights lawyer and a Dutch academic examine this unique event,
which for the first time brings these crimes before an international court, and its verdict.
They single out the campaign of hate propaganda as it provided the incitement to kill so
many Indonesians and why this propaganda campaign is effective to this day.

Routledge
Market: Asian Politics, Genocide Studies
October 2018: 234x156: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-138-22909-9: £105.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138229099
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The Road to Federalism in Nepal, Myanmar and Sri
Lanka
Finding the Middle Ground

Michael G Breen, Deakin University, Australia
Series: Politics in Asia
This book charts the origins and evolution of federalism and
other approaches to the accommodation of minority ethnic
groups in Nepal, Myanmar and Sri Lanka. It applies a historical
institutionalism methodology to understand why federalism
has been resisted, what causes it to be established and what
design options are most likely to balance otherwise competing
centripetal and centrifugal forces. Breen shows how Nepal,
Myanmar and Sri Lanka are finding a middle ground whereby
deliberative and moderating institutions are combined with
accommodating ones to support a political equality among
groups and individuals.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies/Political Systems
January 2018: 234x156: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-29788-3: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-09898-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138297883
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Tropical Warfare in the Asia-Pacific Region, 1941-45Cohesion and Community in Contemporary Hong

Kong Kaushik Roy, Jadavpur University, India and PRIO, Norway
Series: Asian States and Empires
This is the first book to provide a comprehensive overview of
the land war of the Second World War in Southeast Asia and the
Pacific. Existing literature focuses on particular armies and/or
theatres but this book argues that warfare in all theatres was
very similar and that there was considerable interchange of ideas
between allied armies which enabled the spread of best practice.
The book considers tactics, training, technology and logistics,
assesses the changing state of combat effectiveness of different
armies, and traces the course of the war. The author argues that
the Japanese defeat was not inevitable and was brought about
by chance and considerable Allied tactical ingenuity.

Ray Forrest, University of Bristol, UK, Adrienne La Grange, City University of Hong
Kong and Ngai Ming Yip, City University of Hong Kong
Series: Routledge Contemporary Asia Series
Fusing locally based research on Hong Kong neighbourhoods with more macro level urban
political economy, this book provides a comprehensive and up-to-date account of social
and behavioural change in what is one of the most widely recognized urban landscapes
in the world.
Routledge
Market: Southeast Asian Studies, Urban Studies
December 2017: 234x156: 208pp
Hb: 978-0-415-37708-9: £105.00
eBook: 978-0-203-93477-7
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415377089 Routledge

Market: Asian Studies / Security Studies / History
October 2017: 234x156: 266pp
Hb: 978-1-138-84725-5: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-72690-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138847255
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Women Warriors in Southeast AsiaRoutledge Handbook of Urbanization in Southeast

Asia Edited by Tobias Rettig, Singapore Management University and Vina A. Lanzona,
University of Hawai‘i-Manoa, USA.

Edited by Rita Padawangi, National University of Singapore
The study of urbanization in Southeast Asia has been a growing
field of research over the past decades. The Routledge Handbook
of Urbanization in Southeast Asia opens a new perspective on
urban life in the region. It offers a collection of the major streams
and themes in the studies of the cities in the region. A focus on
the urbanization process rather than the city as an object opens
the topic more broadly to bring together different perspectives.

Routledge

Series: Routledge Studies in the Modern History of Asia
Based on multidisciplinary perspectives, this book brings together a wide range of case
studies covering women as agents of violence in periods of armed conflict in Southeast
Asia. It discusses why these women were active in a domain traditionally preserved for
men, and how it arguably transgressed peacetime gender boundaries. Using a number of
different sources, including epigraphs, royal chronicles, diaries, memoirs and interviews,
the book looks at Southeast Asian woman in both ancient and modern times, and in a
variety of roles, such as palace guards, guerrillas and war leaders.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies, Gender Studies, History, Military Studies
June 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-82935-0: £105.00

Market: Asian Studies, Reference eBook: 978-1-315-73782-9
June 2018: 246x174: 416pp * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138829350
Hb: 978-1-138-68159-0: £165.00
eBook: 978-1-315-56288-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138681590
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Spanish Representations of the Philippines
Revisiting Empire
Jose Diaz-Rodriguez, Massey University, New Zealand
Series: Routledge Contemporary Southeast Asia Series
This book examines the different means through which Spain has revisited its ex-colony -
the Philippines - in recent years. Focusing on seven major exhibitions organized in the
period 1998-2012, the ‘poetics’ and ‘politics’ of Spanish representations of the Philippines
are critically examined. Even though Spain’s intention was to offer a fresh and updated
look at the Philippines through the events organized, there was also a tendency to refer
to and recreate a colonial past, posing important questions about the continuity of
conceptions concerning the old Spanish Empire in the 21st Century.

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies/Philippine Studies
July 2018: 234x156: 184pp
Hb: 978-1-138-24424-5: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-27702-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138244245
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Ethnic Politics in Post-Soviet Central AsiaBelarus - Alternative Visions
Exit, Voice, and Loyalty among Uzbek MinoritiesNationhood, Empire and Cosmopolitanism
Matteo Fumagalli, Central European University, HungarySimon M. Lewis
Series: Routledge Advances in Central Asian StudiesSeries: BASEES/Routledge Series on Russian and East European Studies
The book explores how, and to what extent, Central Asia’s ethnic minorities have adjusted
to being "at home abroad" nearly three decades after the collapse of the Soviet Union. It

Belarus is often regarded as Europe’s last dictatorship, a fossilized leftover from the Soviet
Union. A key factor in determining Belarus’s likely future development, however, is its own

finds that minority groups have alternated between ‘exit’ (from the political system), ‘loyalty’sense of its own identity. This book explores the nature of Belarus’s identity, revealing in a
(participation in it and support for the leadership), and ‘voice’ (contentious politics). In thisrange of media including histories, films and literature complex alternative myths – the
book, the case of Uzbek minorities living outside of Uzbekistan serves as a vantage point“peasant nation” of the late nineteenth century, the devoted Soviet republic of the twentieth
to reflect on questions of cultural and political loyalties, contentious politics, and thecentury and the Belarussian nationalism of the present. In reality, as the author shows,
relationship between identity and political action. Uzbeks represent the largest non-Russian
minority group in Central Asia.

Belarus is characterized by immense cultural, linguistic and ethnic diversity, which is indeed
represented in some important Belarussian writing.
Routledge Routledge
Market: Russian Studies and East European Studies Market: Central Asian Studies, Ethnic Politics
September 2018: 234x156: 240pp July 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-1-138-31046-9: £115.00 Hb: 978-0-815-39199-9: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-14374-3 eBook: 978-1-351-20023-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138310469 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815391999
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Gazprom and the Russian StateBlackness and Race in Soviet Cinema
The Political Economy of Russian GasIrina Novikova

Series: Routledge Contemporary Russia and Eastern Europe Series Jack Sharples
This book argues that although Soviet ideology did not accept the principle of biologically
based racial inferiority, nevertheless Soviet films that addressed issues of “race” still exposed

Series: Routledge Contemporary Russia and Eastern Europe Series
Gazprom, one of Europe’s most important energy companies, and the sole exporter of
Russian gas to Europe, is often viewed simply as an agent of the Russian state. This booktheir authors’ views. Moreover, the book contends that these views made a significant

contribution to popular perceptions and to the gradual rise of “white supremacy” thinking presents a thorough examination of the Russian gas sector, Gazprom’s place within it and
in the late Soviet period, with such thinking being now very widely held in post-Soviet, the related international situation. The author concludes that the picture is complex; that
contemporary Russia. The book discusses a wide range of films, explores in detail the Soviet Gazprom is both a commercially-oriented actor that lobbies strongly for its own interests
social construction of race, gender and identity and contrasts this with the development
of racial thinking in the Western world.

and is at the same time subject to varying degrees of influence from the Russian
government, the degree of influence depending on the policy area.

Routledge Routledge
Market: Russian Studies / International Relations / Energy
September 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06201-6: £105.00

Market: Russian Studies / Film Studies / Race and Ethnicity
September 2018: 234x156: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30894-7: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-14322-4 eBook: 978-1-315-16189-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138308947 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138062016
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Identity, History and Trans-Nationality in Central
Asia

Corruption and the Russian Economy
How Administrative Corruption Undermines Entrepreneurship and
Economic Opportunities Mountain Communities of Pamir
Yulia Krylova Edited by Carole Faucher, Nazarbayev University, Kazakhstan and Dagikhudo Dagiev,

Institute of Ismaili Studies, UKThis book examines why the number of entrepreneurs is declining so rapidly in Putin’s
Russia, how many economic opportunities are being irrevocably lost, and why Series: Central Asian Studies
entrepreneurship has become one of the most dangerous occupations in Russia. Based

This book analyses the formation and expression of identity among Ismaili communities
of the Pamir mountain range and addresses central elements of the cultural, religious and

on extensive research, it reveals a corrupt system of government agencies at the regional
and local levels, and the increasing involvement of public officials in unlawful seizures of

historical processes through which this identity has emerged. It presents a variety ofbusinesses. One major conclusion is that the majority of informal payments by entrepreneurs
intertwined lines of argument pertaining to Pamiri identity and identification processes.to regulatory agencies are made not to achieve illegal advantages, but rather to secure the

property rights that the entrepreneurs are entitled to under the law anyway. Structured in three parts, the book addresses themes relevant to geography and the recent
history of Pamiri communities, which span the territories of four current nation-states:
Tajikistan, Afghanistan, China and Pakistan.Routledge

Market: Russian Studies / Business
RoutledgeApril 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Market: Central Asian Studies, HistoryHb: 978-0-815-39466-2: £115.00
June 2018: 234x156: 256ppeBook: 978-1-351-18531-8
Hb: 978-0-815-35755-1: £115.00* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815394662
eBook: 978-1-351-12426-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815357551
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Law and Power in RussiaIdeology and Social Protests in Eastern Europe
Håvard BækkenBeyond the Transition's Liberal Consensus
Series: Routledge Contemporary Russia and Eastern Europe SeriesVeronika Stoyanova

Series: BASEES/Routledge Series on Russian and East European
Studies
This book demonstrates how the recent political mobilizations
in Eastern Europe have been underpinned by a class struggle
between a more conservative and a more radical line of
contention. The latter line, the book argues, is designed by and
for subaltern groups whose anti-systemic programme calls for
not just the eradication of corruption, but for more participatory
forms of democracy, social justice, and freedom from want. The
former, on the other hand, is designed by powerful groups of
intellectuals, for the middle classes whom the intellectuals see
as the historical strata capable of advancing the ‘catch-up’

projects of modernization and Europeanization which they zealously champion.

This book explores the issue of selective law enforcement, arguing that the manipulation
of the legal system and the exploitation of its formalism and instrumentalism is a distinctive
feature of Russia’s semi-authoritarian regime and of contemporary Russian legal culture.
Based on extensive research including interview research with the victims of selective law
enforcement, the book analyses how selective law enforcement works in Russia, discusses
the link between law and power, and relates the Russian situation to examples from
elsewhere and to general legal theories and ideas about public morality.

Routledge
Market: Russian Studies / Politics / Law
October 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-57088-7: £115.00
eBook: 978-0-203-70312-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138570887

Routledge
Market: East European Studies / Politics
March 2018: 234x156: 232pp
Hb: 978-1-138-56355-1: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-12178-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138563551
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Legal Pluralism in Central AsiaInside the East European Planned Economy
Local Jurisdiction and Customary PracticesState Planning, Factory and Manager

Mahabat Sadyrbek
Series: Central Asian Studies
The process of “modernization” in Central Asia tends to be
viewed as a process of moving away from “outdated
approaches”, with a focus on what needs to be done to
“modernize”, and with traditional approaches not taken very
seriously. This book, on the contrary, based on extensive original
research in Kyrgyzstan, examines customary legal practices and
relates them to wider societal developments in Central Asia and
further afield. It examines how a range of problems are dealt
with and redress provided. Overall, the book demonstrates that
there is a spectrum of approaches, which can be labelled "legal
pluralism”; and that traditional approaches are highly effective

and by no means redundant.

Voicu Ion Sucala
Series: BASEES/Routledge Series on Russian and East European
Studies
This book demonstrates in detail how economic practice in the
communist countries of Eastern Europe was shaped by the
interplay among planners, managers and Party apparatchiks.
Based on extensive original research, including interviews with
former employees of business enterprises, the book argues that
shortages, chronic over-capacities and erroneous planning
decisions were present from the very beginning, and were the
natural outcome of the attempt to adapt the basic laws of
economics to ideology. The book includes very detailed
examples of how the planned economy actually worked at the

level of the factory, at the point where plans and managers interacted with workers and
production. Routledge

Market: Central Asian Studies / LawRoutledge
Market: East European Studies / Economics
March 2018: 234x156: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06868-1: £115.00

January 2018: 234x156: 272pp
Hb: 978-1-138-55176-3: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-14777-2
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138551763eBook: 978-1-315-15768-9

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138068681
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Memory, Forgetting and the Legacy of Post-1945
Displacement in Russia and Eastern Europe

Kazakhstan's Foreign Policy
Regime neo-Eurasianism in the Nazarbaev era
Luca Anceschi, La Trobe University, Australia Uilleam Blacker, University of Oxford, UK
Series: Central Asia Research Forum Series: BASEES/Routledge Series on Russian and East European Studies
For much of the post-Soviet era, Kazakhstan’s international relations developed against a
specific backdrop: the Eurasian continent, a (vaguely defined) politico-cultural space with

After the Second World War, millions of people across Eastern Europe, displaced as a result
of wartime destruction, deportations and redrawing of state boundaries, found themselves

the modern Kazakhstani state at its centre. This book looks at the central role occupied by living in cities filled with the traces of the foreign cultures of the former inhabitants. In the
‘regime neo-Eurasianism’ in the foreign policy of post-Soviet Kazakhstan. With case studies immediate post-war period these traces were not acknowledged but in time the former
on identity and power, this book offers a ground-breaking analysis of Kazakhstani foreign "other pasts" have been embraced and taken on board as part of local cultural memory.
policy, and is of interest to students and scholars of Central Asian Politics, International
Relations and Security Studies.

This book explores this interesting and increasingly important phenomenon, examining
official ideologies, popular memory, literature, film, memorialisation and tourism to show
how other pasts are incorporated into local cultural memory.Routledge

Market: Asian Studies, Politics
RoutledgeJune 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Market: Russian and Eastern European Studies / History / Popular CultureHb: 978-0-415-71143-2: £105.00
August 2018: 234x156: 240ppeBook: 978-1-315-67469-8
Hb: 978-1-138-91436-0: £95.00* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415711432
eBook: 978-1-315-69086-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138914360
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Post-Soviet ArmeniaNation-Building and Personality Cult in

Turkmenistan The New National Elite and the New National Narrative
Irina Ghaplanyan
Series: BASEES/Routledge Series on Russian and East European
Studies
Following the collapse of the Soviet Union, Armenia has
struggled to establish itself, with a faltering economy, emigration
of the intelligentsia and the weakening of civil society. This book
explores how a new national elite has emerged and how it has
constructed a new national narrative to suit Armenia’s new
circumstances. The book examines the importance of the
Nagorno-Karabakh conflict with Azerbaijan, considers the impact
of relations with Turkey and other neighbouring states including
Russia, and discusses the poorly-developed role of the very large
Armenian diaspora. Overall, the book provides a key overview

to understanding the forces shaping all aspects of present-day Armenia.

The Türkmenbasy Phenomenon
Fabio De Leonardis, Academy Union Education, Shenzhen,
People's Republic of China
Series: Routledge Advances in Central Asian Studies
This book offers an analysis of why this personality cult
developed in Turkmenistan in a way that has not been seen in
other newly-developed Central Asian countries. In assessing the
Türkmenbaşy phenomenon this book explains the causes and
origins of the personality cult by drawing a comparison with
Qadhdhafi’s Libya. The author understands the Niyazov cult not
as a discrete phenomenon but as a system deriving from specific
historical functions and functioning in a determined social and
historical context. Using accounts of the Türkmenbaşy and
Qadhdhafi cults and the speeches and books written by these

personalities this book focuses on the institutional side of the personality cult.
Routledge
Market: East European Studies / Politics
November 2017: 234x156: 268ppRoutledge
Hb: 978-1-138-24071-1: £115.00Market: Asian Studies
eBook: 978-1-315-28269-5October 2017: 216x138: 122pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138240711Hb: 978-1-138-57683-4: £45.00

eBook: 978-1-351-26868-4
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Religion and Politics in the Orthodox World
The Ecumenical Patriarchate in the Modern World
Paschalis Kitromilides
Series: Routledge Religion, Society and Government in Eastern Europe and the Former
Soviet States
This book explores how the Ecumenical Patriarchate, the centre of authority in the Orthodox
Church, based in Istanbul, coped with political developments from Ottoman times onwards.
The book outlines how under the Ottomans, despite difficult circumstances, the Patriarchate
managed to uphold the unity of the Orthodox Church, how it struggled to do this during
the subsequent age of nationalism when churches within new nation states unilaterally
claimed their autonomy, and how the church coped in the twentieth century with the rise
of nationalist Turkey and other problems. The book concludes by assessing the position
of the Patriarchate towards the current political situation in the region.

Routledge
Market: East European Studies / History / Religion
September 2018: 234x156: 176pp
Hb: 978-0-815-39464-8: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-18543-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815394648
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Remembering the Soviet Past in Putin's Russia
Sergey A. Toymenstev

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138576834
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Nations and Nationalism in the Soviet Union
Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan and Ukraine
Harun Yilmaz, Queen Mary University of London, UK
Series: Central Asia Research Forum
This book compares the past of three countries, which were part of the Soviet Union. These 
republics are located in different corners of the former Soviet geography: Ukraine is in the 
west; Azerbaijan is in the Caucasus and Kazakhstan is in Central Asia. It analyses how and 
by whom Soviet national histories were constructed in these countries in the postwar years 
of Stalin and the initial years of Khrushchev.

Routledge
Market: Asian History, Former Soviet Republics
December 2018: 234x156: 208pp
Hb: 978-1-138-65617-8: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-62208-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138656178
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Politicising the Communist Past
The Politics of Truth Revelation in Post-Communist Poland

Series: BASEES/Routledge Series on Russian and East European Studies

Aleks Szczerbiak, University of Sussex, UK
Series: BASEES/Routledge Series on Russian and East European
Studies
Poland is a particularly interesting case of truth revelation and
transitional justice in a post-communist country. Poland
has radically changed its approach to its communist past, and
this has had a profound effect on its politics. This book examines
the detail of this changing approach, moving from
"communist-forgiving" in the early 1990s through to vetting and
opening up of the communist security service files in the
mid-2000s. It explains why disagreements about transitional
justice became so prominent and sets the Polish approach in
the wider context of transitional justice and truth revelation,

drawing out lessons for newly emerging democracies, both in Eastern Europe and beyond.

Many scholars argue that a key feature of Putin’s Russia is the re-legitimization of the Soviet
past, especially the glorification of successes, and that one consequence of this is the
prevention of full democratization. This book, on the contrary, argues that the
memorialization of the Soviet past is much more complex, with traumatic facts such as the
gulag not being suppressed, with the result that the past is both condemned and glorified
at the same time. The book considers a range of media, including history textbooks, films,
television programmes and novels, and concludes that the contradictory attitude to the
Soviet past is entirely in step with the hybrid nature of the current regime.
Routledge
Market: Russian and East European Studies
September 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-55186-2: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-14781-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138551862

Routledge
Market: Eastern European Studies / Politics
February 2018: 234x156: 224pp
Hb: 978-1-138-82473-7: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-74047-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138824737
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Russia - Art Resistance and the
Conservative-Authoritarian Zeitgeist

Rethinking the Russian Revolution as Historical
Divide

Edited by Lena Jonson and Andrei Erofeev
Series: Routledge Contemporary Russia and Eastern Europe
Series
This book explores how artistic strategies of resistance have
survived under the conservative-authoritarian regime which has
been in place in Russia since 2012. It discusses the conditions
under which artists work as aesthetics change and the state
attempts to define what constitutes good taste. It examines the
approaches artists are adopting to resist state oppression and
to question the present system and attitudes to art. The book
addresses a wide range of issues related to these themes,
considers the work of individual artists and includes some
discussion of contemporary theatre as well as the visual arts.

Edited by Matthias Neumann and Andy Willimott
Series: BASEES/Routledge Series on Russian and East European
Studies
The Russian Revolution of 1917 has often been presented as a
complete break with the past, with everything which had gone
before swept away, and all aspects of politics, economy and
society reformed and made new.  Recently, however, historians
have increasingly come to question this view, discovering that
Tsarist Russia was much more entangled in the processes of
modernisation, and that the new regime contained much more
continuity than has previously been acknowledged. This book
presents new research findings on a range of different aspects
of Russian society, both showing how there was much change

before 1917, and much continuity afterwards. Routledge
Market: Russian Studies / Art / Politics
October 2017: 234x156: 328pp
Hb: 978-1-138-73301-5: £115.00

Routledge
Market: Asian Studies /
November 2017: 234x156: 267pp
Hb: 978-1-138-94562-3: £115.00 eBook: 978-1-315-18685-6

* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138733015eBook: 978-1-315-66785-0
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138945623
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Russia, the West and Arctic SecurityRoutledge Handbook of Russian Foreign Policy
Aurel Braun, University of Toronto, Canada and Stephen BlankEdited by Andrei P. Tsygankov

Providing a comprehensive overview of Russia’s foreign policy
directions, this handbook brings together an international team
of scholars to develop a complex treatment of Russia’s foreign
policy. The chapters draw from numerous theoretical traditions
by incorporating ideas of domestic institutions, considerations
of national security and international recognition as sources of
the nation’s foreign policy. Covering critically important subjects
such as Russia’s military interventions in Ukraine and Syria, the
Routledge Handbook of Russian Foreign Policy is an invaluable
resource to students and scholars of Russian Politics and
International Relations.

Series: Routledge Contemporary Russia and Eastern Europe Series
Russia has recently undertaken military exercises in the Arctic, demonstrating that it values
its strategic position in this region, which may be an important future source of oil and gas.
Given Russia’s recent actions in Ukraine the question arises as to how the West should
respond, or prepare itself to respond, to any similar Russian actions in the Arctic. This book
examines Russia’s strategic interests in the Arctic, discusses why Russia is compelled to
assert itself in the region, considers the international legal position and explores the different
possible Western responses, debating whether a robust or a more conciliatory response
from the West is likely to be more effective.
Routledge
Market: Russian Studies / Strategic Studies / International Relations
October 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-1-138-64815-9: £105.00

Routledge
Market: Politics, International Affairs, Russia

eBook: 978-1-315-62659-8April 2018: 246x174: 448pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138648159Hb: 978-1-138-69044-8: £175.00

eBook: 978-1-315-53693-4
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138690448
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Russian Culture in the Age of GlobalizationRuptures and Continuities in Soviet/Russian Cinema
Edited by Vlad Strukov and Sarah HudspithStyles, characters and genres before and after the collapse of the USSR
Series: BASEES/Routledge Series on Russian and East European StudiesEdited by Birgit Beumers and Eugenie Zvonkine

Series: Routledge Contemporary Russia and Eastern Europe
Series
This book, based on extensive original research, examines how
far the collapse of the Soviet Union represented a threshold that
initiated change or whether there are continuities which
gradually reshaped cinema in the new Russia. The book considers
a wide range of films and film-makers and explores their attitudes
to genre, character and aesthetic style. The individual chapters
demonstrate that, whereas genres shifted and characters
developed, stylistic choices remained largely unaffected.

Routledge

This book considers a very wide range of cultural forms in order to explore questions related
to the changing nature of Russian culture. It examines the media, popular culture and the
literary canon, assesses changes in the cultural sector and its relationship to government,
and discusses throughout key issues including Russia’s present view of itself, Russia’s place
in worldwide globalizing culture, and the degree to which Russia is rewriting the narrative
in order to establish a better view of itself in the world. Overall, the book provides a
conceptual framework for analyzing culture in the modern globalizing world.

Routledge
Market: Russia / Cultural Studies / Media
October 2018: 234x156: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-138-64810-4: £105.00
eBook: 978-1-315-62662-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138648104

Market: Russian Studies / Film Studies
November 2017: 234x156: 226pp
Hb: 978-1-138-67577-3: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-55927-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138675773
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Security, Society and the State in the CaucasusRussia's Economy in an Epoch of Turbulence
Edited by Kevork Oskanian and Derek AverreCrises and Lessons
Series: BASEES/Routledge Series on Russian and East European StudiesVladimir Mau

Series: BASEES/Routledge Series on Russian and East European
Studies
Over the course of the last thirty years post-communist Russia
has either been struggling with crises, discussing the lessons
learned from past crises, or attempting to trace the contours of
future crises. Based on the author’s own experiences and his
research over this long period, this book traces the logic of the
development of the crises and the anti-crisis policies, and
demonstrates how perceptions of the priorities for economic
policy, and the problems of economic growth and the formation
of a new model and its alternatives were formed and how they
changed. This is an important book on an economic subject of

crucial global significance by a leading participant.

The Caucasus, including Russia’s North Caucasus, continues to be an area of potential
instability and conflict. This book, based on extensive original research, explores in detail
at both the local and regional level how state and society interact to encourage security
and democracy in the area. Unlike other books on the subject which tend to examine the
issues from a Western political science perspective, this book includes views from sociology,
geography and anthropology as well as politics and contains much work from scholars
who have visited and researched in the region extensively.

Routledge
Market: Russian and East European Studies /
July 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-815-35388-1: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-351-13483-5
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815353881

Routledge
Market: Russian Studies / Economics / Politics
November 2017: 234x156: 262pp
Hb: 978-1-138-06171-2: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-16218-8
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138061712
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Social Rights in RussiaRussia's Far North
From Imperfect Past to Uncertain FutureThe Contested Energy Frontier

Eleanor Bindman, The University of Manchester, UK
Series: BASEES/Routledge Series on Russian and East European
Studies
Russia’s human rights record, especially violations of rights to
life, liberty and freedom of expression, has been the subject of
much international concern. Social, or welfare, rights, on the
other hand, including rights to housing, health and social security
access, have received much less attention. This book explores
Russia's changing position towards social rights, discussing how
they are defined and why they are contested. The book
concludes by assessing how social rights are likely to develop
in Russia in a world increasingly concerned with austerity and
the transformation of citizens into "market citizens", where

attitudes towards social rights are not that favourable.

Edited by Veli-Pekka Tynkkynen, Shinichiro Tabata,
Hokkaido University, Japan, Daria Gritsenko and Masanori
Goto
Series: Routledge Contemporary Russia and Eastern Europe
Series
The Russian Far North is immensely rich in resources, both energy
and other resources, and is also one of the least developed
regions of Russia. This book presents a comprehensive overview
of the region. It examines resource issues and the related
environmental problems, considers the Arctic and the problems
of sea routes, maritime boundaries and military build-up, assesses
economic development, and considers the ethnic peoples of
the region and also cultural and artistic subjects. Overall, the

book provides a rich appraisal of how the region is likely to develop in future.
Routledge Routledge
Market: Russian Studies Market: Russian Studies / Politics
March 2018: 234x156: 288pp October 2017: 234x156: 168pp
Hb: 978-1-138-30754-4: £115.00 Hb: 978-1-138-84198-7: £100.00
eBook: 978-1-315-12177-2 eBook: 978-1-315-73191-9
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138307544 * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138841987
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The City in Russian CultureRussia's Regional Identities
Edited by Pavel Lyssakov and Stephen M NorrisThe Power of the Provinces
Series: Routledge Contemporary Russia and Eastern Europe SeriesEdited by Edith W. Clowes, Gisela Erbslöh and Ani

Kokobobo
Series: Routledge Contemporary Russia and Eastern Europe
Series
Contemporary Russia is often viewed as a centralised regime
based in Moscow, with dependent provinces, made subservient
by Putin’s policies limiting regional autonomy. This book,
however, demonstrates that beyond this largely political view,
by looking at Russia’s regions more in cultural and social terms,
a quite different picture emerges, of a Russia rich in variety, with
different regional identities, cultures, traditions and memories.
The book explores how identities are formed and rethought in

Cities are constructed and organized by people, and in turn become an important factor
in the organization of human life, sites of both social encounter and social division, and
providing for their inhabitants “a sense of place”. This book explores the nature of Russian
cities, outlining the role played by various Russian cities over time. It focuses on a range of
cities including provincial cities, considering both physical, iconic created cities, such as
Novorossisk, built as a monument to the Great Patriotic War, and also cities as represented
in films, fiction and other writing. Overall the book provides a rich picture of the huge
variety of Russian cities.

Routledge
Market: Russian Studies / Cultural Geography
March 2018: 234x156: 288pp
Hb: 978-1-138-31023-0: £115.00

contemporary Russia, and outlines the nature of particular regional identities, from Siberia
and the Urals to southern Russia, from the Russian heartland to the non-Russian republics.

eBook: 978-1-315-14365-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138310230

Routledge
Market: Russian Studies / Cultural Studies
January 2018: 234x156: 320pp
Hb: 978-1-138-20102-6: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-51333-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138201026
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The South Caucasus – Security, Energy and
Europeanization

The Russian Economic Grip on Central and Eastern
Europe

Edited by Meliha B. Altunışık, Middle East Technical
University at Ankara, Turkey and Oktay F. Tanrisever, Middle
East Technical University at Ankara, Turkey
Series: BASEES/Routledge Series on Russian and East European
Studies
This book explores developments in the countries of the South
Caucasus – Armenia, Azerbaijan and Georgia – since the EU
included the region in the European Neighbourhood Policy in
2003. It considers issues related to energy, ethnic conflict, steps
towards regional integration, and security – including the
involvement of Russia, Iran, Turkey and the United States. It
assesses the key importance of energy, argues that prospects
for regional integration are uncertain, and contends that while

Edited by Ognian Shentov
Series: Routledge Contemporary Russia and Eastern Europe Series
This book explores the extent to which Russia continues to exert strong influence through
economic means in the countries of Central and Eastern Europe. It examines Russia’s
corporate presence, direct investment, trade relationships and private ownership and
investments, discusses the Russian role in particular sectors and outlines how much of
Russia’s economic involvement has the potential for exerting political and social leverage.
It reveals Russia’s methods for gaining economic power, including the exploitation of
corporate governance loopholes, relates Russia’s economic power to its wider strategic
goals and concludes that Russia’s economic grip is increasing.

Routledge
Market: Russian and East Eiropean Studies / Economics
July 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-815-36342-2: £115.00 the approach of Europe and the United States has been confused and weak, without great
eBook: 978-1-351-10939-0 hope of EU or NATO membership, Russia’s interest and involvement in the region is strong,

and growing.
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815363422

Routledge
Market: Russian and Eastern European Studies / Energy / International Relations
October 2017: 234x156: 292pp
Hb: 978-1-138-85863-3: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-71782-1
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138858633
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Understanding Central EuropeThe Russian State and Russian Energy Companies

Edited by Marcin Moskalewicz and Wojciech Przybylski
Series: BASEES/Routledge Series on Russian and East European
Studies
“Central Europe” is a vague and ambiguous term, more to do
with outlook and a state of mind than with a firmly defined
geographical region. This book, with contributions from a large
number of scholars from the region, explores the concept of
“Central Europe” and the meaning of the term. It considers a
wide range of issues including politics, nationalism, democracy,
and the impact of culture, art and history. Overall, the book casts
a great deal of light on the complex nature of “Central Europe”.

Routledge

Ingerid M Opdahl
Series: BASEES/Routledge Series on Russian and East European Studies
This book explores the relationship between the Russian state and the major Russian energy
companies. The book argues that the interaction between energy companies and the state
shaped Russia’s institutional development in the post-Soviet period, and also the
development of Russia’s foreign policy and energy operations. Outlining the extent of
companies’ access to top state officials and the political elite, and their influence on
policymaking, the book concludes that institutions in the Russian energy sector have been
central to regime stability, and that as the institutional framework of the Russian state
developed, the energy companies became more available as foreign policy tools.

Routledge
Market: Russian Studies / Energy / International Relations
December 2018: 234x156: 240pp
Hb: 978-0-815-35405-5: £115.00 Market: Central and East European Studies
eBook: 978-1-351-13407-1 November 2017: 234x156: 590pp
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780815354055 Hb: 978-0-415-79159-5: £125.00

eBook: 978-1-315-15773-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415791595
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Understanding Energy Security in Central and
Eastern Europe

The Silk Road and the Political Economy of the
Mongol Empire

Russia, Transition and National InterestPrajakti Kalra
Series: Routledge Studies on the Chinese Economy Edited by Wojciech Ostrowski and Eamonn Butler
The growing importance of Central and Inner Asia and the Silk Road is much discussed at
present. This book compares the nature of present day networks in these regions with the

Series: Routledge Contemporary Russia and Eastern Europe Series
The purpose of this book is to move beyond the approach which views energy as a purely
geopolitical tool of the Russian state and assumes a 'one size fits all' approach to Central
and Eastern Europe (CEE) energy security.

patterns of similar connections which existed at the time of the Mongol Empire in the
thirteenth century and its successor states. It considers settlement patterns, technology
and technology transfer, trade, political arrangements, the role of religion and the impact

Routledge
Market: Russian and East European Studies / Energy
April 2018: 234x156: 264pp
Hb: 978-1-138-12034-1: £115.00

of the powerful states which border the region. Overall, the book demonstrates that the
Mongol Empire anticipated many of the networks and connections which exist in the
region at present.
Routledge eBook: 978-1-315-65177-4
Market: Central Asia / History * For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138120341
April 2018: 234x156: 192pp
Hb: 978-0-415-78699-7: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-22645-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415786997
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Violence and Resistance in Uzbekistan
Matteo Fumagalli, Central European University, Hungary
Series: Central Asian Studies
This book examines the origins of the current waves of protest in Uzbekistan. The author
analyses how these have changed over the years and provides an outlook into the country's
future. Arguing that the ‘Andijan events’ were not an isolated episode of resistance and/or
repression in post-Soviet Uzbekistan, the author shows that they are simply the latest
episode in the deterioration of state-society relations in Uzbekistan.
Routledge
Market: Central Asian Studies, Asian Politics, Conflict Studies
July 2018: 234x156: 256pp
Hb: 978-0-415-48093-2: £105.00
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9780415480932
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Women's Experiences of Repression in the Soviet
Union and Eastern Europe
Kelly Hignett, Melanie Ilic, Dalia Leinarte and Corina Snitar
Series: Routledge Studies in the History of Russia and Eastern Europe
Based on extensive original research, including studies of autobiographies and biographies,
reminiscences and memoirs, archived oral history data and interviews conducted by the
authors, this book provides a rich picture of how women experienced repression in the
former Soviet bloc. Although focusing on key years when repression was at its height –
1937 for the Soviet Union, 1941 for Lithuania and Poland, 1948 for Czechoslovakia and 1956
for Romania – the book ranges more widely. It demonstrates that although far fewer women
than men were the direct victims of repression, women experienced severe repression in
many ways, including exile and deportation.

Routledge
Market: Russian and East European Studies / History / Women's Studies
October 2017: 234x156: 196pp
Hb: 978-1-138-04692-4: £115.00
eBook: 978-1-315-16239-3
* For full contents and more information, visit: www.routledge.com/9781138046924
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